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ABSTRACT
A Semantic Analysis of the Biblical Hebrew Verbal System in Prophetic Literature
Kevin Grasso
Master of Arts
with major in
Applied Linguistics
The Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics, June 2016
Supervising Professors: Paul Kroeger and Perry Oakes
This thesis analyzes the Biblical Hebrew Verbal System as represented in Amos,
Micah, and Zephaniah and posits an invariable meaning for each of the four finite forms
based on a semantic analysis. A general theory of TAM is presented, and then it is applied
to QATAL,

WEQATAL, YIQTOL,

and

WAYYIQTOL

(the four finite forms). QATAL is found to

be polysemous for perfective and perfect aspect,

WEQATAL

is found to be perfective-

irrealis, YIQTOL is found to be irrealis, and WAYYIQTOL is found to be past-perfective. On
a discourse level, it is found that each of the forms have tendencies to be temporally related
to adjacent clauses in certain ways, but these relationships are not a part of the invariable
meaning of the forms. Throughout the thesis, the semantic analysis presented is compared
to other major analyses from various perspectives, including traditional, discourse, and
diachronic approaches.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Few languages have been studied as much as Biblical Hebrew (BH). Its importance
in the three Abrahamic religions can hardly be overstated as the Hebrew Bible is, arguably,
essential to all three of them. As a literary document, the Hebrew Bible has stood the test
of time, and its message is as relevant today as it ever has been. Given these considerations,
it is reasonable to suppose that the language such a message is encoded in would receive a
tremendous amount of research and scrutiny—and indeed it has. Yet for all this, modern
linguistics has only recently helped shed a considerable amount of light on BH, so there
are still many debates surrounding its grammar that can be fruitfully reconsidered.

1.1

Goals for the Study
It is my aim in this thesis to analyze the Biblical Hebrew Verbal System (BHVS)

as represented in the prophets, and as a result of this, to suggest some possible revisions to
the analyses of the BHVS as a whole (though validating this suggestion would require a
much larger corpus). The science of linguistics has much to say about verbal theory that
has not yet been fully integrated into the study of BH. In some respects, this is obvious as
new linguistic theories are always being developed, making it quite difficult to have a
currently relevant theory. However, Hebraists and linguists have, in my opinion, often been
unfortunately separated to a higher than usual degree. Hebrew linguistics has indeed been
informed by general linguistics, and linguistics has benefited from the study of Hebrew,
yet those studying the BHVS often do not approach it with a thorough background in
semantics (the field of linguistics most closely associated with the meaning of verbs). This
is not to decry all current theories of the BHVS, nor is it to say that there are not those who
have studied this issue from a semantics standpoint; it is only to say that a primarily
semantic framework is often marginalized in lieu of other frameworks (e.g. diachronic
studies, discourse, and traditional approaches—as discussed below). All of these have their
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place and can be useful, but in this thesis, I have sought to provide a new analysis with a
semantic framework in the hope that readers of the Hebrew Bible might achieve a greater
understanding of the text.
Biblical Hebrew has a long tradition of grammatical studies, and this has resulted
in the adoption of a number of different terminologies and frameworks. While I have
analyzed the BHVS from a linguistic standpoint, I have also tried to make it accessible to
those without a background in linguistics, since there are many students and scholars of
the Hebrew Bible without such a background. Given this, I have sought to define my terms
meticulously (sometimes at the cost of brevity) and have provided many diagrams to help
visually represent concepts that might be complicated to those with a different background.
Because many reading this thesis will have a background in linguistics, I have delegated
some of the more elementary linguistic terms and concepts to footnotes so as not to bog
down the reader with too many definitions. I have also given examples both in the Hebrew
script and in transliterated form in order to make it more accessible to linguists who might
not know Hebrew. In many ways, my approach is very similar to Corien Bary’s who
studied the Ancient Greek aspect system from a semantics perspective. The state of
grammatical studies in Ancient Greek is quite similar to BH (Bary 2009:4):
Grammars of Ancient Greek are a rich source of information on this topic [the
meaning of imperfective and aoristic aspect in the Ancient Greek verbal system],
but mainly from a descriptive point of view. From a theoretical point of view,
they do not provide deeper insight in the actual semantics of the Ancient Greek
aspectual system. It is common practice in grammars of Ancient Greek to ﬁrst
give a characterisation of the basic meaning of aoristic and imperfective aspect
which is then followed by an overview of their speciﬁc interpretations. Whether
these interpretations are seen as special instances of the basic meanings or as
separate meanings is often left unclear. The degree to which they are related to the
basic meanings varies from author to author, but so far no one has managed to
systematically derive the speciﬁc interpretations from the basic ones. I will show
that by using the ideas and tools that have been developed in the ﬁeld of formal
semantics we can achieve this.
This also is my goal in the current thesis. I use semantics to help explain how the
meaning of a verb form can account for its various functions and interpretations. The
functions of the forms can be found in any standard grammar; I do not intend to merely
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repeat this information, since it has already been studied so thoroughly and
comprehensively by those who have come before me. While these previous studies have
been helpful in delimiting the functions of the forms, there often appears to be little attempt
to relate these back to a central meaning.
Another aim of my thesis is to help provide insight into a corpus that is often not
the focus in studies on the BHVS: the prophets. The majority of recent studies on the BHVS
have primarily, and sometimes exclusively, focused on narrative prose rather than
prophetic literature. While I do not believe that the meaning of a verb form changes with a
change in genre, there are peculiarities with any genre that affect how the forms are
ordinarily used. By choosing to study the prophets, I have subjected myself to a different
set of peculiarities that have also affected my analysis, but my hope is that these differences
can be minimized by looking to those previous studies that are based mostly on narrative.
I have tried to relate every function of the forms in my corpus to a central meaning (or
meanings). If correct, the central meaning can easily be generalized to the other prophets
and even narrative passages. By basing my study on semantics, even those functions that
might not be found in my corpus should be relatable to the meaning(s) assigned.
Among the prophets, I have chosen to study the books of Amos, Micah, and
Zephaniah. My corpus is quite limited (both in genre and scope), but to help compensate
for this, I do not exclusively discuss examples from these prophets, especially when verses
are used by other Hebraists to support different theories. In keeping with my goal of
contributing to our knowledge of prophetic literature, I have kept most of my examples
limited to the prophets in general, even when I give examples outside of my main corpus
(though I still include discussions of other portions). In doing this, I hope that the system I
present can help us to understand prophetic literature better and can suggest new ways of
seeing the BHVS as a whole. Those who know the Hebrew Bible well should be able to
extrapolate from my limited examples to other similar phenomena in the rest of the wider
corpus.
The final goal of my thesis is to provide a useful study for those who are handling
the Hebrew Bible. My desire is to help those who are interpreting and/or translating the
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Hebrew Bible to be more faithful to the meaning represented in the words and grammar.
Ancient languages necessarily have difficulties associated with them that are unique, one
of them being a particularly acute reliance upon a static text rather than native speakers.
Unfortunately, there is no one we can ask about the meaning of the YIQTOL form that speaks
BH natively. While native speakers are usually viewed as the authority for the languages
they speak, no such appeal can be made in this case. As a result, grammarians who do not
speak the language become the “authority” on the language, so those who wish to learn the
language start by listening to the grammarian (whether teaching inductively or
deductively). The beginning BH student is dependent on those who have come before him
or her and have already immersed themselves in the texts. I hope that the time I have spent
in the text (and in the linguistics literature) might help those who want to understand the
Hebrew Bible more fully.

1.2

General Overview
I begin my study with an in-depth discussion of my linguistic framework in chapter

2. First, I explain why I have chosen to approach the BHVS from a semantics-based
perspective rather than from other perspectives more commonly used for analysis of the
BHVS. The concepts explained in this initial section are foundational to the rest of the
thesis and are referred to throughout. In the rest of the chapter, I lay out my theory of the
five general linguistic categories relevant to the study of any verbal system: tense, aspect,
modality, mood, and discourse. Although these sections will be dense to those not
acquainted with linguistics, they should not be skimmed over. My analysis of the BHVS
cannot be understood without first grasping these concepts.
Chapter 3 covers the four major finite verb forms found in BH: QATAL, WEQATAL,
YIQTOL, and WAYYIQTOL.

This is where I take the functions of the various forms and relate

them back to a central meaning (or meanings). I focus primarily on the clause in which a
form is found and explain the contribution a form makes to the utterance. Due to a lack of
space, I have not included the participle, the infinitive, or the imperative, jussive, and
cohortative paradigm. These forms are also important to any study of the BHVS, so I have
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not excluded them out of negligence, nor does my exclusion of them suggest they are less
important to understanding the system as a whole. My hope is that the breadth I have
sacrificed by not covering these forms has been compensated for by the added depth given
to the finite forms.
In chapter 4, I move beyond how the forms are functioning within their own clause
to analyze how they are related to other forms in a discourse. Once again, there are
limitations and deficiencies in my study, particularly because the “discourses” I analyze
are quite short and because the prophets are a unique corpus. While I have chosen
discourses that are more broadly applicable than others (so some of my findings can be
beneficial for studying other genres), the findings in this chapter are much more specific to
the prophets and less generalizable than the previous chapter. As with chapter 3, grasping
the theory of discourse laid out in chapter 2 is a prerequisite to understanding this chapter.
The final chapter of this thesis is devoted to briefly summarizing my findings,
suggesting avenues needed for further research, and giving a few pedagogical implications.
With Cook, I also see the great need to make any study of the BHVS practical by suggesting
at least a few ways that the findings can be applied to the classroom (Cook 2014:99).
With pedagogical concerns in mind, it should be noted that I have used standard
linguistic terminology throughout the thesis rather than the terminology that has been
developed by traditional grammarians (again, agreeing with Cook 2014:88-89). In order to
avoid any confusion about the semantics of the forms in question, I have followed the
common practice of referencing the forms by their transliteration (e.g. QATAL, YIQTOL,
etc.) rather than a semantic label (such as perfect, imperfect, past, etc.). Cook helpfully lists
“terminological equivalences” of the various forms in the following chart (slightly
modified from 2014:80):
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a.

QATAL =

preterite/past = affix form = perfect/perfective

b.

YIQTOL

c.

WEQATAL

= future/modal = prefix form = imperfect/imperfective
= waw-conversive preterite = waw-consecutive perfect = irrealis

perfect/qatal
d.

WAYYIQTOL

= waw-conversive future = waw-consecutive imperfect = past

tense = sequential form
Figure 1: BHVS Terminological Equivalences
As mentioned above, I use the left-most column to refer to the different forms. One
of the most difficult aspects of the various terminologies is that even when some authors
use the same term, they do not have the same definitions for those terms. As much as
possible, I have tried to explain what the various scholars mean by those terms and labels
rather than just assuming that they define terms the way I do. Consequently, this has
sometimes meant that a fair amount of space has been taken up with definitions, but I hope
my occasional sacrifice of brevity has been offset by added perspicuity.
One last note must be made concerning those scholars with whom I interact and
those with whom I do not. I know that my thesis is quite lacking in regard to the amount
of Hebraists with whom I have interacted. Obviously, such a study could not take into
consideration everyone’s opinion (for there are many!), but I have tried to take respected
representatives from various schools of thought in the hopes that most of the essential
hypotheses would be represented.

CHAPTER 2: OVERVIEW OF LINGUISTIC FRAMEWORK
The different meanings ascribed to the BHVS are often a result of the differing
linguistic frameworks adopted by scholars. After giving a brief overview of my semantic
framework, I compare and contrast this with other frameworks that have been recently used
to study the BHVS in order to demonstrate why I chose to approach this study the way I
have. Besides my own, the three frameworks I look at are what I call traditional approaches,
discourse approaches, and diachronic approaches. Although modern linguistics provides
numerous ways to analyze a verbal system, these three ways are currently and historically
the most popular within the field of Biblical Hebrew.
As a preliminary note, I follow Comrie (1976) and use the term “situation” as a
cover term for any type of action, state, event, etc. depicted by a verb. The situation is what
the verb is describing in the real world. So for example, the sentence Cody ate the eggs
describes what action the person Cody did in the past, and the sentence Nick is a basketball
player describes a current state of Nick. These and many other types of real-world
events/states are referred to as situations throughout this work.

2.1.1

A Semantics-Based Approach
Kratzer gives a helpful description of the purpose of semantics: “It is the task of

semantics to describe all those features of the meaning of utterances of linguistic
expressions which stay invariable in whatever context these expressions may be used. This
invariable element we may call the meaning proper of a linguistic expression” (Kratzer
1977:337). In semantics, then, linguists are attempting to discover the meaning of a word
or grammatical morpheme (such as verb forms) that it encodes irrespective of the context.
The term “meaning” is sometimes used for the invariable element that Kratzer describes,
but it is also sometimes used for the various interpretations that might arise from a form’s
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interaction with the surrounding context. In order to prevent confusion, I have used the
term “meaning” for the invariable element of a form and the term “function” for the
particular interpretation that might arise when the invariable element interacts with the
context.
Importantly, the meaning of a particular form does not change with the context,
since it is “invariable”, 1 but a single form may have a variety of functions depending on
how its invariable meaning interacts with other invariable meanings and the extra-linguistic
context. The implication of this is that, though a form may have several different functions,
these functions can always relate back to a core meaning, i.e. the functions are derived from
the meaning2 (or meanings if the form is polysemous).3 Comrie explains this in his work
on tense (1985:26): “it is also possible that a tense will receive particular interpretations in
particular contexts, but these are always explainable in terms of the interaction of contextindependent meaning and context, and do not therefore form part of the meaning of the
tense category in question.” In order to discover the meaning of a form, the invariable
meaning must be isolated from a variety of different ways a form functions in diverse
contexts.
As an example, let us consider the simple present tense in English. In the sentence
Chris builds airplanes, the verb builds is used to show that Chris has a habit of building
airplanes at the moment of speaking. We would normally understand this sentence not to
mean that Chris is currently in the process of building a single airplane, but he is employed
in building airplanes, or he has a hobby of doing so. Hence, the simple present tense in
English can function to describe habits in present time. Now consider the sentence Camille
1

This holds with polysemous forms as well which have more than one invariable meaning. With polysemous
forms, the context often serves to disambiguate the possible meanings to yield the correct interpretation. The
context, then, determines which of the form’s meanings are being used.
2
Idioms are more complex. If each word in an idiomatic phrase is considered to have its ordinary meaning,
this could be considered an exception to the principle that a form’s functions must be related back to the
meaning. However, if an idiomatic phrase as a whole is considered to be its own lexical item, the entire
phrase would act more like an individual word with its own meaning distinct from the meaning of the
combination of words.
3
Although defined in various ways, I have defined polysemy as when a form has more than one invariable
meaning. This is not to say that both invariable meanings are always present when the form is used, but that
whenever a form is used, either invariable meaning may apply (and it is context that normally makes clear
what invariable meaning is being used).
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is a student. The verb is is also in the simple present tense just like builds in the previous
example. However, in this case, is functions to represent a present state rather than a habit.
From these two different examples, the meaning of the simple present tense (the invariable
element of the form) is difficult to ascertain because the functions are different. As a
semanticist, however, I am claiming that there is a common element to both functions of
the form that we may call the meaning of the simple present tense. The common element
is that the time being talked about is in the present in relation to another reference point
(the reference point being the moment of speaking in these examples). This common
element stays constant even in different contexts such as these. The challenge in semantics
is to determine the common element between all the different functions of a single form,
and that is what I have tried to do with the BH forms in chapter three.
Not only can a single form have many different functions, but multiple forms may
also be used for the same function. In other words, the same situation can often be described
in a number of different ways. Because our attention will be centered on verbs, the
morphemes under analysis will always be describing a particular situation (or situations)
that is (or are) described in the universe of discourse. (I use the term “universe of discourse”
rather than “real world” because imaginary objects may still be referred to in a fictional
story, but the “universe of discourse” can of course still refer to the real world.) So, as an
example, an answer to the question What is Chris doing these days? could be either He is
building airplanes or He builds airplanes where both the present progressive and the
simple present tense are taken to be habitual. It is not abnormal, then, to see multiple forms
being used for the same function.
One final note should be made about the connection between the meaning of a form
and its label. When a certain verbal form is called a “past tense form”, for example, the
ordinary understanding of such a label is that the label is describing the invariable meaning
of the form. A past tense form would mean that the tense is always past, or the time being
talked about is prior to another reference point, usually the moment of speaking. This could
be considerably complicated if people mean different things by assigning the label “past
tense” or if they mean the same thing but have different labels, and this happens to be a
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frequent occurrence in BH studies, as Cook also notes (Cook 2014:80). In order to try to
alleviate some of these issues, I have done two things. First, the labels I have assigned to
the forms coincide with the forms’ meaning(s) that all of the functions can be related to
(other than idiomatic functions). Second, I have tried to give clear definitions concerning
the broader categories of tense, aspect, modality, and mood.

2.1.2

Traditional Approaches
I am considering “traditional approaches” to be those that are similar to the standard

grammars for BH, of which Gesenius 1813 is often considered to be the founding example.
In such an approach, a label is assigned to a verb form (e.g. past, perfect, future, etc.), and
then the functions of the form are listed (just as Bary 2009 explains in chapter one). There
are often numerous examples of particular interpretations of the forms in a variety of
contexts, essentially providing a number of options for how a form might function. The
functions of the form are given priority, not the meaning, and how the functions relate to
the meaning is often not discussed. These studies can provide helpful descriptions of the
forms’ functions—they can serve as guides to constrain the possible functions to a more or
less fixed number. Oftentimes, an abundance of information is presented about the
functions, but they are ordinarily lacking in explanations about exactly how the context
gives rise to the specific interpretation (though they may give the context where a particular
function is more prominent). The most recent example of this type of study is Joosten’s
book The Verbal System of Biblical Hebrew (Joosten 2012), in which he provides a wealth
of helpful information regarding how the forms function. Yet while there is merit in his
work, the explanations for how the meanings of the forms account for the functions are
often lacking. I compare and contrast his work with my own in more detail in chapter three.
What the “traditional approach” lacks, a semantics-based study fulfills. An
approach grounded in semantics attempts to derive a form’s functions from a combination
of the central meaning of the form and the context. By understanding how and why the
different functions are derived from a central meaning’s interaction with the context, the
reader is more equipped to correctly interpret a specific form in a specific context.
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Moreover, the “traditional approach” does not have any proper criteria for labelling a form
(a big problem in studies of the BHVS). Labels are often given on the basis of what function
is most common, but this might not accord with the invariable meaning of the form. A
more pedagogically helpful approach is to choose a label that coincides with the form’s
invariable meaning.

2.1.3

Discourse Approaches
Although discourse approaches can vary widely depending on how discourse

analysis is done, they often describe how a form functions rather than what it means (in
this, they are similar to the “traditional approach” above). The different functions of the
forms are explained by appealing to different discourse types; a form might function in one
way in narrative and in another way in predictive discourse, and there are “limited degrees
of transporting of morphological meanings between the different discourse types”
(Longacre & Bowling 2015:2). While it is true that the discourse type (or at least the
general context) affects the functions of a verb form, these approaches have a tendency at
times to downplay the invariable meaning of the form.4 Paying attention to the context is
indeed crucial to understanding any occurrence of a verb form, but it is important when
doing discourse analysis to consider both the invariable meaning and the context.
Whereas discourse analysis has a tendency to prioritize the context, the semanticsbased approach I have presented posits an invariable element in the form that is always
present irrespective of the context. Longacre and Bowling have said that it is primarily the
interpretation of the context that creates the meaning of the form, but in such analyses, the
form’s invariable meaning has a tendency to be marginalized (though Longacre and
Bowling do try to minimize this tendency by beginning with the semantic range of each of
the forms—their work is discussed more in section 4.5.1). In my approach, the surrounding
context interacts with the invariable meaning of the form, which together produce the
correct interpretation, so the interpretation of an utterance is dependent upon both the

4

For a similar criticism and a larger discussion of the issues, see (Cook 2012:184–185).
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context and the elements that do not vary with context, i.e. the invariable meaning(s). I
have tried to give both their proper weight.

2.1.4

Diachronic Approaches
A more recent trend in studies on the BHVS is to approach it diachronically. John

Cook gives a definition of diachronic typology in the preface to his recent book, Time and
the Biblical Hebrew Verb: “Diachronic typology provides a historical dimension by
generalizing not simply about language structures but about the types of structural changes
that are evident in languages over time.” (Cook 2012:x). In other words, this framework
appeals to the similarities between how a number of languages change over time in the
hope that such similarities can shed light on how the language in question is changing. The
different functions of a form are accounted for by suggesting paths of development that
take place over time. Functions that are not compatible with a certain meaning are
explained by appealing to vestiges of older (or occurrences of newer) functions from the
prior (or subsequent) meanings. For example, Cook explains the QATAL form in BH by
appealing to prior meanings that have not yet died out (Cook 2012:207–bold mine).
…qatal exhibits both a perfect and a perfective/simple past meaning, begging the
question whether the form should be identified as a perfect, perfective, or simple
past conjugation. The simplest explanation for the concurrence of the perfect and
perfective/simple past meanings in BH qatal is to explain the perfect as a
meaning that persists from the earlier stage when it was its primary
meaning.
This categorization of

QATAL

is made under the assumption that it has a certain

diachronic path of development similar to other languages (shown in Cook 2012:207-208).
While this type of explanation could be true given a diachronic framework, it is not, by
itself, an adequate basis for a synchronic analysis of the invariable meaning. However, it
does suggest something about the invariable meaning(s): Bybee, Perkins, and Pagluica, in
their seminal work on diachronic development of verbal forms, state that their work is
useful to a “language-specific synchronic analysis” in that the forms should be
“polysemous in predictable ways” (Bybee, Perkins & Pagliuca 1994:300). If a certain form
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may either have perfective or perfect meanings at a particular time because of its diachronic
path of development, then the form is synchronically polysemous, no matter what it might
have developed from or what it might be developing to.
This brings up another question: is the invariable meaning of a grammatical
morpheme or word synchronic or diachronic in nature? When dealing with the question of
the meaning of a morpheme, it is necessary to give precedence to what it means at the time
of usage and not to what it meant in the past. To do otherwise is commonly known as the
“etymological fallacy” (Lyons 1977:244).
Put simply, this fallacy stems from a failure to recognize that a word’s (or
morpheme’s) current meaning is not necessarily equivalent to (and may even be very
different from) a word’s prior meaning. The most basic tenet in diachronic studies, that
words/morphemes change over time, suggests why etymology does not provide an accurate
analysis for the meaning of morphemes at the time of utterance: the morpheme could have
changed meanings, so the previous meaning is no longer relevant to the form’s current
meaning (Stubbs 2001:172). This rule applies to both words and grammatical morphemes,
such as a past tense marker. For example, Bybee, Perkins, and Pagliuca show that the
English future tense marker will developed from a morpheme that expressed desire, and
this is how it was principally used in Middle English and Early Modern English (Bybee,
Perkins & Pagliuca 1994:255–256). But of course, any speaker of English knows will does
not only deal with desire as it is currently used today. The sentence It will rain tomorrow
does not ordinarily express a desire in any way, but only a prediction. It would be erroneous
to say that the true meaning of will is to express desire because that is what it meant in
older forms of English.
With all of this being said, it is important to distinguish between the meaning of a
form and the label used to represent that meaning. While meaning is not diachronic, some
scholars may choose to label a form based on functions that have died out completely or
almost completely. This seems unhelpful to me, but choosing a label on such a basis is not
the same as positing a meaning for a form based on what it meant previously (see 3.4.7.1
for a larger discussion).
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2.1.5

The Corpus
Although the synchronic vs. diachronic discussion in general linguistics has many

complexities, there is even more to consider in the BHVS. The problem with the Hebrew
Bible is that the corpus itself is diachronic, since it actually was written over a span of at
least hundreds of years. Those studying the verbal system in the entire corpus recognize a
difference between what is called Classical Biblical Hebrew (CBH) and Late Biblical
Hebrew (LBH) as well as possibly another earlier stage of development, labelled “archaic,”
found in several poems (Joosten 2012:377). This makes determining the meaning of a form
much more difficult, since the form’s meaning must be evaluated at the time of usage, and
the time of usage varies within the corpus. While the nature of the corpus does indeed make
a synchronic semantic analysis more difficult, it is still necessary to conduct a synchronic
analysis in order to posit a meaning for the form because a form’s meaning is still related
to the time of use. With this in mind, the diachronic nature of the Hebrew Bible might make
finding one central meaning for each of the forms impossible due to diachronic change.
Thus, my findings are most applicable to the books in the Hebrew Bible in CBH.
Before talking about a specific verbal system, a theory of tense, aspect, mood, and
modality must be developed. In the rest of the chapter, I attempt to lay out the general
meaning of these categories (and how they relate to the larger discourse). An adequate
understanding of these categories is essential to understanding my analysis of the BHVS.

2.2

Tense
Traditionally, tense has been defined as “the grammaticalisation of location in

time” (Comrie 1985:1). Of course, this leaves open what exactly is “located in time”. Klein
explains that tense “imposes a temporal constraint on the assertion: it narrows down the
assertion to some particular time” (Klein 1994:3). So, it is the “assertion” that is “located
in time”. This leaves us with the fuller definition of tense as the grammaticalization of the
location of an assertion in time. By “grammaticalisation”, Comrie means that a form’s
location in time is marked by some grammatical morpheme, i.e. there is an affix, auxiliary,
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or grammatical particle that indicates this relationship (Comrie 1985:10). Thus, we can
again redefine tense as the use of a grammatical morpheme to indicate the location of an
assertion in time. Yet, this description is still incomplete. If an assertion is to be located in
time, it must be related to some other reference point. It is not just that the assertion is
located in time, but it is located in time in relationship to another time interval or point.
Again, we can expand our definition of tense to the following: the use of a grammatical
morpheme to indicate the location of a speaker’s assertion to a particular time in relation
to another reference point. So, a past tense form must necessarily locate the assertion in
time as prior to some reference point, and it must have some grammatical morpheme to
mark this relationship. Hence, the English past tense form ordinarily indicates that the time
about which the assertion is made is prior to the moment of speaking (the usual reference
point for the English past tense), and it has the affix –ed to mark this temporal relationship.
While this definition is fairly straightforward, there are several difficulties when
describing tense that must be taken into consideration. First, the word “tense” is often used
in different ways. Sometimes it is used to refer to the forms of a verb in a given language.
With this usage, English would have at least two tenses, the past tense form and the present
tense form. The past tense form ordinarily has an added –ed on the end of the verb, e.g.
walked, and the present tense does not have an ending except in third person singular, e.g.
walk(s). I do not use the term in this way in the present work. Whenever I talk about the
different inflections of a verb, I use a term such as “form” (as I have done above).
Second, tense is not equivalent to the temporal interpretation of a clause. A past
tense may be used when describing a situation in the past, but aspect may also be used
when describing a situation in the past (though the past temporal interpretation could arise
from other contextual factors or indirectly from the form’s aspectual value). This may be
difficult for English speakers to grasp because we actually do use a past tense form to
describe a past situation. However, if a form only encodes aspect, it does not mean the time
being talked about by the speaker is completely random. This is clearly evident in tenseless
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languages.5 In these languages (e.g. Mandarin, Yucatec, etc.) the speaker may still refer to
a situation in the past, but in such a case, tense is not the reason for that particular
interpretation of the verb. In other words, a form might function to talk about a situation
in the past, but the form itself might not mean that the situation being talked about is always
in the past as a true past tense would. So, a language may use other means (like the default
interpretation of aspect or temporal adverbials) besides tense to indicate the temporal
relationship between the assertion and the reference point.
Having explained in more detail what tense is not, let us go back to the definition
of tense already established. Tense is the use of a grammatical morpheme to indicate the
location of a speaker’s assertion to a particular time in relation to another reference point.
This leaves us with two time intervals or points: the location of a speaker’s assertion and
another reference point/interval. Crucially, the situation described by the verb is not one of
these time intervals. Tense does not directly involve the Time of the Situation (TSit); it is
actually a relationship between some reference point and the time that is being talked about,
or the time about which the assertion is made (Klein 2010:24). For the reference point, I
adopt the term used in von Stutterheim, Carroll & Klein (2003:6) and call this the Temporal
Anchor (TA). For the time being talked about, I adopt the term used in Klein (1994:4) and
call this the Topic Time (TT). Placing these time intervals/points into our definition of
tense, we can again redefine tense as the use of a grammatical morpheme to indicate the
location of the TT in relation to the TA. The relationship between the TA and the TT for
past, present, and future tense is shown in Figure 2 (the line shown in brackets is the TT,
and the line with the arrows is the timeline).

5

For more on tenseless languages (and justification that they actually are tenseless), see (Klein & Li 2009:83–
128) and (Lin 2012:669–695).
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Past

TA

TT

Present
TA
TT

Future

TA
TT

Figure 2: Past, Present, and Future Tense Time Structures
2.2.1

Temporal Anchor
The TA is named after its function. It is any time point or interval that functions as

the anchor, or reference point, to which the TT is related. Klein gives three characteristics
of the TA. First, this time interval or point does not have to be specified in the text itself,
but it might be taken from the extra-linguistic context. Second, there are several options
for the TA: it may be the moment of speaking, an adverbial phrase, a subordinate clause,
etc.6 Third, the TA can change widely in a single text, even between sentences, though it
may also remain constant (von Stutterheim, Carroll & Klein 2003:6). Some forms may

6

A more comprehensive theoretical analysis of tense would also include another possible reference point to
account for complex tenses. Bohnemeyer describes the function of this extra possible reference point, which
he labels as Perspective Time (PT): “In their capacity of acting as relata of topic times, however, perspective
times can be understood as a generalization over utterance times and anaphorically traced reference times”
(Bohnemeyer 2014). I have not included this extra reference point because it was not relevant in my analysis
of the BHVS, but it could be when looking at a wider corpus.
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specify the TA to be equivalent to the Time of Utterance (TU), but other forms may allow
the TA to be some other reference point.7 Comrie calls the former absolute tenses and the
latter relative tenses (see his discussion in Comrie 1985:36-63). If the tense was absolute,
a past tense form would normally indicate that the time being talked about was in the past
relative to the moment of utterance. So, the TA would always be equivalent to the TU. If
the tense was relative, a past tense form could indicate that the time being talked about was
in the past relative to the moment of utterance or relative to some other time in the context.
So, the TA might be the TU, but it also might be some other time period or interval. With
this definition of tense, a relative present tense can still be described as a true present tense
(i.e. the meaning is that the TA and the TT overlap) even though the form can be used in
the description of a past situation relative to the TU.

2.2.2

Topic Time
The other time interval involved in tense besides the TA is the TT. As noted earlier,

Klein defines the TT as “the time span to which the speaker’s claim on this occasion is
confined” (Klein 1994:4). In other words, it is the time span being talked about.
Importantly, nothing is said about the situation other than what is claimed during the TT
(Klein 1994:4). For example, Klein (2014:956) gives the example The window was open
to demonstrate this. Uttering this sentence does not exclude the possibility that the window
is still open, so no claim is made about the present moment. Thus, if tense relates the TA
to the TT, then all that is being claimed by the above example is that during the relevant
span of time prior to the moment of speaking, the window had the property of being open.
Nothing is said about any other time interval.
The TT may be specified by an adverbial phrase, such as In 1982, or it may be
determined by contextual factors. Tense constrains the location of TT, without fully
specifying it. So in the example above, the sentence The window was open constrains the

7

The two terms TU and TA often have a considerable amount of overlap, but whereas the former describes
a characteristic of a time period (as being equivalent to the moment of utterance), the latter describes the
function of a certain time interval.
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TT to some time interval before the moment of utterance, but it does not specify when in
the past the event took place. In English, this time can be specified by temporal adverbials,
so in a sentence like From 2-3 PM yesterday, the window was open, the TT is specified as
being in the past from the tense of the verb, but the exact interval in the past is also specified
by the adverbial phrase.

2.3

Aspect
Comrie’s seminal work on aspect produced its classic definition: “aspects are

different ways of viewing the internal temporal constituency of a situation” (Comrie
1976:3). This definition describes grammatical aspect, but aspect has actually been divided
into two separate, but related, areas of study: aktionsart (sometimes called lexical aspect)
and grammatical aspect. The former deals with characteristics of the situation being
described. So in the sentence Tim is building a house, the situation of building a house has
certain properties associated with it, for example a natural endpoint when the house has
finally been built. On the other hand, grammatical aspect deals with how the situation is
being described. Using the same example, the present-progressive construction is building
should be understood as indicating that Tim is presently in the midst of building the house.
He has already started, but he has not yet finished, so the situation is being described as in
progress. Both aktionsart and grammatical aspect will be important in my analysis of the
BHVS, so both are treated below.

2.3.1

Aktionsart
Those studying aktionsart know that sometimes a multitude of distinctions are

made among the characteristics of situations. I use the most widely known system, which
is based on the presence or absence of a list of features.
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2.3.1.1 Aktionsart and Binary Features
The most common treatment of aktionsart classifies situations by binary features,
i.e. several features that are either present or absent in the situation. The primary distinction
is between telic and atelic predicates, which are defined respectively as “action[s] tending
toward a goal” and those that “are realized as soon as they begin” (Garey 1957:106).
Predicates that are “tending toward a goal” have a natural endpoint inherent in the situation,
such as in the sentence Jacob built a house. The goal, or endpoint, is the completion of the
house, and that endpoint is lexically specified in the predicate build a house. On the other
hand, atelic predicates that “are realized as soon as they begin” do not have a natural
endpoint inherent in the situation, such as in the sentence Ashley was skiing. The situation
of Ashley skiing is realized as soon as Ashley begins skiing, so it is atelic (or the end of
her skiing is not lexically specified). The classic test to determine the difference between
telic and atelic predicates is whether they can be combined with a for adverbial or an in
adverbial (Dowty 1979:56). Atelic predicates combine with for adverbials, e.g. I ran for
thirty minutes, and telic predicates combine with in adverbials, e.g. Jack drove to Maryland
in four hours. Another characteristic of telic predicates noted by Klein is that they have
both a Source State (SS) and a Target State (TS) (Klein 1994:86). The SS is the beginning
point of the situation, and the TS is the endpoint. So in the telic predicate drove to
Maryland, the SS is wherever Jack began driving, while the TS is where Jack stopped—
Maryland. The other two common features in this binary perspective are “change of state
and temporal extent” (Filip 2012:726), i.e. the categories of static and durative. The
different classifications are presented in Figure 2 (Smith 1997:20).8

8

These classifications are not all agreed upon in the literature, though many of the basic distinctions are
standard.
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Situations
State
Activity
Accomplishment
Achievement
Semelfactive

Static
+
-

Durative
+
+
+
-

Telic
+
+
-

Figure 3: Aktionsart Classes
The distinction between states (+ static) and non-states (- static) is whether the
situation can answer the questions “What happened?” or not (Jackendoff 1983:170–171).
A state, such as Fred knows the answer, cannot answer that question, whereas a non-state,
such as Pat played cards, can answer that question.
The difference between accomplishments and achievements is whether the telic
situation is preceded by a process that takes time or not. So, accomplishments are +
durative, and achievements are – durative. For example, the sentence Greg built a fence
describes a situation which takes time in order for the end result to happen, i.e. it takes time
for the situation to be completed. On the other hand, the achievement predicate such as
John noticed the painting (Dowty 1979:58) is not preceded by any process before the end
of the situation is realized. This means that Greg could be building a fence, yet never finish
it, but John can’t be noticing a painting without actually being in the state of having noticed
it.
States can be further subdivided into those that are permanent and those that are
temporary. Following Carlson (1977), I refer to the former as individual-level states and
the latter as stage-level states. An example of an individual-level state is Francisco is
Spanish because there is no possibility for Francisco to be anything other than Spanish.
On the other hand, a stage-level state, such as Francisco is angry, can change.
As a significant qualification, aktionsart is not solely about individual verbs, but
includes the entire predicate, i.e. the verb phrase, including the verb and its arguments and
adjuncts (Gvozdanovic 2012:782). By “the verb phrase”, I mean that aktionsart deals with
more than just the verb—it is also affected by prepositional phrases, direct objects,
adverbial phrases, etc. because once these are added, the situation being described changes.
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For example, the sentence I walked has no inherent endpoint (of course, the situation will
end, but there is nothing to indicate at what point the walking will stop), but the sentence I
walked to the store has an endpoint, i.e. it ends when I arrive at the store. The argument to
the store at the end of the sentence provides an endpoint that the verb walked does not
ordinarily specify. Hence, I use the term “predicate” to refer to the entire meaning of the
verb phrase, and I avoid the use of the word “verb” when talking about aktionsart because
“verb” does not explicitly include the entire verb phrase associated with the verb.
2.3.1.2 The Duration Principle
The Duration Principle is discussed by Egg in the context of reinterpretation.
Essentially, he explains that real world knowledge of the duration of a situation (e.g. some
length of time ordinarily associated with the situation, like two hours) interacts with the
type of predicate (such as state, activity, etc.) to reinterpret an utterance in a sensible way
(Egg 2005:189). This is best illustrated with an example. Egg explains that Max played
soccer on the beach for three months cannot be interpreted literally because the ordinary
duration of the situation play soccer cannot last for an entire three months (Egg 2005:190),
since the usual duration is a few hours. The sentence must be interpreted habitually, i.e. it
is normally understood that Max played soccer multiple times over those three months.
This reinterpretation is not due to the for adverbial being incompatible with the predicate;
play soccer is an atelic predicate, which ordinarily combines with a for adverbial. The
reason for the reinterpretation to a habitual situation is due to a mismatch between the
duration specified by the adverbial (three months) and the duration that is normally
associated with the activity play soccer (a few hours). In this way, real world knowledge
of the duration (i.e. the usual length of a soccer game) combines with the adverbial to create
the correct interpretation. The implication of this is that aktionsart and grammatical aspect
are not the only relevant factors for the correct aspectual interpretation of an utterance.
World knowledge about the ordinary length of the situation must also be taken into
consideration.
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2.3.2

Grammatical Aspect
As with tense, I follow Klein’s definition of aspect as a relationship between the

TT and the TSit (Klein 1994:99). In other words, it is the relationship between the time of
the assertion and the time of the situation in the real world. Figure 3 depicts both tense and
aspect and the relationships involved in both. The TSit is depicted by a horizontal line
under the timeline. The arrows show what relationships are involved with tense and aspect.
So with tense, the arrows point to the TA and TT (the two times involved with tense), and
with aspect, the arrows point to the TT and TSit (the two times involved with aspect). The
tense in the diagram is past because the TT precedes the TA, and the aspect is perfective
because the TSit is included in the TT. Thus, this could represent a sentence like Kathy
cooked dinner.

TA

TT
TSit
Aspect

Tense
Figure 4: Tense and Aspect Time Structure

The most basic aspectual distinction is between imperfective and perfective (not to
be confused with perfect aspect). Each of these are treated in turn below.
2.3.2.1 Perfective
Perfective aspect specifies that the TSit is included within the TT (Klein 1994).
This is depicted in Figure 5.
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TT

TSit
Figure 5: Perfective Aspect Time Structure
The vertical lines at the beginning and end of the TSit indicate that these boundaries
are included in the TT. This means that perfective aspect “always conceptualizes
effectuation of a relevant inherent boundary” (Gvozdanovic 2012:788). In other words, a
perfective situation always specifies that the entire predicated situation (both the beginning
and end) is included in the time being talked about. In Klein’s aktionsart theory, a telic
predicate combined with perfective aspect always achieves the Target State. Hence, the
sentence Rachel closed the lid always means that the lid reached its TS and is actually
closed during the TT, since the sentence is perfective.
This definition of perfective aspect suggests a tendency for the perfective to be used
either in the past or the future, but not in the present. This follows from the nature of the
present. The present moment is not an interval, but it is a continuously progressing point,
and as a point, it has different characteristics than the past or future (which are both
intervals). Obviously, points have a much shorter duration than intervals, so a TSit that is
entirely included within a point must also have a very short duration. Bary points out that
this requirement makes a perfective-present rare (Bary 2009:125) because most TSits are
longer than a single point (and if punctual situations are being described, they normally
aren’t described as they are happening in the present moment). 9 Because of this constraint,
the default interpretation for perfective verbs is either in the past or in the future (Smith
2008).

9

This time structure does, however, characterize performatives, which combine a short TT in the present
with the TSit included in the TT. For more on performatives, see section 2.5.1 below.
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2.3.2.2 Imperfective
Imperfective aspect specifies that the TT is a proper subinterval of the TSit (Klein
2010:25). This is depicted in Figure 6.

TT

TSit
Figure 6: Imperfective Aspect Time Structure
The arrows extending beyond the TT show that an imperfective situation begins
before the TT and ends after the TT. In this case, the situation is usually described as
incomplete because the end of the situation is not included within the TT. However, this
does not mean that the situation was never actually completed in the real world, but only
that an imperfective verb says nothing about the end of the situation. Thus, the sentence
Jessica was cooking between 2 and 4 does not mean that she stopped cooking at 4, but it
simply means that during the time span specified she was in the midst of cooking. For telic
predicates, the TS is not necessarily reached when imperfective aspect is used. Comparing
this to the example used above for perfective aspect, the sentence Rachel was closing the
lid does not mean that the lid ever actually got closed. In this case, all that is being said is
that Rachel was in the middle of the process of closing the lid at some past time; hence she
was in some subinterval of the entire situation.
Imperfective aspect is considered by some to have different subcategories (see
Comrie 1976:25 for a chart and see Mair 2012:808 for a discussion). All that is relevant
for BH studies is comparing imperfective and the progressive. Although some have tried
to draw a semantic distinction between the progressive and imperfective aspect, the
difference is often in what kinds of predicates progressives combine with and not meaning
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(progressives don’t combine well with states; see Gvozdanovic 2012:781). 10 Therefore, I
take the semantics of progressives and imperfectives to be equivalent.11
2.3.2.3 Perfect
The perfect aspect specifies that the TT follows the TSit (Klein 1994). This is
shown in Figure 7.
TT

TSit
Figure 7: Perfect Aspect Time Structure
A plain line (without arrows or boundaries) is used for the TSit because the perfect
can be combined with either imperfective or perfective aspect.12 Because perfect is an
aspect (under this analysis), the perfect can also be combined with any tense, i.e. past,
present, or future. In English, then, we have contrasts with aspect in the perfect with I have
been working (present imperfective perfect) and I have worked (present perfective perfect),
and we also have contrasts with tense in the perfect with I had worked (past perfective
perfect), I have worked (present perfective perfect), and I will have worked (future
perfective perfect). Since the present perfect situates the TT in the present, it cannot be
combined with adverbials that set the TT in the past, e.g. *I have driven to the store
yesterday is ungrammatical, but I have driven to the store today is acceptable.
Comrie gives four different ways that the perfect aspect can function across
languages: perfect of continuing result, experiential perfect, perfect of persistent situation,
10

While Comrie’s chart is helpful as a broad generalization, I do not consider habituals to be a type of
imperfective to the exclusion of the progressive. Carlson (2012:838) shows that habituals often co-occur with
both progressives and imperfectives.
11
However, because imperfective aspect combines with more aktionsart types, it also has a broader range of
functions than the progressive. In either case though, the TSit extends beyond the TT, so the situation is
presented as in the midst of occurring.
12
But Comrie does note that there is a tendency for perfects to be combined with perfectives rather than
imperfectives (Comrie 1976:63–64).
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and perfect of recent past (Comrie 1976:56–60). Kiparsky also notes a fifth function
(mentioned by Comrie 1976, but not treated as a separate function) of the perfect aspect,
the present state, often resulting from an event (Kiparsky 2002). Not all languages can use
the perfect in all five ways. Figure 8 depicts the five functions of the perfect (the dotted
line is the result state).
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Perfect of Continuing Result
Ex. Mary has come
into the store just now.

TT

TSit
Universal Perfect
Ex. My wife and I have
lived in a bus these
past few months.

TT

TSit
Perfect of Recent Past
Ex. He has hit another
homerun!

TT

TSit
Perfect of Stative Present
Ex. I’ve got five dollars
in my pocket.

TT

TSit
Experiential Perfect
Ex. I have climbed
Mount Everest

TT

TSit

Figure 8: Time Structures for uses of Perfect Aspect13
In the perfect of continuing result, the result state (the poststate in atelic predicates
and TS in telic predicates) extends into the TT, e.g. Mary has come into the store just now.
In the universal perfect, the situation itself extends into, and partially overlaps with, the
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TT, e.g. My wife and I have lived in a bus these past few months. In the perfect of recent
past, the situation is located so close to the beginning of the TT that it is linguistically
represented as overlapping with it, e.g. He has hit another homerun! In the perfect of stative
present, the situation itself is the resultant state from some action, and this state overlaps
with the TT, e.g. I’ve got five dollars in my pocket. 14 All of these contrast with the
experiential perfect in which the TSit does not overlap in any way with the TT, e.g. I have
climbed Mount Everest. Note, however, that the experiential perfect is not equivalent to a
past tense because the TT is still in the present. It represents an action that is wholly in the
past, but the action has some relevance for the present moment, since the TT is in the
present.
2.3.2.4 Habituals and Generics
I am treating habituals under aspect because they fundamentally involve a
relationship between the TT and the TSit (and I treat generics with habituals because the
two are related and often lumped together). I adopt the analysis of habituals from the work
of Comrie (1976), who defines habituals as a “characteristic situation” of a certain time
period. Because the situation is “characteristic,” it involves more than just repeated
situations (which would be an iterative situation; see Carlson 2012:829 for the distinction
between iterative and habitual). In terms of the relationship between the TSit and the TT,
habituals are unique in that they have a very large TT (Bary 2009) and many occurrences
of the TSit. This is illustrated in Figure 9.

13

The Perfect of Stative Present is only compatible with the I’ve got… construction in English (cf. Jespersen
1931:47). Other languages with the Stative present function, such as BH, have many different stative verbs
for this use.
14
More extensive examples can be found in a language like Koiné Greek (Wallace 1997:579-580). Wallace
gives an example in Mark 10:19, which should be translated as “You know the commandments” with the
verb for “know” being in the perfect (Wallace 1997:580).
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TT

TSit

Figure 9: Time Structure for Habituals
The requirements for habituals to have a large TT and multiple occurrences of the
TSit can be met in a number of ways. For example, it may be done with adverbials and a
form that normally gets a perfective interpretation, e.g. Joseph threw bread to the ducks
every Saturday. It may also be done with a modal form, e.g. Whenever he went to the store,
Pat would walk up and down the aisles looking at all the food. Some have even posited a
habitual form, e.g. Mark used to play basketball (Comrie 1976:27).15 Whether or not a true
habitual form exists in a given language, the semantics of habituality makes it compatible
with a number of different forms (Carlson 2012:833).16
The difference between habituals and generics has been described in different ways.
I follow Carlson who defines generics as generalities about situations and a class (Carlson
2011:1154). A generic statement is normally understood to mean “something to the effect
that there is a strong tendency for this type of situation…to recur, without direct reference
to any particular situation” (Carlson 2011:1154). So for the sentence Dogs chase cats, it
means that there is a strong tendency in the universe of discourse for this situation to recur.
Yet, generics also generalize over classes as well (Carlson 2011:1154), since one dog is
not in view, but an entire class of animals is being discussed. This is distinct from habituals
which normally don’t talk about class, but rather make a statement about an individual or

15

This particular form for the habitual is debated. See (Binnick 2006) for an argument on why used to should
not be considered habitual aspect.
16
Nevertheless, Carlson notes a tendency for imperfectives and progressives to be used in habituals crosslinguistically (Carlson 2012:838). On the other hand, Comrie makes habitual a type of imperfective, but he
himself admits that perfective habituals are possible (1976:30-31).
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a group of individuals. For example, Skamp chases cats refers to a single dog Skamp that
has a particular habit, so the sentence is habitual rather than generic.

2.4

Modality
Modality is a category that has been defined and treated in a number of different

ways. I follow the definition given by Kai Von Fintel, who says that “Modality is a category
of linguistic meaning having to do with the expression of possibility and necessity” (Von
Fintel 2006:20). In the following discussion of modality, I am particularly concerned with
grammatical markers of possibility and necessity rather than lexical items such as possible
and necessary. Languages express modality in various ways, such as with auxiliaries,
particles, and verbal affixation, but in English, modality is expressed with modal
auxiliaries, such as may, must, can, could, etc. There are two basic components involved
in modal meanings: the strength of modality and the type of modality.
Strength corresponds to whether a proposition is possible or whether it is necessary
(probable may also be included). A proposition stated as a necessity is stronger than a
proposition stated as merely a possibility. So, assuming might and must are being used in
the same context, might would indicate that the proposition is possible, and must would
indicate that the proposition is necessary. Consider this minimal pair as an example (spoken
by Jordan’s mother as she waits for a text message when he arrives back at college): Jordan
must be home by now and Jordan might be home by now. The mother feels more certain
that Jordan should be home when must is used than when might is used.
Type corresponds to what sort of possibility or necessity is under discussion. For
example, a context in which a mother is speaking sternly to her child will yield a necessity
modal dealing with obligations in You must do the dishes before reading your book. The
mother is stating that the child is under a necessary obligation to do the dishes. However,
this does not mean that must always has to do with obligations. Must can also be used for
other types of modality depending on the context. Consider a sentence like He must be in
the office uttered by an employer’s boss. This could either be about the boss’s knowledge
of the current circumstances or about an obligation his employee is under. The person
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spoken of might ordinarily be in the office at that time—this would be an example of
epistemic modality (the type of modality that describes what is possible or necessary in
light of what the speaker knows). However, it could be that the person spoken of is required
to be in the office at the present moment, and the boss might use such a requirement not
being met as a reason for firing the employee—this would be an example of deontic
modality (the type of modality that describes what is possible or necessary in light of what
the relevant authority requires). For most of the modal auxiliaries in English, the type of
modality is largely determined by context (Kratzer 1977:342). There are other types of
modality, such as dynamic modality (describes what is possible or necessary in light of the
abilities of the agent in the universe of discourse). Whatever is present in the surrounding
context, both linguistic and extra-linguistic, helps to determine the type of modality for a
modal that can be used with multiple types, such as must. In other languages, the type of
modality could be specified by the form itself, and context would disambiguate the strength
being used (e.g. in Salish—see Matthewson, Rullmann, & Davis 2006). Still other
languages specify both the strength and type of modality (Van der Auwera & Ammann
2013).
In keeping with my criteria for labelling forms based on their invariable meaning,
a true modal form would need to lexically specify either the strength or type of modality,
if not both. However, a language may express modality by other means besides a specific
verb form or auxiliary. Every language will have some means to express modality, but this
means could be either grammatical or lexical and may or may not include a modal verb
form.

2.5

Mood
The relationship between mood and modality in general linguistics is often hard to

determine. One reason is because of terminological differences between authors that often
lead to confusion. Another reason is that sentential mood and verbal mood (discussed
below) are often lumped into the same category. I explain the relationships between the
three categories of verbal mood, sentential mood, and modality at the end of this section,
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but it must be remembered that modality strictly has to do with possibility and necessity. I
do not define “mood” apart from the categories of verbal mood or sentential mood because
authors in general linguistics are ordinarily referring to one of these two categories when
the term “mood” is used.

2.5.1

Sentential Mood
Sentential mood is a semantic category that links a particular sentence type to a

type of speech act. The most common sentence types in English are the declarative,
imperative, and interrogative (Boisvert & Ludwig 2008:864). “Sentence type” is
essentially equivalent to a sentence’s form (analogous to a particular verb’s form). This
“form” might be marked by intonation (such as a rising intonation for questions), a
particular word (like a word signaling a question), syntactic changes, etc. A “speech act”
is what it sounds like: it is an act performed by making an utterance. Searle explains that
speakers can act by “making statements, giving commands, asking questions, making
promises, and so on”, and these are called “illocutionary acts” (Searle 1969:16, 24).17 The
different sentence types already discussed have a “sentential force” associated with them,
i.e. an illocutionary act that the words themselves, independent of the context, normally
carry (following Portner 2009:262-263). So, a sentence in declarative sentential mood
would assert something about the world according to its sentential force, whereas a
sentence in imperative mood would direct someone in the world according to its sentential
force (Boisvert & Ludwig 2008:867). Of course, a sentence in declarative sentential mood
may also be used to direct someone, e.g. It is really cold in here (used to direct someone to
turn the heat on), but this is a result of the shared context between the speaker and hearer
and is not a necessary implication of the sentence form (Searle 1979:31-32). This intended
speech act by the speaker is called the illocutionary force of an utterance. Portner gives a

17

Austin distinguishes between locutionary acts, illocutionary acts, and perlocutionary acts. A locutionary
act is “roughly equivalent to uttering a certain sentence with a certain sense and reference”, an illocutionary
act is the “performance of an act in saying something”, and a perlocutionary act is “what we bring about or
achieve by saying something, such as convincing, persuading, deterring, and even, say, surprising or
misleading” (Austin 1975:99, 108).
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helpful explanation of the distinction between sentential force and illocutionary force
(2009:262-263):
Sentence mood [or sentential force] is the conversational use conventionally
associated with a particular grammatical category, the clause type. As such, all
declaratives have the sentential force of assertion, even though in a particular
situation a declarative may be used to ask a question or give an order. In contrast,
the illocutionary force is the type of communicative act which the speaker intends
on a particular occasion.
Importantly, a speech act performed by the utterance always occurs at the TU
because uttering the sentence simultaneously performs the associated act in the real world.
For example, the sentence George Washington was the president of the United States is an
assertion about the real world when it is uttered, so it must be evaluated at the TU. If said
in 1780, the declarative sentence expresses a false proposition (he wouldn’t become
president until 1789), but when said in 1990, it is true. The very act of uttering a sentence
in declarative sentential mood makes a claim about the universe of discourse which must
be evaluated at the TU.18 This principle holds regardless of which sentential mood is being
used, so whether a speaker is making an assertion, giving a command, or asking a question,
these acts are all performed at the TU. The sentential force for imperative sentential mood
(to direct) gives a command when it is uttered (though the time when the obligation must
be fulfilled, the TT, is normally in the future). Just like declaratives that make a claim about
the universe of discourse which may be either true of false at the TU, imperatives also give
a command at the TU that may be either obeyed or not whenever the obligation holds (the
TT).

2.5.2

Verbal Mood
A verbal mood is an inflection on a verb form that marks a type of modality or

sentential mood (Portner 2011:1262). Unlike modality and sentential mood, it is primarily
18

This includes propositions that make a claim about any time. Declarative sentences in future tense still
have a truth value that may or may not hold when the sentence is uttered. The sentence Les will faint this
Sunday must be evaluated as true or false in the current moment, though the situation would have to take
place in the future for the statement to be true at the TU.
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a distinction in form rather than meaning, so while all languages should have some way to
indicate possibility and necessity (modality) or some way to ask questions and give
commands (sentential mood), not all languages will have distinct verbal moods. Examples
of verbal moods include the subjunctive and optative moods in Ancient Greek. Although
this is a common category across languages, how to categorize the semantics of particular
verbal moods, especially the non-indicative, non-imperative moods, is still an open
question in general linguistics. In my discussion of verbal mood, I discuss only that which
is relevant to my treatment of the BHVS, and that is what is commonly called irrealis mood.
2.5.2.1 Irrealis Mood
Although heavily debated in the semantics literature, irrealis is an important crosslinguistic category. Timberlake describes this common phenomenon: “After the unmarked
mood—indicative or realis—and the imperative, it is not uncommon to distinguish another
mood. It tends not to be used for any single realm of modality, but is an all-purpose mood
used to express a range of less-than-completely real modality when the degree of irreality
rises to some threshold” (Timberlake 2007:326). I consider this third mood to be
semantically equivalent to the subjunctive mood, but I prefer the label irrealis because,
though this mood is often found after certain subordinating particles, it is not limited to
these syntactic contexts in every language. It is difficult to determine a semantic criterion
for the irrealis category because of the wide range of variation across languages with
irrealis forms, but it is best to describe them as occurring with a certain type of
“multifunctionality pattern”, or a typical set of uses.
These uses for the “multifunctionality patterns” only mark strong tendencies and
not definite rules. Furthermore, the functions of irrealis markers may be subdivided into
two main types of patterns that commonly occur across languages (though some languages
do mix these patterns), and these different patterns help to determine the form’s range of
meaning (Cristofaro 2012). “The first, and most widespread pattern is one involving states
of affairs that are not presented as positively realized at some reference point, but may
possibly take place at a later time, as is the case for example with futures, conditions,
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wishes,

obligations,

commands,

and

prohibitions…Another

major

type

of

multifunctionality pattern involves states of affairs that failed to take place, including
unsuccessful attempts, unfulfilled obligations and desires, and counterfactual conditions”
(Cristofaro 2012). The former can be described as an irrealis morpheme that specifies that
the situation is unactualized, while the latter would specify that the situation described is
unreal, or frustrative.19 Thus, I have used these two labels (unactualized and frustrative) for
the multifunctionality patterns that Cristofaro describes.
And yet, though irrealis verbal mood should be considered a real cross-linguistic
cateogy with its own semantic properties, there has yet to be a unifying semantic
description given to irrealis forms that accurately describes these forms’ range of
functions.20 Because of this, it is most useful to use the general notion of non-actualized
situations for irrealis forms and, in order to determine whether a particular form should be
labelled irrealis, to compare the form’s distribution of functions to other irrealis forms. At
the same time, it must be remembered that some variation between languages is to be
expected with this category.

2.5.3

Comparing Mood and Modality
Having given brief definitions of modality, verbal mood, and sentential mood, I

now wish to show a few differences and similarities between them. It is important to keep
these categories separate because there are legitimate differences, and there has been a
good deal of confusion in Biblical Hebrew studies because of how the term “modality” has
been used. In order to make the comparisons, I discuss deontic modality, irrealis verbal
mood, and imperative sentential mood.
To begin with, a sentence in imperative sentential mood should not be confused
with a sentence that expresses deontic modality. In English, the two have formal

19

This is similar to the morpheme found in Amahuaca as described in (Sparing-Chávez 2003:4)
This has led to a considerable debate concerning whether or not irrealis exists as a real semantic category
(for a discussion, see Bybee 1998). Whether or not an invariable element can be found for the category of
irrealis, the term is widely assigned to morphemes that share a common set of functions, so I have used the
term in a similar way.
20
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distinctions. A sentence in imperative sentential mood normally lacks a subject, e.g. Run!
but a sentence expressing deontic modality uses one of the modal auxiliaries, e.g. You must
run when you wake up tomorrow. Yet, there are also semantic distinctions that can be
observed. Although sentences such as Run! give a command that obligates the hearer,
deontic modal sentences normally make an assertion about an obligation.21 So while both
deontic modality and imperative sentential mood deal with obligations, the former
normally is in declarative sentential mood, but the latter is obviously not (being, by
definition, in imperative sentential mood). For example, the sentence You must do the
dishes before reading your book (uttered by an older sister reporting an obligation) might
actually be untrue and could be responded to with something like No, I don’t. Dad told me
I could read for five minutes first. In contrast, the sentence Do the dishes! can be disobeyed,
but it cannot be untrue.
However, there is semantic (and functional) overlap between a sentence in
imperative sentential mood and one with a deontic modal. A deontic modal may be used
to report an obligation at the TA, but it may also be used with the illocutionary force of
giving a command (as an indirect speech act, i.e. a speech act different from the sentential
force of the sentence form). For example, the two sentences You must do the dishes right
now (spoken by the appropriate authority) and Do the dishes! have little, if any, functional
difference (particularly if the former obligation is said for the first time because the
illocutionary force would then most likely be giving a command just like the imperative).
Because both deontic modality and imperative sentential mood deal with obligations and
both can have the illocutionary force of giving a command, they can receive very similar
interpretations at times.
The expression of deontic modality and imperative sentential mood might also
overlap with verbal mood. In some languages, especially those without an imperative, an
irrealis form can function like an imperative, and the category of irrealis may also include
deontic modality (as in Jamul Tiipay, Cristofaro 2012). So an irrealis form, categorized as

21

Deontic modals may, however, also be used with the illocutionary force of giving a command, and when
this occurs, they are very similar to imperatives.
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a verbal mood, may function as a marker of non-declarative sentential mood when it is
used as an imperative, and it may act like a modal form indicating deontic necessity because
the situation someone is obligated to perform has not yet been actualized. Thus, an irrealis
verbal mood form may express both sentential mood and modality.

2.6

Discourse
When moving from the sentence level to the discourse (a unit larger than the

sentence), there are new considerations that must be taken into account. I mention only a
couple of these in the following sections, specifically how the concepts already mentioned
have bearing upon the discourse and how the discourse has bearing upon the above
concepts.

2.6.1

Perspective Shift in Discourse
Some contexts have multiple options for the TA, particularly when there are verbs

of speaking or thinking (Klein 1994:68–69). This is quite natural considering there are
conceivably at least two possible TU’s when a verb of speaking or thinking is used: the TU
of the narrator and the TU of whoever is doing the speaking or thinking in the actual story.
Following Carruther’s classifications (2012), there are four possible scenarios for how this
second perspective is presented: Free Direct Discourse (FDD), Direct Discourse (DD), Free
Indirect Discourse (FID), and Indirect Discourse (ID). Both FDD and DD require a shift in
the TU because a new speaker has begun (this is ordinarily marked by quotation marks in
English). According to Marnette, the difference between the “Free” discourses and the nonfree discourses is marking (such as a verb of saying or thinking, like He said…): Free Direct
Discourse (FDD) and Free Indirect Discourse (FID) have no explicit marking to indicate
that a new speaker’s perspective has begun, whereas the other types of discourses are
marked for the beginning of the speaker’s perspective (Marnette 2005:23). To illustrate
FDD, she gives the example Paul looked at me. I don’t want to go: do you? (Marnette
2005:23). Paul says that he does not want to go, and the discourse switches to his
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perspective without any overt indication that it is actually doing so. Changing this to DD
would require the phrase He said, so the example would be Paul looked at me. He said, “I
don’t want to go: do you?” Because the new TA would be the TU of the speaker in DD
and FDD, the TU of the narrator would then be irrelevant to tense. In FID and ID, the TA
may shift to the TU of the speaker in the story in some languages, but it may also remain
at the TU of the narrator.
It should be obvious that the above discussion has implications for tense: a shift in
the TA means that verb forms have a new reference point to which they are temporally
related. Suppose, for example that the TA shifts to a subject’s perspective that is in the
future. Assuming this, a past tense verb may be used to depict a future situation (in relation
to the TU of the narrator), since the TT may be prior to the TA (and hence a past tense is
used), but it may be future relative to the TU of the narrator, e.g. If you don’t finish this
paper, you will say in 20 years from now that you made a mistake. The past tense made
actually depicts a future situation relative to the TU of the narrator because the TA shifts
to 20 years in the future from ID, indicated by you will say (the opposite case, a future tense
used with a past TT in relation to the TU of the narrator, is also possible; see Comrie
1985:110 for a discussion and examples from Russian). Such cases show that temporal
reference in discourse is more complex than simply a relationship between two reference
points, since one must also determine where to anchor the reference point to which the TT
is related (see Binnick 1991:415–426 for a fuller discussion).

2.6.2

Relating Situations in Discourse
As was shown above, tense, the relationship between the TA and the TT, is affected

by various factors in the discourse. Aspect, the relationship between the TSit and the TT,
also has relevance on a discourse level, particularly for relationships between successive
situations22 such as sequentiality, temporal inclusion, and temporal precedence. The second
situation presented in the discourse occurs after the first in sequentiality, is included in the
22

By “successive” here, I mean the order in which the situation is presented in the discourse, not necessarily
the order in which the situations occur in the real world.
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first in temporal inclusion, and precedes the first in temporal precedence. These
relationships are related to aspect in that perfective situations are often sequential, while
imperfective situations are often not (Comrie 1985:28). In other words, different aspects
have stronger tendencies towards certain relationships because of their semantic values, as
is explained below. However, sequentiality is not a necessary entailment from a string of
perfective verbs, as some have claimed, since temporal inclusion and temporal precedence
are also possible (Lascarides & Asher 1993). It is actually the discourse relationship
between clauses that accounts for the sequential effect or the lack of sequential effect
(Lascarides & Asher 1993). Throughout this section, I am dealing strictly with the temporal
order of the situations, so when I say something is sequential, I mean only that it is
temporally sequential (as opposed to other types of sequentiality, such as logical
sequentiality).
2.6.2.1 Narration
In their work on discourse relations, Asher and Lascarides describe several basic
relationships between clauses that affect the temporal order of the situations. First, the
relationship of Narration is equivalent to sequentiality: the events/situations are presented
in the order they occur in the real world, i.e. the second situation follows the first situation
(Asher & Lascarides 2003:162–165). For example, the temporal order of the situations in
the clauses Penny went to the store, and then she went home matches how they are
presented. In the real world, Penny would ordinarily go home after she went to the store
just as the order is presented in the text. In order for two clauses to be related by Narration,
the poststate of the first situation must overlap in space and time with the prestate of the
second situation (Asher & Lascarides 2003:162, 164). So if the situations described by the
lexical meanings of the predicates do not ordinarily occur in succession in the universe of
discourse, Narration does not hold even when two successive perfective verbs are used
(e.g. Penny bought apples at the store. She also bought oranges). Two perfective verbs
may also describe situations performed by different agents at the same time, e.g. From 24 PM, Ansley studied, and Lauren crocheted a hat. The requirement for Narration to have
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overlap between the poststate of the first situation and the prestate of the second also shows
why it is rare to have an imperfective verb in sequence—the definition of imperfective is
that some subinterval of the entire situation is presented, so the prestate and poststate are
ordinarily not specified (though sentences such as The tsunami hit the beach hard, but the
waters are starting to recede are possible (see Bary 2009:136–137 for an example and a
brief discussion).
2.6.2.2 Elaboration
Another discourse relationship significant to temporal order is Elaboration, which
is characterized by temporal inclusion. In other words, the second sentence either has the
exact same TT as the first sentence or is some subinterval of the TT of the first sentence.
Elaboration describes in more detail some part of the original situation (Asher & Lascarides
2003:162). The sentence above that further describes what Penny bought at the store (not
just apples but oranges also) is an example of elaboration. Importantly, this may involve a
repetition of the verb, but this is not necessary. Roughly synonymous terms may describe
the same situations in the real world (purchased may be substituted for bought in the second
clause above with no difference in reference), but subintervals of a larger situation may
also be described, e.g. Penny went to the store. She drove down Freedom Parkway to get
there. What is important about Elaboration is that the second predicate describes the same
real-world situation (or some part of it) as the first predicate. 23 This discourse relation is
often depicted by imperfective or perfect aspect, though it is not limited to these.
2.6.2.3 Background
The third discourse relationship is Background. While it is similar to Elaboration
in that the two situations related by Background may temporally overlap, the clause related
23

Asher and Lascarides also include Parallel and Contrast in their catalogue of relationships, but these do not
have as much bearing on temporal reference as the others. They say that the former has similar lexical
contents, while the latter has contrasting lexical contents (Asher & Lascarides 2003:168–169). In all of their
examples given, the predicates have the same time reference. Hence in terms of temporal relationships, these
two categories could also be considered subsets of Elaboration.
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by Background often extends before and beyond the previous clause, whereas Elaboration
always involves inclusion (Asher & Lascarides 2003:165). At least part of the second
situation may occur before or after the first situation. So in the two sentences Penny went
to the store. Her grandson was hungry, the second situation is normally understood as
preceding the first situation. In this case, the second situation also continues beyond the
first situation, so that Penny’s grandson’s hunger does not cease when she goes to the store.
However, these are not the only relationships possible, but Background may also be
combined with Narration in a sequence.24 So while Elaboration and Narration specify
exactly the temporal relationship between clauses, Background may have several different
temporal relationships. States are usually used for this discourse relationship.
2.6.2.4 Explanation
The fourth discourse relationship is Explanation, and it requires temporal
precedence. Again, Asher and Lascarides give the following examples: Max fell. John
pushed him (Asher & Lascarides 2003:159). John’s pushing is normally understood as
preceding (and causing) Max’s falling, so even though the two verbs are perfective, the
situations occur in the opposite order to their order in the text, i.e. Max’s falling precedes
John’s pushing in the text, but it follows John’s pushing in the real world. Explanation
normally answers the question of why in the discourse (Asher & Lascarides 2003:162).
Importantly, this question may have a different answer in a different context, so it is not
always the case that pushing precedes falling (one may be pushed while lying on the
ground) (Lascarides & Asher 1993:465). These relationships are, then, defeasible and are
only representations of what normally happens in the world, but further linguistic context
or world knowledge may change the interpretation (Asher & Lascarides 2003:205). Perfect
aspect is the preferred aspect for this relationship.

24

Some dealing with rhetorical relations make the relations mutually exclusive, but this is flawed (see Asher
& Lascarides 2005:13–14 for a discussion). As long as there is nothing contradictory in the two relations, a
clause may be related in more than one way to a previous clause.
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2.6.2.5 Complex Structures
In any given text, all of the discourse relationships discussed above may affect the
overall temporal structure of a unit. Relationships may be embedded within other
relationships, and multiple relationships may hold between different clauses. Although the
above relationships should hold within any language (since all languages should be able to
specify that a situation occurred before, during, or after another situation), there might be
restrictions on which forms are used for particular relationships depending on how the
entire system of forms interacts (Lascarides & Asher 1993). This does not mean, however,
that multiple forms cannot be used for one relation or vice-versa. In fact, this should be
expected. In English, for example, the simple past tense is ordinarily used for the Narration
relation, but a string of pluperfect verbs may also be interpreted in sequence given the right
context (Binnick 1991:415). As we have seen above, the simple past tense may actually
have any temporal relationship with a successive simple past tense. On the other hand,
some languages might have a past tense that is more restricted in how it relates to other
forms.
As stated above, larger discourses may have many different relationships
represented. This is demonstrated by the following example: Last Friday, Penny went to
the store. Her grandson was hungry. She drove there, purchased her goods, and went
home. A graphic representation of this is shown in Figure 10 below. I have put the sentence
above the relationship that it has with the immediately preceding clause. When a clause is
related to a clause besides the immediately preceding one, that relationship is in
parentheses below the clause, and it is specified to which clause it is related. This
convention is carried on throughout the thesis.
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Penny went to the store

TT

TSit
Her grandson was hungry
Background/Explanation

TT

TSit
She drove there
TT
Elaboration
(Elaboration to “went to…”)
TSit
[she] purchased her goods
TT
Narration
(Elaboration to “went to…”)
TSit
TT
And [she] went home
Narration
(Elaboration to “went to…”) TSit

Figure 10: Example of a Complex Time Structure in Discourse
In the above short paragraph, the TT of the first clause is set by the adverbial phrase
last Friday. The first situation is a general description of what she did, and this is followed
by a Background/Explanation clause of why she went to the store, i.e. her grandson was
hungry. Because it is an Explanation clause, the state of the grandson being hungry
precedes Penny going to the store (depicted by the arrow going to the left of the TT). Each
successive situation described in the next three clauses is a small, more specific part of that
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general description given in the first clause, so they are all Elaboration when related to the
first clause Penny went to the store. But the second and third clause within the Elaboration
clauses are also related to their previous respective clauses by Narration, since they are in
sequence with one another. In such a case, the details are not sequential to the general
statement (since they are elaborating it), but they are sequential to each other, i.e. first she
drove, then she purchased her goods, then she went home. Hence, in this short discourse,
we see all of the temporal relations possible: temporal precedence (Explanation and
Background), inclusion (Elaboration and Background), and succession (Narration).

2.7

Conclusion
The preceding explanations of tense, aspect, modality, mood, and discourse are

crucial to my analysis of the BHVS that follows. Much confusion has arisen in BH
grammar studies because terms have not been adequately defined. As much as possible, I
have used the terms commonly accepted by linguists and have tried to explain what
linguists mean by those terms. The variation in terminology in studies on the BHVS makes
adopting the linguistics terms a necessity (see 1.2). In the next chapter, I apply the general
verbal theory laid out above to the BHVS.

CHAPTER 3: THE MEANING OF THE VERBAL FORMS IN BIBLICAL
HEBREW
The wide array of analyses of the BHVS evidences the complexity involved with
assigning an invariable meaning to the verbal forms under discussion. The absence of
native speakers has led to much debate about the interpretation of specific forms in
particular contexts. As a result of this, I have sought, as much as possible, to utilize
examples that are not debated, and when a particular function has less clear examples, I
have added clearer examples that are found outside the corpus. When a function is wellattested in the Hebrew Bible but is not found in my corpus at all, I briefly discuss the
function with the typical examples cited in grammars and books on the BHVS. As
explained in chapter two, it is the task of the semanticist to explain how a form’s functions
are related to its meaning(s). This chapter is devoted to doing just that for the finite verbal
forms in BH by showing how the forms’ functions can be derived by combining the
meaning(s) of the forms with the surrounding context. In doing so, I have tried to show the
basic, invariable meaning of each form. My goal has not been to repeat good linguistic
arguments where they already exist, but to push the analysis of the forms forward by
showing how their meanings can function in a variety of ways given the context and to
suggest new meanings where appropriate. Thus, some points that are not heavily debated
are given little attention, while I have focused the bulk of my explanations on the debated
functions of the forms and how these functions relate to the invariable meaning.
I am not adopting any one theory of the BHVS as my starting point, but I have
begun by using a combination of several different theories that fit what I have noticed in
my own analysis of the BH text. As stated in chapter one, I have adopted the common
practice of using the transliteration of the verb ‘to kill’ to reference the different forms.
This is to minimize any semantic associations with the forms, since the semantics are still
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heavily debated. The forms I treat are QATAL, YIQTOL, WAYYIQTOL, and WEQATAL. QATAL
is ordinarily labeled as perfect, perfective, or past. I consider it to be polysemous, i.e. to
have two distinct invariable meanings: perfective or perfect.25 YIQTOL is ordinarily labelled
as future, modal, or imperfective. I consider it to be irrealis verbal mood. WAYYIQTOL is
ordinarily labelled as past, sequential, or past-perfective. I consider it to be past-perfective.
WEQATAL is ordinarily labelled as a future/modal or a perfective-future/modal. I consider
it to be irrealis-perfective.

3.1

Introduction
In this chapter, I apply the verbal theory discussed in the previous chapter to the

functions represented by the forms in the BHVS. Although I give the statistics for my data,
my analysis is not based primarily on a statistical count to determine the invariable meaning
of a form. In such a limited corpus, a statistical count inevitably provides a very incomplete
picture of the forms’ functions. So rather than relying heavily upon statistical counts for
determining the invariable meaning, I have attempted to demonstrate the basic meaning of
a form by examining the functions and relating them back to the meaning. Even if there is
only one clear example of a particular function of a form, I relate that back to the invariable
meaning. When there is not a clear example of a function in my corpus, I draw from more
unambiguous examples outside of my corpus. Often times, the greater discourse (i.e. the
text beyond the verb’s clause) can impact the function of a form, and this will only be
minimally explained in this chapter, since most of the discourse explanations will be
relegated to the following chapter.
With a particular invariable meaning, we should expect to find predictable
interpretations of individual verbs based on a verb’s interaction with the context. Let us
consider the category of tense for example. A verb form that is used to refer to past, present,
and future time relative to the time of writing has one of two options. It may either be
25

I do not mean that the form always has a perfective and a perfect value, but that any occurrence of the form
may have either a perfective or a perfect value. When a form has two meanings that always co-occur, I put a
dash between them, e.g. past-perfective has both a past tense meaning and a perfective meaning when it
occurs.
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unspecified for tense, or it may be a relative tense where the Temporal Anchor (TA) shifts
in each of the contexts. Likewise in the category of aspect, we can expect certain things to
occur. Perfective verbs specify that the beginning and the end of the Time of the Situation
(TSit) are included within the Topic Time (TT). For telic predicates (accomplishments and
achievements), this would mean that the verb indicates that the Target State (TS) is
reached. The opposite is true for imperfective: the TS will not yet be reached for telic
predicates used in the imperfective.
In order to present the data more objectively, I use two different formats. The first
chart gives the relationship between the time of writing and the TSit. In this chart, I define
the time of writing as the apparent date of composition and the TSit as the time when the
situation actually occurs. Of course, this requires that a determination be made about when
the books claim to have been written as well as a determination about when the events
occurred, but this is inevitable in any analysis dealing with time. 26 The second chart I
present does not show the time of the events directly, but it displays the relationship
between the TT and the TA, or in other words, my analysis of the tense relationships. I
have left out aspectual distinctions when relating the time of writing to the time of situation,
as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Sample Chart Relating Time of Writing to TSit
Past

26

Time Reference
Present

Future

When determining the date of composition and the date of events, I rely on the text as much as possible.
Each of the books claim to be set in a certain time period, so I assume that this claim is correct. Some scholars
will undoubtedly have different dates for these books, but that does not change the fact that the claimed time
of writing is set by the books themselves. The same can be said of events that the prophets predict will come
to pass. Even if the prophet (or someone else) wrote the book after the event actually took place, it might still
be presented as a prediction in terms of the book’s purported time of writing, and it is this claimed time of
writing that is relevant for an analysis of the verbal forms. Whether or not Zephaniah, Amos, and Micah
actually wrote the books and when they wrote them are not directly related to the analysis of the verbal forms,
so I accept the text as it stands on these issues.
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The chart that displays my analysis shows both aspectual and tense relationships.
In the chart, I have not included any situations that do not occur in the real world (including
conditionals, questions, modals, and hypothetical situations). A sample chart for my
analysis is shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Sample Tense and Aspect Chart
Aspect
Past

Tense
Present

Future

Perfective
Imperfective
Habitual
Perfect
In those cases where there is no clear example found in my corpus of a certain
function that is well attested elsewhere, I mark the box with an “X” to signify that it does
exist. Any functions where the examples are debatable, I mark with a “?”.
As noted in chapter two, a verb may encode aspect and have a default temporal
interpretation (e.g. perfective is normally past time), but the form need not actually encode
a particular tense. In the same way, a form may be used with various times in relation to
the TWrit but still encode tense, such as when the perspective shifts in discourse.
In some ways, the interpretation of aspect is more complex than tense. This is
because the form of the verb is not the only relevant part of aspect; aktionsart also affects
how the situation is viewed. For the relevant forms, I therefore discuss not only certain
aspectual interpretations, but also how those interpretations interact with the aktionsart of
individual predicates when the aktionsart significantly affects the meaning.
When determining the invariable meaning of the forms, I have also taken crosslinguistic studies of tense, aspect, and modality into consideration. Seeing what a variety
of languages do in their TAM systems helps one to understand what is possible in language
in general, and this comparison is helpful in determining an accurate analysis of an
individual language. Since native speakers would ordinarily be able to confirm or
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disconfirm certain meanings with living languages, cross-linguistic studies, though
incomplete, might be able to help guide a semantic study of a dead language by providing
examples of similar functions in living languages (see Cook 2012:175).27 Diachronic
studies have also shown that TAM values often develop in fairly predictable and standard
ways across languages, and this means that “grams are polysemous in predictable ways”
synchronically (Bybee, Perkins & Pagliuca 1994:300). It is rare, for example, to have a
form that is polysemous for past and modality, since modality is ordinarily related to the
future diachronically and cross-linguistically (Dahl 1985:103).
Another related, and often overlooked, concept related to cross-linguistic studies is
that a form’s functions must be related to other forms’ functions in the same language.
“Authors often attempt to extrapolate a semantic invariant… However, a notion that is
considered invariant cannot be defined on its own, but must be linked to a network of
related (opposed, subordinate, etc.) notions” (Desclés & Guentchéva 2012:124–125). All
languages have the ability to talk about a situation that occurred in the past, but the form
used often depends on what other forms are available to express a similar idea. Moreover,
forms often overlap in function, so that more than one form can be used for a single
expression. For example, When Chris snowboards, he soars through the air like a bird
would fly vs. When Chris snowboards, he soars through the air like a bird flies have very
little difference in meaning. In certain contexts, the meaning of the expressions might have
slightly different nuances, but one would be hard-pressed to draw a clear distinction
between the two, since they are both hypothetical situations. Because English can use two
different forms to express hypothetical situations, one of these functions could fall out of
use without affecting the invariable meaning of either form. We should not be surprised,
then, if we find that there are variations between how two forms with the same invariable

27

While I agree with Cook concerning the usefulness of cross-linguistic comparisons with dead languages,
some caution must still be exercised with this method of comparison. Although our knowledge of the world’s
languages is increasing rapidly, we still have a very limited knowledge about the vast majority of languages.
Within any study of an individual language, the language itself must determine the grammar. Seemingly
“anomalous” phenomena should be questioned on the basis of their abnormality, but they should not be
dismissed, since the so-called “anomaly” may be so only in our limited data set from the world’s languages,
and anomalies, though obviously rare, may occur.
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meaning function across languages because each of the forms will be competing with other
forms that could also be suitable for certain functions.
One final note before getting into the data: there is debate about how negated
situations should be treated, since these situations do not actually occur. However, for
English at least, tense and aspect can still be represented with negative situations. For
example, Justin loved to eat cake when he was young and Justin did not love to eat cake
when he was young are both in the past because the TT at which the claim is made is before
the TU. In the first example, the assertion is about a positive state, and in the second
example, the assertion is about a negative state, but the “pastness” of the situation is not
affected. I believe that the same holds true for BH, so TAM categories are still relevant for
negated verbs.28

3.2

QATAL
As stated above,

QATAL

is normally considered to be past, perfect, or perfective,

and I take it to be polysemous for perfect and perfective aspect. In my corpus,

QATAL

is

found in every time sphere and has a number of different functions. These are illustrated
in the time chart in Table 3 and the tense and aspect chart in Table 4 (as a reminder, the
“X” marks a function of the form without a definitive example in my corpus but attested
in BH in general):
Table 3: Relationship between Time of Writing and TSit for QATAL
Time Reference
Past

Present

Future

59

43

23

28

Some languages require irrealis verbal mood for negative assertions, so negation could be relevant for the
analysis of the irrealis forms. However, as is shown below, this is not the case for the irrealis forms in the
BHVS.
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Table 4: Relationships among TT, TA, and TSit for QATAL
Aspect
Perfective
Imperfective
Habitual
Perfect

3.2.1

Past
33

Tense
Present
X

Future
1?

1
3

19
68

3?

Time Reference
Table 4 shows that QATAL is used in all three time spheres relative to the TA with

both perfect and perfective aspect. This is shown in examples (1)-(6).
Past-Perfect—Amos 7:2b

ת־ﬠ ֶשׂב ָה ָא ֶרץ וא ַֹמר
ֵ ם־כּ ָלּה ֶל ֱאכוֹל ֶא
ִ וְ ָהיָ ה ִא
wühäyâ ´im-Killâ le|´ékôl ´et-`ëºSeb hä´äºrec wä´ömar
“And when they had finished eating the vegetation of the land, I said,” 29
Past-Perfective—Amos 2:9a

יהם
ֶ֔ ֵת־ה ֱאמ ִ ֹ֙רי ִמ ְפּנ
ֽ ָ וְ ָ֙אנ ִֹ֜כי ִה ְשׁ ַ ֤מ ְד ִתּי ֶא
wü´äºnökî hišmaºdTî ´et-hä|´émörî miPPünêhem
“And I destroyed the Amorite before them.”
Present-Perfect—Micah 3:8a

אתי כֹ ַ ֶאת־רוּ ַ יְ הוָ ה
ִ אוּלם ָאנ ִֹכי ָמ ֵל
ָ ְו
wü´ûläm ´änökî mälëº´tî köªH ´et-rûªH yhwh
“But I am full of power, with the spirit of YHWH.”

29

All translations for the examples are my own unless otherwise stated.
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Present-Perfective—Jeremiah 40:4a

ן־האזִ ִקּים
ָ וְ ַﬠ ָתּה ִהנֵּ ה ִפ ַתּ ְח ִתּי ַהיּוֹם ִמ
wü`aTTâ hinnË piTTaHTîºkä hayyôm mi|n-hä´ziqqîm
“And now, behold, I release you this day from your shackles.”
Future-Perfect—Ezekiel 3:21

א־ח ָטא ָחיוֹ יִ ְחיֶ ה ִכּי נִ זְ ָהר וְ ַא ָתּה ֶאת־
ָ ֹ וְ ַא ָתּה ִכּי ִהזְ ַה ְרתּוֹ ַצ ִדּיק ְל ִב ְל ִתּי חטֹא ַצ ִדּיק וְ הוּא ל
נַ ְפ ְשׁ ִה ַצּ ְל ָתּ
wü´aTTâ Kî hizharTô caDDîq lübilTî Há†ö´ caDDîq wühû´ lö´-Hä†ä´ Häyô
yi|Hyè Kî nizhär wü´aTTâ ´e|t-napšükä hiccaºlTä
“But if you teach the righteous person not to sin, and he does not sin, he will certainly
live, because he has been taught. And you will have saved your life.
Future-Perfective—Isaiah 11:8b

אוּרת ִצ ְפעוֹנִ י גָּ מוּל יָ דוֹ ָה ָדה
ַ ל־חר ָפּ ֶתן וְ ַﬠל ְמ
ֻ וְ ִשׁ ֲﬠ ַשׁע יוֹנֵ ק ַﬠ
wüšì|`áša` yônëq `al-Hùr Päºten wü`al mü´ûrat cip`ônî Gämûl yädô hädâ
“A baby will play over the hole of a snake, and an infant will stretch out his hand over a
serpent’s nest.”
As shown in example (1), the perfect sense of

QATAL

can be used for past time

reference. Amos begins speaking in the past (represented by a
preceding

QATAL

WAYYIQTOL,

WAYYIQTOL),

and the

occurs prior to Amos speaking. The TT is the same as the following

but the TSit occurs before the TT. Hence, it is a past-perfect.

The second example, Amos 2:9a, is about how God destroyed the Amorite nation,
and it is in the context of God describing His past acts with Israel (bringing them out of
Egypt, leading them in the wilderness, raising up prophets, etc.). It is also perfective. The
predicate is telic, and the TS has been reached.
Example (3) is a present perfect. It is a stative present indicating a present state for
Micah (for this function of the perfect with QATAL, see section 3.2.2 below). He is currently
full of power and the Spirit when the sentence is uttered. Because it is a stative present, it
is categorized as present in both Table 3 and Table 4. The categorization in Table 3 is,
however, different than every other variety of perfect aspect. With the others, the situation
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will have occurred in the past in relation to the Time of Writing (so past in Table 3), but
the TT would still be in the present (so present in Table 4). This also accounts for why the
count for present in Table 3 is greater than 19 (the number of present-habituals). There are
24 present statives whose situations also overlap with the Time of Writing.
While there were no clear examples of present-perfectives in my corpus, there are
many throughout the Hebrew Bible. Grammarians generally accept that QATAL can be used
for performatives in BH (for other examples, see Gen. 22:16; 23:10-11; Deut. 8:19; etc.,
and for fuller discussions, see Cook 2012:207–208; Joüon & Muraoka 2011:334; Waltke
& O’Connor 1990:489; Joosten 2012:202–203).30 This is natural as Bary shows that the
semantics of performatives are most compatible with perfectives in present time (Bary
2009:127). Jeremiah 40:4a in example (4) is one such instance of a performative from
outside of my corpus. The act of releasing Jeremiah from his chains is performed by the
captain of the guard by him uttering this sentence.
I present example (5) from Ezekiel 3:21 because there are only disputed future
perfect examples from my corpus. Many modern English translations recognize the last
QATAL as a clear case of a future perfect (e.g. ESV, NET, NIV, NLT, etc.). The hypothetical

situation presented in the conditional clause (the righteous person not sinning) along with
its consequence (the righteous man living) will take place in the future. If that situation
actually occurs, a situation in the more distant future will also take place (the delivering of
Ezekiel’s soul). Thus, this final QATAL represents a clear case of the future perfect because
the TSit (Ezekiel being delivered by teaching the righteous person) precedes the TT (the
state of Ezekiel having saved himself and the righteous person).31
The future-perfective function of

QATAL

has been described in almost a mystical

way, being labelled as the “prophetic perfect”. So, Waltke and O’Connor describe it as
30

Performatives (Austin 1975) are sentences that explicitly state the illocutionary force of the utterance and
simultaneously perform that illocutionary act, and they also have a TSit that is equivalent to the TU. In
English, we do this with the simple present in sentences such as I now pronounce you man and wife where
the very act of uttering the sentence performs the action of joining the two people together in marriage.
Traditionally, performatives must be first person, though the term performative is sometimes used more
loosely in general linguistics.
31
Other potential examples in my corpus include Zephaniah 2:11b, 14d; Amos 9:15. For more examples and
a more detailed discussion of this function, see Cook (2012:207).
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such: “a speaker vividly and dramatically represents a future situation both as complete
and as independent” (Waltke & O’Connor 1990:490). While there are debatable examples
of the so-called “prophetic perfect” in my corpus,32 G.L. Klein’s study on this use of QATAL
does show that there are clear examples (Klein 1990), and Isaiah 11:8 in example (6) is one
such instance. It is parallel to a previous WEQATAL in future time, and the previous verse is
composed of three YIQTOLs, all of which have future time reference (as they normally do).
The infant stretching out his hand over the serpent’s nest without harm will certainly take
place only in the future, and the TSit is included in the TT because the baby actually reaches
the Target State of reaching his hand out over the nest. It should also be remembered that
there is nothing within the meaning of a perfective form to prevent it from being used with
future time reference—it just means that the TSit is included within the TT.
There are several noteworthy points about these examples. First, in my corpus, the
perfective use of

QATAL

tended to be limited to past time reference (see my third point

below for why Table 3 has more examples in future time). This is congruent with crosslinguistic studies that show that the meaning of perfective aspect has a tendency to relegate
it to past temporal reference (Dahl 1985:83; see also Smith 2008 for a more semanticsbased explanation). Although there were no clear examples in my corpus for present or
future perfective, the examples given show that they do exist in Biblical Hebrew, so while
a past interpretation is ordinary for QATAL, it is not necessary.
Second, QATAL is often found as a perfective with past time reference in subordinate
clauses, negated clauses, and in clauses with an SVO word order. This is due in part to
syntax. The other form that is often used to depict a perfective-past situation is WAYYIQTOL
(discussed below), but it cannot be negated, have a subject clause-initial, or be in a
subordinate clause. There is, then, clear overlap between the semantics of WAYYIQTOL and
QATAL,

32

and sometimes the only difference is syntax. This is demonstrated in example (7).

The “prophetic perfect” is equivalent to a future-perfective as used by most Hebraists. However, there is
not complete uniformity in how the term is used.
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Amos 2:10a-b

אוֹל ֶא ְת ֶכ֤ם ַבּ ִמּ ְד ָבּ ֙ר ַא ְר ָבּ ִ ֣ﬠים ָשׁ ֔ ָנה
֙ ֵ ָיתי ֶא ְת ֶכ֖ם ֵמ ֶ ֣א ֶרץ ִמ ְצ ָ ֑ריִ ם ו
ִ וְ ָאנ ִ ֹ֛כי ֶה ֱﬠ ֵ ֥ל
wü´änökî he`élêºtî ´etkem më´eºrec micräºyim wä´ôlëk ´etkem BammidBär ´arBä`îm
šänâ
“And I brought you up out of the land of Egypt, and I led you forty years in the
wilderness”
Third, there are far more future and past situations when the TSit is related to the
Time of Writing (in Table 3) than when the TT is related to the TA (in Table 4). In other
words, Table 3 has many more past (59) and future (23) than Table 4 (37 past and
potentially 4 future). There are two reasons for this. First, the perfect aspect specifies that
the TT follows the TSit, so most of the present perfects in the tense and aspect chart (Table
4) are labelled past in the time of writing and TSit chart (Table 3). Although the time being
talked about is in the present, the situations actually occurred before the time of writing.
(This does not apply to present statives as noted above.) Second, QATAL has a high tendency
to be used in FDD in the prophets as a rhetorical device. A situation will be talked about
as if it has already occurred to make it seem more real to the audience (see section 4.1 for
an example of this with

QATAL).

This accounts for the 23 situations that are future in

relation to the time of writing in Table 3 but are actually past in relation to the TA (this is
explained in more detail in the chapter on discourse in section 4.1).
Given the variation in time with

QATAL,

I consider it unmarked for tense. The TT

may be in the past, present, or future relative to the TA.

3.2.2

Perfect Aspect
The terms “perfect” and “perfective” are unfortunately almost identical, but the two

do have distinct semantic values as discussed in chapter two (see sections 2.3.2.1
and 2.3.2.3). Two well-known languages with a similar pattern of polysemy to QATAL are
German and French which have the Perfekt and Passé Composé respectively (though these
two forms are not tenseless like BH). When translated into English, these two forms have
two distinct options just like the BH QATAL form: they may be simple past, e.g. I washed
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the dog or present perfect, e.g. I have washed the dog. While other languages show a similar
type of polysemy as well (Bybee, Perkins & Pagliuca 1994:79), this does not mean that the
two meanings are equivalent. Perfect aspect specifies that the TT follows the TSit, but
perfective aspect specifies that the TSit is included within the TT. While there are many
forms cross-linguistically that can specify either of these values, neither can be completely
reduced to the other. In other words, the

QATAL

form has two different aspectual values

that may be expressed, either perfective or perfect aspect. Because these aspects have
different meanings, the QATAL form should be considered polysemous for either perfective
or perfect aspect.
As shown in the tense and aspect chart above,

QATAL

regularly expresses perfect

aspect, and this is generally accepted among Hebraists describing the BHVS. In
section 2.3.2.3, I discussed five different varieties of perfect aspect. They were the perfect
of continuing result, universal perfect, perfect of recent past, experiential perfect, and
perfect of stative present.33 In my corpus, I found clear cases of three of the five. They are
shown in the following examples:
Micah 1:9a-b—Perfect of Continuing Result

הוּדה
֔ ָ ְי־ב ָא ֙ה ַﬠד־י
ָ֙ יה ִכּ
ָ כּוֹת
֑ ֶ נוּשׁה ַמ
֖ ָ ִ ֥כּי ֲא
Kî ´ánûšâ maKKôtÊºhä Kî-bäº´â `ad-yühûdâ
“For her wound is incurable, for it has come to Judah”
Zephaniah 2:8b-c—Experiential Perfect

בוּלם
ֽ ָ ְת־ﬠ ִ֔מּי וַ יַּ גְ ִ ֖דּילוּ ַﬠל־גּ
ַ פוּ ֶא
֙ ֲא ֶ ֤שׁר ֵ ֽח ְר
´ášer Hë|rpû ´et-`ammî wayyagDîºlû `al-Gübûläm
“how they have taunted my people and made boasts against their territory”

33

As explained in section 2.3.2.3, some languages (such as Ancient Greek and Swahili) can use the perfect
aspect to describe a current state, normally as the result of a past event. For this reason, I take the present
stative functions of QATAL to be instances of its perfect sense.
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Micah 6:12a—Stative Present

יה ָמ ְל ֣אוּ ָח ָ֔מס
ָ֙ יר
֙ ֶ ֲא ֶ ֤שׁר ֲﬠ ִשׁ
´ášer `ášîrÊºhä mäl´û Hämäs
“Her rich men are full of violence”
The other two varieties of the perfect may occur in BH, but I did not find any in my
corpus.34 Cross-linguistically, the range of usage for the

QATAL

form seems to be fairly

broad compared to other perfects (Bybee, Perkins & Pagliuca 1994:78–81), and this might
be one reason why it has been so difficult to categorize the form.

3.2.3

Perfective Aspect
Not only does

QATAL

express perfect aspect, but it can also expresses perfective

aspect, which indicates that the TSit is wholly included within the TT. For telic predicates
(accomplishments and achievements), this means that the TS is asserted to be reached. This
is demonstrated in example (11):
Micah 6:4a-b

יתי
֑ ִ וּמ ֵ ֥בּית ֲﬠ ָב ִ ֖דים ְפּ ִד
ִ ִ ֤כּי ֶה ֱﬠ ִל ִ֙תי ֙ ֵמ ֶ ֣א ֶרץ ִמ ְצ ַ ֔ריִ ם
Kî he`élìtîºkä më´eºrec micraºyim ûmiBBêt `ábädîm Püdîtîºkä
“For I brought you up from the land of Egypt and redeemed you from the house of
slavery”
Both of these predicates have an endpoint. The people’s movement from the land
of Egypt to another location is lexically specified, as is the people’s redemption from
slavery into freedom. Telic predicates combine easily with perfective verbs because the
source state (SS) and target state (TS) clearly specify the beginning and end of the situation.
Because the BHVS has more than one perfective form, I discuss perfective aspect in more
detail below in the sections for WEQATAL and WAYYIQTOL.
34

It would be particularly difficult to tell if the perfect sense of QATAL is responsible for its usage in recent
past examples, or its perfective sense is responsible. It seems that it can, however, be used for the recent past
when combined with the adverb now (Joosten 2012:97–98). Psalm 16:8a seems to be an example of the
universal perfect.
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3.2.4

Habitual QATAL
In chapter two, I noted that habituality is often expressed with certain aspects

(2.3.2.4) and irrealis mood (2.5.2.1), noting that the meaning of imperfective aspect is
naturally more compatible with a habitual interpretation. However, there are many clear
examples of habitual QATAL, which shows, as I pointed out, that habituality is not limited
to either imperfective aspect or irrealis mood. While many languages use an imperfective
for habituality, there is nothing in the semantics of a perfective that prevents it from
functioning as a habitual. Habituals only require that a situation occurs as a regular pattern
and that these occurrences are over an extended period of time. Yet, though QATAL may be
used habitually, it occurs less frequently than YIQTOL or the participle in habitual contexts.
In his study on Proverbs 10:1-22:16; 25:1-29:27, Cook finds far more YIQTOL’s (375) and
significantly more participles (86) than QATAL’s (57) (Cook 2005a:124),35 so while QATAL
is not the ordinary form used for habituals and generics, it still has this function. Though
rarer than other forms, example (12) below shows that

QATAL

may have a habitual

interpretation:
Amos 5:8a

וּכ ִ֗סיל וְ ה ֵ ֹ֤פ ַל ֙בּ ֹ ֶק ֙ר ַצ ְל ָ֔מוֶ ת וְ י֖ וֹם ַל֣יְ ָלה ֶה ְח ִ ֑שׁי
ְ ימה
ָ֜ ע ֵ ֹ֙שׂה ִכ
`öSË kîmâ ûküsîl wühöpëk laBBöºqer calmäºwet wüyôm laºylâ heHšîk
“The one who makes the Pleiades and Orion and turns deep darkness into the morning
and darkens the day into night.”
In this example, the final QATAL is preceded by two participles (`öSË ‘makes’ and

wühöpëk ‘turns’), and both requirements for habituality are met. The day darkening into
the night is a regular pattern with multiple occurrences of the situation. As will be shown
below, there are other forms that can also be used habitually in BH, and this comes as no

35

As Cook points out, not all of these should, strictly speaking, be considered generic or habitual statements
because not every verb in Proverbs should be taken as such. Many are, however, which suggests that YIQTOL
and the participle are more common in habituals and generics. Nevertheless, the presence of clear habitual
and generic examples expressed by QATAL demonstrates that both are a legitimate use for QATAL as well.
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surprise given the requirements for habituality. If this is the case, what is the difference
between habitual QATAL and the other habituals, if any?
Cook argues in his work on the BHVS that habitual predicates keep their normal
TAM values (Cook 2012:214). For example, if an imperfective form is found in a habitual
context, it still has its imperfective value, and the same would be true for a perfective form.
As a general rule, I think Cook’s observation is helpful and is able to help explain some of
the data. In discussing the semantics behind these different uses, I separate perfective
QATAL

from perfect QATAL as they are used slightly differently in habitual contexts.

3.2.4.1 Habitual Perfective QATAL
Other languages besides BH also use a variety of forms for habituals, and one of
these is Polish, which has both imperfective and perfective habituals (Klimek-Jankowska
2008).36 In her description of perfective habituals, she describes them as requiring in the
mind of the speaker and hearer “an inherent property of the subject,” and they are limited
to contexts “which express what is generally considered reasonable in the actual world”
(Klimek-Jankowska 2008:331). In other words, perfective habituals are not merely
hypothetical habits, nor are they unactualized habits (as Boneh & Doron 2009:12–13 show
is possible for some habituals, and as would be expected for irrealis habituals). She also
notes that perfective generalizations are found only as habituals, i.e. specifying a regular
occurrence of situations for an individual rather than specifying what is normal for a class
as with generics (Klimek-Jankowska 2008:327). This accords well with the data in Amos,
Micah, and Zephaniah. Example (12) above shows both of the characteristics given by
Klimek-Jankowska. The individual doing the action is the Lord, and the recurring situation
is turning day into night. In other words, the day turns to night repeatedly. This is,
obviously, a thing to be expected and is something that occurs in the real world. Consider
also the following example:

36

She uses the term “eventualities” for “situations”. I continue to use the latter term for consistency and
clarity.
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Amos 5:12b

יוֹנ֖ים ַבּ ַ ֥שּׁ ַﬠר ִה ֽטּוּ
ִ צ ְֹר ֵ ֤רי ַצ ִדּ ֙יק ֣ ְק ֵחי ֔כֹ ֶפר וְ ֶא ְב
cörürê caDDîq löºqHê köºper wü´ebyônîm Baššaº`ar hi††û
“The ones who afflict the righteous, who take a bribe, and turn aside needy people in the
gate”
In this example, the habitual again refers to many situations, and the final QATAL is
again preceded by two participles (cörürê ‘afflict’ and löºqHê ‘take’). Amos is indicting
characteristics of the people, not a one-time act of negligence to the poor. The point is that
these people are unjust and ungenerous as a habit. This example is different from (12)
because the subject is plural. A plural subject does not necessitate a generic interpretation,
for the habitual could just be a characteristic property of multiple people. 37 Significantly,
all of the examples found for perfective habituals are situations that actually took place in
the real world. They were characteristic properties of individuals that are demonstrated in
repeated occurrences of the situation. Not surprisingly, the TSit for each of these predicates
was also either in the past or the present. If they were in the future, they would not have
taken place in the real world, and so, they would not fit the description given by KlimekJankowska for perfective habituals.
One construction affected by syntax is the negative QATAL habitual that follows a
habitual participle. Participles, a form often used for habituals, are rarely negated in the
Hebrew Bible when they are used predicatively,38 so a real-world negated habitual (i.e. a
habitual that describes a real absence of a characteristic in an individual rather than an
unactualized situation) ordinarily does not use the participle. Rather,

QATAL

is often the

form used. This is found in example (14):

37

This is similar to the distinction between iterative and habitual in terms of situations, discussed in
section 2.3.2.4. Multiple occurrences of a situation does not make the situation habitual in the same way that
multiple individuals who all share a characteristic property does not necessarily imply that the characteristic
property holds over every individual of the same kind.
38
A search on Bibleworks 9 finds only 36 examples. There are no examples found in my corpus.
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Zephaniah 1:6

הו֖ה וְ ֥ל ֹא ְד ָר ֻ ֽשׁהוּ
ָ ְא־ב ְק ֥שׁוּ ֶאת־י
ִ ֹ הו֑ה וַ ֲא ֶ ֛שׁר ֽל
ָ ְסוֹגים ֵמ ַא ֲח ֵ ֣רי י
֖ ִ ְת־הנּ
ַ וְ ֶא
wü´et-hannüsôgîm më´aHárê yhwh wa´ášer lö|´-biqšû ´et-yhwh wülö´ düräšuºhû
“those who turn back from following the Lord, who do not seek the LORD or inquire of
him”
In the previous two verses, the nominal participle is used habitually to describe
those whom the Lord will punish. All of previous statements are positive until this verse
where negative habituals are introduced. Because the participle is so rarely negated, a
subordinating particle ‘wa´ášer'’, is used as a relativizer followed by a negated

QATAL.

Syntactically and semantically, this is the most natural way for Biblical Hebrew to express
a negated real-world habitual.39
But why the habitual interpretation in the first place? What makes us interpret these
clauses habitually? In all of the examples given above, the TT of the clause has been
extended by the context due to other habitual forms. They all describe characteristics of the
person(s) described. Thus, we might say The man who filled swimming pools where who
indicates that the modifying clause describes a property about the individual. Yet, this alone
does not make the construction habitual, since a sentence like The king who built the temple
cannot be taken habitually because there is no iteration of situations. If, however, the object
was made an indefinite plural, we could again get the habitual interpretation, since the
iterative requirement would be met. This suggests something more foundational about the
requirement for habituality in such a context: the entire predicate (not just the verb) is
normally atelic when there is a habitual interpretation.
Example (14) has an atelic verb (and hence an atelic predicate as well), so the
explanation is simpler. The extended TT from the habitual participles is carried on by the
following QATAL’s. This contextual phenomenon is found in English as well when, if the
TT is extended by a stative, for example, a past perfective will be interpreted habitually,

39

Admittedly, it is possible to analyze this as a perfect verb rather than a perfective habitual. However, given
that the clause is parallel to habitual participles, this is best taken as a habitual (see Berlin 1994:127 for
support for this interpretation).
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e.g. Michael was young once. He played basketball back then. As long as the TT is
extended a perfective form will be interpreted habitually with an atelic predicate. At first,
this might seem odd. Perfective aspect specifies that the TSit is included within the TT, so
there should be no reason why a single situation could not be referred to. However, when
the TT is extended and the Duration Principle specifies that the TSit is much shorter than
the TT, there is a tendency to interpret the perfective as not referring to a single situation
but to many situations, i.e. as a habitual. Hence, not only does perfective aspect specify
that the TSit is included within the TT, but this also suggests that it has a tendency to fill
up most of the TT (at least when the TT is large). If a long period is being talked about, it
seems odd to suddenly switch to a single situation of a much shorter duration.
3.2.4.2 Habitual Perfect QATAL
When QATAL has its perfect sense, it may also be used as a generic. Although it can
specify that there are many situations, perfect habituals may also describe a characteristic
of a class, i.e. they can also be generics as well as habituals. In my corpus, there are no
clear examples of a habitual or generic perfect

QATAL,

but I present example (15) from

Isaiah to demonstrate how this works:
Isaiah 1:3a

יָ ַדע שׁוֹר קֹנֵ הוּ
yäda` šôr qönëºhû
“An ox knows its owner.”
As mentioned above, I interpret present stative functions of QATAL as instances of
the perfect

QATAL

based on similar functions of the perfect in languages such as Ancient

Greek. The present perfect is the stative present function of the perfect QATAL. Because the
subject is indefinite, the clause describes a characteristic of oxen in general, so it is generic
rather than habitual. Perfect

QATAL’s

function within habituals and generics is to be

expected given the entire BHVS. There would be no way to express perfect aspect within
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a habitual context if QATAL were not used, since it is the only form that expresses perfect
aspect. 40

3.2.5

Comparison with other Theories
In studies on the BHVS, there seems to be very little debate over what functions

the

QATAL

form can have. Cook recognizes that

QATAL

may have either a perfect or a

perfective meaning, but he labels the form perfective because he calls the perfect aspect a
residual use from its older meaning (Cook 2012:207). In light of this, the debate
surrounding the QATAL form sometimes has more to do with what to label it than its range
of meaning. Because Cook adopts a grammaticalization framework, he labels the form
perfective and explains the label by appealing to the diachronic development of the form
(Cook 2012:207). While my account has only minor variations from Cook’s concerning
the synchronic semantics of QATAL, my framework necessitates that the label coincide with
the invariable meaning(s) of the form. Because perfective and perfect aspect are two
different invariable meanings, I suggest that QATAL is polysemous and that a more accurate
label should be perfective and perfect.
Joosten and Hatav call

QATAL

a perfect form.41 Joosten recognizes that there are

some uses that do not fit into the semantics of perfect aspect, namely performatives, futureperfective, and perfective-past (Joosten 2012:202-204, 207, 215–218).42 All of these uses
fit well with a perfective meaning as shown above. His reason for calling QATAL a perfect
rather than a perfective is that the latter uses are “secondary functions” that do “not flow
from the basic meaning of

QATAL,

but is to be attributed to other factors—contextual,

stylistic, or pragmatic” (Joosten 2012:194). I agree with Joosten that perfect aspect cannot

40

Cook (2012:215) gives other examples of generic QATAL with perfect aspect. He cites Proverbs 12:21
where a perfect of present state is used generically, and a descriptive property of “the wicked” is given (see
also Jeremiah 8:7; Proverbs 19:7; etc.).
41
They actually use the term “anterior”, but this is sometimes synonymous with “perfect” in general
linguistics.
42
What Joosten calls the “prophetic perfect”, I am calling future-perfective. Although he considers the former
category broader (potentially able to include future perfects), his citation and translation of Numbers 24:17
is a future perfective, i.e. A star shall come out of Jacob… (Joosten 2012:207).
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adequately account for the perfective uses, but the amount of times it is used perfectively
cannot be reduced to merely “contextual, stylistic, or pragmatic” reasons. Moreover, even
if

QATAL

were only used perfectively for these reasons, it does not preclude the form

actually meaning something different in those contexts (which it undoubtedly does as he
himself affirms).
On the other hand, Hatav tries to prove QATAL’s perfect value by showing how it is
used in narrative. She claims that it does not advance the reference time (TT in Klein’s
model) (Hatav 1997:163), but this cannot account for clear examples when

QATAL

and

WAYYIQTOL are parallel in narrative and both introduce a new TT (see example (7) above).

As I show in the next chapter, QATAL cannot be reduced to a single discourse function, and
this has already been noted by other scholars (Cook 2012:202–203; Longacre & Bowling
2015:48, 178).
Both Hatav and Joosten fail to adequately account for (or at least give legitimacy
to) the functions of QATAL that reflect a perfective meaning, and Cook’s label marginalizes
the legitimate use of

QATAL

as a perfect form. While it may seem inadequate simply to

affirm both sides of the argument, claiming polysemy has important practical implications.
If a form legitimately has both a perfect and a perfective sense, neither meaning is
necessarily more basic than the other, so it is not necessary to label the form as either
perfective or perfect. This is a false dichotomoy. QATAL has two invariable meanings,
perfective and perfect, so its label should correspond with these meanings. Even if all of
the functions are agreed upon, the reader must come to a decision about what a

QATAL

means in a certain context, and if either perfect or perfective is said to be the basic meaning
to the exclusion of the other, there will almost certainly be a tendency to read in that “basic
meaning” whenever possible. Affirming polysemy accounts for the data and keeps the
interpreter honest when approaching a text.

3.3

WEQATAL
While there is still debate about whether

QATAL

WEQATAL

is a distinct conjugation from

or not, there is a general recognition that their semantic values are very different.
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Moreover, it is generally accepted that WEQATAL patterns with YIQTOL, often having nearly
the same interpretation (Cook 2012:81; Hatav 1997:142–150; Joosten 2012:261–311). This
has been affirmed for some time and is even reflected in the old “waw-conversive theory”
(for a brief survey, see Cook 2012:83–86).43 Because I am focusing on the semantics of
the forms, I have chosen to be neutral on whether what is traditionally labeled

WEQATAL

should be considered a separate conjugation (and so labeled WEQATAL) or whether it should
be considered a fronted QATAL. I use the term WEQATAL throughout the thesis not to take a
stand on this issue, but for the sake of clarity and because it is traditionally labeled as such
(and in keeping with the pattern of using the morphology to refer to the form). The fronted
QATAL position, which states that WEQATAL is a QATAL that has been fronted and converted

to a “modal/irrealis” form, is largely dependent upon Holmstedt’s syntactic theory, which
I do adopt.44 But I would modify his theory of the fronted QATAL as a shift not in modality,
but in verbal mood.45 In this view,

WEQATAL

would not be a separate conjugation, but it

would have the same semantic and morphological properties as QATAL except that it would
be in irrealis verbal mood because of being fronted (though fronting would be required for
a change in verbal mood, it would not necessarily indicate a change in verbal mood).46
What is difficult for this theory to explain is the complete lack of perfect

WEQATAL

functions: WEQATAL is always perfective-irrealis and never perfect-irrealis. The alternative
is to view

WEQATAL

as an entirely different conjugation, with the implication being that

the initial we- is an irrealis morpheme. (This would not imply that we- would always mean
irrealis verbal mood, but that irrealis we- would be homonymous with the conjunction).
While my sympathies lie with the former view, it does not change the semantic
43

Essentially, this theory states that the initial waw converts the past QATAL to a future (WEQATAL) and the
future YIQTOL to a past (WAYYIQTOL).
44
Holmstedt proposes that the basic word order in independent clauses in BH is SVO, while there are certain
other constructions that have a VSO word order (these include subordination, “modal”, a fronted element,
and WAYYIQTOL). Thus, he labels the syntactic order SV/XVS. For more on Holmstedt’s syntactic theory and
how it can account for a fronted QATAL instead of a separate WEQATAL conjugation, see (Holmstedt 2002).
For a defense of his basic theory, see (Holmstedt 2005; Holmstedt 2009; Holmstedt 2011).
45
It is unclear exactly what Holmstedt means by “modality”, so depending on his definition, we could be
essentially saying the same thing.
46
Holmstedt’s theory is not that the initial position always indicates a change in “modality”, but that there
are several different reasons a verb may be fronted, “modality” being one of them (again, see Holmstedt 2002
for a more in-depth explanation and Holmstedt 2009 for more evidence).
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categorization of the form: WEQATAL is an irrealis-perfective form. In this categorization,
I follow Cook (2012:249-256) quite closely, differing only in some minor respects listed
below under the comparison section. Table 5 shows the time reference of

WEQATAL,

and

Table 6 shows the tense and aspect functions:
Table 5: Relationship between Time of Writing and TSit for WEQATAL
Time Reference
Past

Present

Future

2

6 and 2?

135

Table 6: Tense and Aspect Functions of WEQATAL
Aspect
Perfective
Imperfective
Habitual
Perfect
3.3.1

Past

Tense
Present

2

6 and 2?

Future
124
11

Syntactic Ambiguity
Before delving into the semantics of WEQATAL, it is necessary to say a word about

syntax. The most frequent conjunction found in BH is the morpheme
initial position is ambiguous between
QATAL

WEQATAL

WE-,

so a QATAL in

(with the irrealis morpheme)47 or

WE

+

(with the conjunction). This means that a WEQATAL (or a clause initial QATAL with

the conjunction, which is indistinguishable from WEQATAL most of the time) may have one
of three meanings: it may be perfective, perfect, or irrealis-perfective. In other words, this
added ambiguity is syntactically triggered. Given this, translations sometimes disagree
about the proper interpretation of an initial

QATAL,

such as in Amos 5:26 where the time

reference is difficult to determine.

47

Or in the position that might trigger the irrealis interpretation according to Holmstedt’s theory.
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Amos 5:26a

אתם ֵ ֚את ִס ֣כּוּת ַמ ְל ְכּ ֶ֔כם וְ ֵ ֖את ִכּיּ֣ וּן ַצ ְל ֵמ ֶיכ֑ם
ֶ֗ וּנְ ָשׂ
ûnüSä´tem ´ët siKKût malKükem wü´ët Kiyyûn calmêkem
“You will take up/took up Sikkuth, your king and Kiyyun, your image.”
The Septuagint (LXX) has an aorist verb here, indicating that they understood the
verb to be past-perfective, but the ESV has a future and the NIV a perfect. Although cases
like this suggest the difficulty of determining the meaning of

WEQATAL,

the vast majority

of cases are clear from the context.48

3.3.2

Time Reference
In the overwhelming majority of cases,

This is in sharp contrast to

QATAL,

WEQATAL

expresses a perfective future.

which is hardly ever used in future time. What both

share in common, though, is their perfective value. Example (17) shows a typical use of a
future WEQATAL:
Future—Micah 1:6a

וְ ַשׂ ְמ ִ ֥תּי שׁ ְֹמ ֛רוֹן ְל ִ ֥ﬠי ַה ָשּׂ ֶ ֖דה ְל ַמ ָ ֣טּ ֵﬠי ָכ ֶ֑רם
wüSamTî šömrôn lü`î haSSädè lüma††äº`ê käºrem
“And I will make Samaria a heap in the field, a place for planting vineyards”
In the above example, a future time is being talked about—Samaria is to be made
into a heap at some time posterior to the TA. The future description is typical for WEQATAL,
which is most often found with future time reference.
One comment must be made about future time reference and irrealis mood. In
chapter two, I noted that irrealis forms were sometimes used for future situations. It does
not follow that a WEQATAL used in future time is merely possible in the mind of the speaker,
or, in other words, using a WEQATAL for future time does not mean that the speaker thinks

48

There is also sometimes a difference in accentuation between WEQATAL and WE- + QATAL, but this is
inconsistent (Joüon & Muraoka 2011:123).
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only that the situation might take place, but it ordinarily means that the situation will take
place. This is important to remember about irrealis mood. Although cross-linguistically
there are some irrealis forms that are used in future time to indicate that the situation is
more contingent, an irrealis form functioning to describe a future situation may also be
indistinguishable from an indicative future tense. The latter is the case for WEQATAL, so its
function in future time is not less probable than a future tense would be. When discussing
future time reference in his work on tense, Comrie explains that a future “tense” is often
just one use of an irrealis verb, so a form that is often used in future time may be irrealis
and not an actual tense (Comrie 1985:45). The implication of this is that a language that
incorporates future time reference into its verbal mood system rather than its tense system
does not necessarily express future situations in a more contingent way, especially if the
only way to talk about the future is with the irrealis form. This applies to Biblical Hebrew
which does not have a future tense, so
When

WEQATAL

WEQATAL

is often used for future time reference.

is used in this way, the situation is not represented as merely possibly

occurring, but the speaker most often makes a claim about what will happen.49
Table 6 also shows that WEQATAL can be used with past and present time reference.
Examples (18) and (19) display these functions.
Past—Amos 4:7b

ל־ﬠיר ַא ַחת לֹא ַא ְמ ִטיר
ִ ל־ﬠיר ֶא ָחת וְ ַﬠ
ִ וְ ִה ְמ ַט ְר ִתּי ַﬠ
wühim†arTî `al-`îr ´eHät wü`al-`îr ´aHat lö´ ´am†îr
“I would cause it to rain on one city, but upon another city, I would not cause it to rain.”
Present—Micah 2:2a-b

וְ ָח ְמדוּ ָשׂדוֹת וְ גָ זָ לוּ
wüHämdû Sädôt wügäzäºlû
“They desire fields, and they seize them.”

49

In chapter two, I gave two options for the semantics of irrealis, one being situations that aren’t real (i.e.
frustrative), and the other being non-actualized situations at some reference time (i.e. unactualized). It is
under the latter category of meaning that the future use of WEQATAL falls and not the former.
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In example (18), God describes a previous judgment that he afflicted upon Israel in
order to get their attention. The context clearly sets it in past time because it is surrounded
by a long list of judgments that God already inflicted upon Israel. Because the context
shows that God causing the rain was not a one-time event, it should be taken habitually (so
I have translated it as would, like the ESV, indicating a past habitual situation). The effects
of the rain and lack of rain (the sprouting and withering of crops) makes it clear that weather
patterns are being described, not just a single day’s weather.
Example (19) shows that WEQATAL can be used in present time. It describes a habit
that Micah is accusing the wicked of doing in the present moment. This is made clear by
the present habituals (from participles and YIQTOL) and statives found in the previous verse
as well as the judgment that is threatened on account of these present crimes in the
following verse. These examples illustrate that

WEQATAL

can function in any time, so I

consider it unmarked for tense. Yet, it can only be used in past and present time when it is
also has its habitual function. This is to be expected if the form’s invariable meaning is
irrealis-perfective, as I have asserted.

3.3.3

Perfective WEQATAL
Every instance of a non-habitual

WEQATAL

in my corpus had perfective aspect.

Cross-linguistically, there is a tendency for verbs with perfective aspect to be reinterpreted
when combined with a non-telic predicate (Swart 2012:770; Comrie 1976:19–20). In
languages where this reinterpretation takes place, a predicate with no inherent endpoint
must be delimited in some way in order to combine with perfective aspect because
perfective aspect specifies that the TSit is included within the TT. This is commonly called
aspectual coercion, and Bary notes two different possible reinterpretations that might take
place: complexive or ingressive (Bary 2009).50 A complexive reinterpretation involves a
specified or implicit endpoint for the state or activity, so that the TSit has ended (Bary
2009:19). This delimits an atelic situation and makes it compatible with perfective aspect,
50

She works with aspect in Ancient Greek, but as has been stated, this phenomenon is often found crosslinguistically.
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which ordinarily specifies the endpoint of the situation. An ingressive reinterpretation
indicates only that the TSit has begun (Bary 2009:27). This reduces the length of the
original TSit to a single moment, so that the new TSit becomes only the beginning of the
original TSit. Because only the beginning of the situation is specified, the atelic predicate
becomes telic—the stative interpretation is coerced into an interpretation expressing a
change of state. Below are examples for both complexive and ingressive interpretations for
WEQATAL:

Complexive—Micah 4:10c-e

ד־בּ ֶבל
ָ וּבאת ַﬠ
֤ ָ י־ﬠ ָתּ ֩ה ֵת ְצ ִ֙אי ִמ ִקּ ְר ָ֜יה וְ ָשׁ ַכ֣נְ ְתּ ַבּ ָשּׂ ֶ ֗דה
ַ ִכּ
Kî|-`aTTâ tëc´î miqqiryâ wüšäkanT BaSSädè ûbä´t `ad-Bäbel
“For now, you will go out from the city, and you will dwell in a field, and you will come
to Babylon”
Ingressive—Amos 8:3a

יכל֙ ַבּיּ֣ וֹם ַה ֔הוּא
ָ וְ ֵה ֜ ִילילוּ ִשׁ ֤ירוֹת ֵה
wühêlîºlû šîrôt hêkäl Bayyôm hahû´
“The songs of the temple will become wailings in that day”
In example (20), the predicate “dwell in a field” is atelic, and because of this, it has
no inherent endpoint. There is no lexically specified Target State that would indicate the
predicate is over. However, the perfective aspect needs an endpoint, and in this case, the
context makes clear that the situation does indeed have an endpoint. This is because the
three situations represented in the verse (going from the city, dwelling in a field, and
coming to Babylon) occur one after the other. Where one TT/TSit ends, the next begins.
So, the dwelling in the field in this verse has an endpoint even though it is not specified by
the predicate, i.e. it ends when the people go to Babylon. 51

51

The progression in the verse of going out, dwelling, and coming to is what favors the complexive
interpretation over an ingressive interpretation. One may consider the dwelling to be ingressive (which is
what the NIV seems to suggest), but this would suggest a closer relationship between the going out and the
dwelling than all three together.
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Example (21) is ingressive because it specifies only the beginning of the activity of
wailing. Wailing is an atelic predicate, so the perfective

WEQATAL

is reinterpreted to

specify only the onset of the situation. The TSit for wailing has no inherent endpoint, so
the original TSit is reduced to a very small interval when the situation first begins. This
new TSit is included within the TT to yield the ingressive interpretation.52
Although this does seem to account for the data regarding aspect with

WEQATAL,

de Swart says that aspectual coercion has been challenged as a viable way to account for
these kinds of interpretations (de Swart 2012:770). Rather than the predicate being
reinterpreted, it could be that the lexical item involved has a broader range of meaning. In
BH, this can be seen with the copula which can either mean that a state currently holds or
that something is entering into a state, i.e. it can mean be or become (Brown, Driver &
Briggs 1994:224–227; Joosten 2012:84). It is difficult to tell which is correct, and it would
take a much broader study of how WEQATAL interacts with a variety of atelic predicates in
order to determine the answer. Nevertheless, the fact that this phenomenon seems to be
fairly common cross-linguistically and accounts for the data suggests that BH also has
aspectual coercion. Moreover, the same phenomenon occurs for the past-perfective
WAYYIQTOL
WEQATAL,

as I show below. Because no examples of imperfective aspect were found for

it interacts with the aktionsart of the predicate similarly to perfective forms in

other languages (with aspectual coercion). Because the habitual interpretations are not
incompatible with perfective aspect (as shown in section 3.2.4),

WEQATAL

should be

considered marked for perfective aspect. In other words, perfective aspect is part of the
invariable meaning of WEQATAL.

52

Bary theorizes that the Duration Principle determines whether the predicate is interpreted as ingressive or
complexive, but her illustrations and reasoning are difficult to apply to these examples (see Bary 2009:92-93
for a fuller discussion).
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3.3.4

Habitual WEQATAL
Like

QATAL, WEQATAL

can also express habituality. Sometimes, the situation is a

true habitual involving many situations, so the interpretation is similar to what a normal
QATAL

would be. An example of this is found in Amos 8:14:

Amos 8:14a-b

ים ְבּ ַא ְשׁ ַ ֣מת ֽשׁ ֹ ְמ ֔רוֹן וְ ָא ְמ ֗רוּ ֵ ֤חי ֱא ֶ֙הי ֙ ָ ֔דּן
֙ ַהנִּ ְשׁ ָבּ ִﬠ
hannišBä`îm Bü´ašmat šö|mrôn wü´ämrû Hê ´élöhÊºkä Dän
“The ones who swear by the guilt of Samaria and say, ‘As your god lives, Dan’”
Those who say “As your god lives, Dan” do not do so only once, but it is a
characteristic property of some individuals done over and over again. This interpretation is
evident by the

WEQATAL

being parallel to the nominal participle that describes a

characteristic of the people. While this is a present habitual, Hatav points out that WEQATAL
can also express habituality in the past (see also example (18)) as well as generic statements
that involve a normal characteristic of a class (see Hatav 1997:144–145 for her examples
of generics, which she calls "gnomics"—I consider Genesis 2:25b to be a clear example).

3.3.5

WEQATAL and Modality
As explained in 2.5.2.1, many languages use irrealis forms for future situations and

habituals, but

WEQATAL

is also used to express modality. There are no clear examples of

deontic modality expressed by

WEQATAL

within my corpus (outside the corpus, several

examples are Exodus 12:24a; Leviticus 6:4a; Numbers 35:25a). However, this use is
widely recognized (Hatav 1997:148; Cook 2012:255; Joosten 2012:295–296), so I present
examples (23) and (24) below to give a fuller picture of how WEQATAL can function.
Deontic Modality—Exodus 12:24

ד־עוֹלם
ָ
וּל ָבנֶ י ַﬠ
ְ ק־ל
ְ ת־ה ָדּ ָבר ַהזֶּ ה ְל ָח
ַ וּשׁ ַמ ְר ֶתּם ֶא
ְ
ûšümarTem ´et-haDDäbär hazzè lüHoq-lükä ûlübänÊºkä `ad-`ôläm
“And you must observe this thing as an ordinance for you and for your sons forever.”
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Circumstantial Modality—Exodus 23:11a-c

יﬠת ִתּ ְשׁ ְמ ֶטנָּ ה וּנְ ַט ְשׁ ָתּהּ וְ ָא ְכלוּ ֶא ְבי ֹנֵ י ַﬠ ֶמּ
ִ וְ ַה ְשּׁ ִב
wühaššübî`ìt Tišmü†eºnnâ ûnü†ašTäh wü´ä|klû ´ebyönê `ammeºkä
“And on the seventh, you must let it rest and leave it alone, so the poor of your people
can eat.”
Example (23) indicates the necessity of observing an ordinance. Thus, it is a deontic
modal and is an example of how WEQATAL can function to depict necessary situations. On
the other hand, example (24) shows how

WEQATAL

can be used for possibility and for a

different type of modality altogether. The clause “can eat” is preceded by two deontic
modals that create the circumstance in which it is possible for the poor to eat. So, it is an
example of a circumstantial modal indicating possibility. These two clauses show that
WEQATAL is unmarked for the strength and type of modality, which suggests that WEQATAL

should be categorized as an irrealis form rather than a modal form (the latter usually
specifies either the strength or type of modality—see section 2.4).

3.3.6

WEQATAL and Irrealis Verbal Mood
The definition given for irrealis verbal mood in 2.5.2.1 emphasized that irrealis

forms often had an amalgamation of functions that could broadly be categorized as
unactualized. All of the functions listed above (future, past and present habitual, and
modality) may fall under this unifying semantic description (of course,

WEQATAL

also

expresses perfective aspect as shown above). WEQATAL also has functions similar to other
irrealis forms, such as its use in conditionals. It is widely recognized that WEQATAL is often
found in the apodosis of conditional constructions (Hatav 1997:146–147; Cook 2012:250–
253). According to de Haan, this is normal for an irrealis form (2012:123). Example (25)
shows a typical conditional construction in BH:
Amos 6:9a

ִאם־יִ ֙ ָוּ ְת ֜רוּ ֲﬠ ָשׂ ָ ֧רה ֲאנָ ִ ֛שׁים ְבּ ַ ֥ביִ ת ֶא ָ ֖חד וָ ֵ ֽמתוּ
´im-yiwwäºtrû `áSärâ ´ánäšîm Bübaºyit ´eHäd wämëºtû
“If ten men remain in one house, they will die.”
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The range of functions that WEQATAL has is remarkably similar to irrealis forms in
other languages. It has a limited set of possible modal interpretations and is mostly used
for future perfective situations, though it can also function habitually in any time sphere
and in the apodosis of conditionals. This set of functions is quite similar to how Comrie
describes the irrealis form in Dyirbal (Comrie 1985:39–40):
However, despite the terminology adopted for Dyirbal, which identifies the two
tenses as present-past and future respectively, the distinction between them is
more accurately described as one of mood, namely realis versus irrealis
respectively. The realis is used for situations that are ongoing or were observed in
the past, the irrealis for all other situations, including situations that are presented
as inductive generalisations from past observations to statements of general habit.
As will be discussed more thoroughly in the following section on

YIQTOL,

the

functions listed for WEQATAL accord well not only with Dyirbal but with many other irrealis
forms from a variety of languages. Yet, although

WEQATAL

does express unactualized

situations, it has a limited range of modal functions (Cook 2012:255), and there are certain
unactualized situations that it does not express, such as those indicating purpose or
consequence after certain subordinating particles. Given that WEQATAL only has a limited
number of irrealis uses, we should naturally expect Biblical Hebrew to express a broader
range of unactualized situations using some other means. This is done using the

YIQTOL

form as shown below.

3.3.7

Comparison with other theories
As mentioned above, my theory for WEQATAL is very similar to Cook’s. His theory

states that QATAL may be fronted for irrealis mood. It keeps its perfective value when this
happens (not its perfect meaning), and it is often, but not always, sequential (therefore,
sequentiality is not a part of its invariable meaning; Cook 2012:249–256). I am adopting
all of this, but I leave undecided the question of whether WEQATAL is a separate conjugation
or is just a

QATAL

fronted for irrealis verbal mood. Our position differs from Joosten’s

primarily in that, though he states that it is not imperfective, he does not affirm that it is
perfective (Joosten 2012:288–289). As far as the taxonomy of uses Joosten gives, they are
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very similar to Cook’s, though I would regard it as linguistically preferable to call the form
irrealis rather than modal. Contrary to Hatav, WEQATAL is not always sequential (cf. Hatav
1997:56), as will be shown in the next chapter on discourse. Because sequentiality is often
associated with perfectivity, the latter can account for why a form is often sequential, but
if sequentiality is encoded in the form itself, then a non-sequential function cannot be
accounted for. In this, Cook’s theory accounts more fully for the data.
My only substantial modification to Cook’s position is that I have proposed an
added component to the irrealis-perfective model: the form reinterprets atelic predicates to
either an ingressive or a complexive reading. In other words, when the predicate does not
specify that the state or activity has an endpoint, the perfective value of

WEQATAL

reinterprets the predicate to specify the endpoint. However, as was stated, this is still only
a hypothesis, so more data from a larger corpus may prove otherwise.

3.4

YIQTOL
Of all the forms in BH,

YIQTOL

might be the most controversial. Like the

QATAL

form, it also has a remarkably broad range of meaning. Unlike most Hebraists, I label it
neither a modal form nor an imperfective form, but I consider its invariable meaning to be
irrealis verbal mood. Instead of first charting the tense and aspect functions that the form
may express as I did for

QATAL,

they will shed light on how

I begin with

YIQTOL

YIQTOL’s

modal meanings in the hope that

differs from the other forms (besides

WEQATAL,

but

even WEQATAL does not have as many modal functions as YIQTOL). If a form could be used
modally, we should expect to find one of two things that are distinct from a form without
modal functions. First, if the form is a true modal form, we should expect that it specifies
either a type of modality or the strength of modality. Second, if the form only has modal
functions but is not specified for either the type or strength of modality (and so, does not
have modality as part of its invariable meaning), we should expect to find that the type and
strength of modality are determined by context. However, it is very important to remember
that a true modal form will either specify the strength of modality or the type of modality.
As is shown below, the YIQTOL form has a very broad range of modal functions, not being
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specified for either strength or type of modality (and it has many non-modal functions as
well). Because it is not specified for either strength or type of modality, it is not a modal
form (see section 2.4). Thus, I consider it to be an irrealis form, meaning that the situation
it refers to is unactualized, and as a result of this meaning it can be used for various modal
functions.53

3.4.1

Strength of Modality
Many languages use different modal forms which lexically specify the strength of

modality (possibility vs. necessity). This is the case in English where we have different
auxiliaries, such as may, should, must, etc., that determine the strength of the modality. In
BH, the YIQTOL form can express different strengths of modality (possibility or necessity),
depending on the context, so YIQTOL is underspecified for the strength of modality. This is
shown in the following examples:
Amos 5:14a-c

ל־רע ְל ַ ֣מ ַﬠן ִ ֽתּ ְחי֑ וּ
֖ ָ שׁוּ־טוֹב וְ ַא
֥
ִדּ ְר
Diršû-†ôb wü´al-rä` lümaº`an Ti|Hyû
“Seek good and not evil, so that you may live.”
Amos 2:12b

מר ֖ל ֹא ִתּנָּ ְב ֽאוּ
ֹ ֔ יתם ֵלא
֣ ֶ ִים ִצוּ
֙ יא
ִ ל־הנְּ ִב
ַ וְ ַﬠ
wü`al-hannübî´îm ciwwîtem lë´mör lö´ Tinnäb´û
“And concerning the prophets, you commanded, saying ‘You must not prophecy.’”
Examples (26) and (27) above have different modal strengths. In Amos 5:14, the
modal specifies that it is possible that “you” may live, i.e. if “you” seek good and not evil.
Hence, Amos 5:14 says that living is possible. In contrast, Amos 2:12 is the strongest modal

53

I am not suggesting that every irrealis form has modal functions, only that an irrealis meaning can account
for the modal functions expressed by YIQTOL (see section 2.5.3 for how irrealis can account for modality; see
also section 2.5.2.1 for languages, such as Jamul Tiipay, that have an irrealis form with modal functions).
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possible because it specifies a necessary obligation: the prophets were required not to
prophecy. Hence, YIQTOL can be used for varying levels of possibility and necessity.

3.4.2

Type of Modality
Von Fintel’s definition of modality presented in chapter two says that type of

modality is the second major component to modals (besides strength). So a proposition
might be necessarily true in light of what the speaker knows (epistemic), or the situation
described might be required by the relevant code or authority (deontic) depending on the
type of modality. Just as

YIQTOL

is underspecified for the strength of modality, it is also

underspecified for the type of modality. But whereas WEQATAL was quite limited in what
types of modality it can express,

YIQTOL

may be interpreted with a variety of modal

nuances. Some of these are found in the following examples:
Deontic Modality—“concerns what is possible, necessary, permissible, or
obligatory, given a body of law or a set of moral principles or the like” (Von Fintel
2006)
Amos 2:12b

מר ֖ל ֹא ִתּנָּ ְב ֽאוּ
ֹ ֔ יתם ֵלא
֣ ֶ ִים ִצוּ
֙ יא
ִ ל־הנְּ ִב
ַ וְ ַﬠ
wü`al-hannübî´îm ciwwîtem lë´mör lö´ Tinnäb´û
“And concerning the prophets, you commanded, saying ‘You must not prophecy.’”
Epistemic Modality—“concerns what is possible or necessary given what is known
and what the available evidence is” (Von Fintel 2006)
Amos 5:15d

יוֹסף
ֽ ֵ י־צ ָב ֖אוֹת ְשׁ ֵא ִ ֥רית
ְ הו֥ה ֱא ֵ ֽה
ָ ְאוּלי ֶי ֱֽח ַ ֛נ ן י
ַ֗
´ûlay ye|Hénan yhwh ´élöhê|-cübä´ôt šü´ërît yôsëp
“Perhaps YHWH, the God of armies, might be gracious to the remnant of Joseph.”
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Circumstantial Modality—“concerns what is possible or necessary, given a
particular set of circumstances” (Von Fintel 2006)
Micah 2:3b

יכם
ֶ֗ א־ת ִ֙מישׁוּ ִמ ָ֜שּׁם ַצוְּ א ֽר ֹ ֵת
ָ ֹ ל־ה ִמּ ְשׁ ָפּ ָ ֥חה ַה ֖זּ ֹאת ָר ָ ֑ﬠה ֠ ֲא ֶשׁר ֽל
ַ ִהנְ ִ ֥ני ח ֵ ֹ֛שׁב ַﬠ
hinnî Höšëb `al-hammišPäHâ hazzö´t rä`â ´ášer lö|´-tämîºšû miššäm cawwü´rö|têkem
“Behold, I am devising evil for this family, from which they will not be able to remove
their necks.”54
Dynamic Modality—concerns what is possible or necessary for a person to do
given their nature
Amos 7:2e-f

ִ ֥מי יָ ֖קוּם ַי ֲֽﬠ ֑קֹב ִ ֥כּי ָק ֖טֹן ֽהוּא
mî yäqûm ya|`áqöb Kî qä†ön hû´
“How can Jacob stand? For he is small.”
Example (28), Amos 2:12b, was given above under the strength of modality. It
reports a necessary obligation that was given in the past. Amos 5:15d, example (29)
showing epistemic modality, presents what the speaker believes could possibly happen in
the future. Given what Amos knows, he asserts that it is still possible that YHWH will be
gracious to the remnant of Joseph in the future. Example (30) does not report merely an
inability intrinsic to the family, but what is not possible given the set of circumstances God
will put the family in (dynamic modality would specify an inherent characteristic of the
people that resulted in the inability rather than a characteristic of the circumstances). In the
last example showing dynamic modality, the YIQTOL reports what is not possible given the
nature of Jacob. Because Jacob is so small, he is not able to stand. In each case, a different
type of modality is represented, and the context is what determines the type.
The above examples in this and the previous section show that

YIQTOL

regularly

expresses a variety of modal interpretations. It has a much greater capacity to express
different types of modality than

WEQATAL.

Speakers of BH could certainly express

modality, just as speakers of English can, but whereas the strength of modality in English

54

For support for this interpretation, see (Waltke 2009:98; Andersen & Freedman 2006:257; Hillers
1984:31).
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is formally integrated into the modal system by its many auxiliaries and the type is
determined by context, modal strength and type are both determined by context in BH. So
YIQTOL clearly has modal functions, but because both the strength and the type of modality

are conditioned by the context for YIQTOL, it is not a modal form. In the following sections,
I argue that

YIQTOL’s

tense and aspect functions, along with the modal functions just

presented, make irrealis verbal mood the invariable meaning (and as a consequence, the
best label for it).

3.4.3

Time Reference
The charts below show the tense and aspect distribution of the YIQTOL forms in my

corpus that are relevant for this purpose, i.e. those occurring in declarative sentential mood
but not in conditionals, subordinate clauses of purpose and consequence, after comparative
particles, and the modals.55 In other words, the two charts show only the habitual and future
uses of the irrealis YIQTOL form. The full listing of the other categories can be found under
the YIQTOL section of Appendix 1.

Table 7: Relationship between Time of Writing and TSit for YIQTOL
Time Reference
Past

Present

Future

6

25

164

55

I exclude modals from the tense and aspect functions because the relationship between tense and aspect
and modality is an open debate in general linguistics (for a brief discussion, see Depraetere 2012).
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Table 8: Tense and Aspect Functions of YIQTOL
Aspect
Perfective
Imperfective
Habitual
Perfect

Past
?56
X57
6

Tense
Present

25

Future
120
19
25

As can be seen, YIQTOL is often used with future time, but it can be used in any time
sphere. This is well-known in studies of the BHVS and can be seen by the following
examples.
Past—Amos 4:7b-c

ל־ﬠיר ֶא ָ֔חת
֣ ִ תּי ַﬠ
֙ ִ ים ַל ָקּ ִ֔ציר וְ ִה ְמ ַט ְר
֙ ת־ה ֗ ֶגּ ֶשׁם ְבּ ֙עוֹד ְשׁ ָ ֤שׁה ֳח ָד ִשׁ
ַ וְ ַג֣ם ָאנ ִֹכי֩ ָמנַ֙ ְﬠ ִתּי ִמ ֶ֜כּם ֶא
ל־ﬠיר ַא ַ ֖חת ֣ל ֹא ַא ְמ ִ ֑טיר
֥ ִ וְ ַﬠ
wügam ´änökî mänaº`Tî miKKem ´et-haGGeºšem Bü`ôd šülöšâ Hódäšîm laqqäcîr
wühim†arTî `al-`îr ´eHät wü`al-`îr ´aHat lö´ ´am†îr
“I also withheld the rain from you when it was still three months to harvest-time. I would
cause it to rain upon one city, and upon another city, I would not cause it to rain.”
Present—Amos 2:7a

ר־א ֶר ֙ץ ְבּ ֣ר ֹאשׁ ַדּ ֔ ִלּים וְ ֶ ֥ד ֶר ֲﬠנָ ִ ֖וים יַ ֑טּוּ
ֶ֙ ל־ﬠ ַפ
ֲ ַהשּׁ ֲֹא ִ ֤פים ַﬠ
haššö´ápîm `al-`ápar-´eºrec Bürö´š Dallîm wüdeºrek `ánäwîm ya††û
“The ones who trample the heads of the poor into the dust of the earth and turn aside the
way of the oppressed.”

56

There is a disputed “preterite” use of YIQTOL with a couple different particles (´äz ‘then’, as used in Exodus
15:1, and †eºrem ‘before’, as used in Joshua 3:1) that appear infrequently in the Hebrew Bible but not in my
corpus (for a discussion, see Cook 2012:260–263). Different explanations have been offered, but calling the
YIQTOL form imperfective or modal does not help to explain these functions any more than calling it irrealis.
57
I did not find any examples of past imperfective aspect in my corpus, though those who espouse the
imperfective YIQTOL theory state that it can be used for indicative past-imperfective. Most of the examples
are disputed, and these are discussed below under the comparison section 3.4.7.1.
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Future—Micah 1:4a

ים ַתּ ְח ָ֔תּיו וְ ָה ֲﬠ ָמ ִ ֖קים יִ ְת ַבּ ָ ֑קּעוּ
֙ וְ נָ ַ ֤מסּוּ ֶ ֽה ָה ִר
wünämaºssû he|härîm TaHTäyw wühä`ámäqîm yitBaqqäº`û
“And the mountains will melt under him, and the valleys will be split apart.”
Examples (32) and (33) represent habitual situations that are in the past and the
present respectively, while example (34) depicts a situation that will take place in the
future. Although this shows that YIQTOL is possible in any time sphere, like WEQATAL it is
most often found with future time reference. As discussed under the

WEQATAL

section

above, this is normal for an irrealis form. Comrie observes that a future tense-like
interpretation is often found with irrealis forms (Comrie 1985:45). Just as the comparison
with Dyirbal shed light on WEQATAL, the same amalgam of functions are also relevant for
the

YIQTOL

form because it also may be used for future time as well as past and present

habitual situations. Given its usage in any time sphere, it is best to categorize

YIQTOL

as

unmarked for tense.

3.4.4

YIQTOL and Aspect
Much of the debate surrounding the YIQTOL form involves aspect.58 Before entering

upon the subject, several things must be remembered. First, just because a form is not
specified for aspect does not mean the situation encoded by the predicate has no aspectual
features. There is still a relationship between the TSit and the TT even if this relationship
is not encoded in the form. Thus far in our study of BH, we have seen that at least YIQTOL
and

QATAL

do not express tense, but that does not mean the events they describe are not

situated in time, or that there is no relationship between the TA and the TT. Rather, the
irrealis value of YIQTOL normally gives it a future interpretation (as is common with irrealis
forms), while the perfect or perfective value of

QATAL

normally gives it a present or past

interpretation respectively. Although neither of these forms encode tense, the situations
they depict are still located in time indirectly by their perfective/perfect and verbal mood
58

For articles on the two positions ordinarily taken, see (Joosten 2002; Cook 2006).
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meanings (as well as adverbial phrases, context, etc.). In a similar way, the TSit’s depicted
by non-aspectual forms still must have some relationship to the TT (the definition of aspect
given in section 2.3.2), but when a form does not have an aspectual value as part of its
invariable meaning, this relationship would not come from the form itself. Rather, it would
come from something else, such as the aktionsart of the predicate, adverbial phrases, or
context. I am proposing that

YIQTOL

itself says nothing about the aspect of the predicate,

but it receives its aspectual interpretation from the aktionsart of the predicate plus the
context. This means that it may have an imperfective use at times, but this does not come
from the form itself. An implication of this is that finding imperfective examples of YIQTOL
does not prove that the form is imperfective just like finding future examples of

YIQTOL

does not prove that it encodes future tense. These interpretations must be related to an
invariable meaning (or meanings if one single meaning cannot account for the functions).
Cross-linguistically, non-aspectual forms can be found in Russian, German, and
Inuktitut (Bohnemeyer & Swift 2004). Although the overall system is different in each of
these languages, as a general rule the non-aspectual forms take their aspectual
interpretation from the aktionsart of the predicate, specifically its telicity value
(Bohnemeyer & Swift 2004:264). When an atelic predicate combines with a non-aspectual
form, the preferred interpretation is imperfective, but with a telic predicate, the same form
is generally interpreted perfectively (Bohnemeyer & Swift 2004:264–266). These are only
tendencies that may be cancelled given the right context, but where there is a contrast with
a marked aspectual form (such as in Russian), these tendencies may be strengthened
(Bohnemeyer & Swift 2004:269–270). In BH, there is indeed a contrast because the
WEQATAL

form is specified for perfective aspect and is irrealis. However, the situation is

more complicated in the BHVS because the participle (marked for imperfective aspect) can
be used in any time (including the future). The implication of this is that the aspectual value
of a future situation may be depicted using

WEQATAL

(perfective), the participle

(imperfective), or YIQTOL (either perfective or imperfective).
Waltke and O’Connor have already noted that the variety of functions expressed by
YIQTOL

cannot be accounted for by imperfective aspect (Waltke & O’Connor 1990).
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Hence, they have labelled the form “non-perfective” rather than imperfective. It is not clear
how this helps them to account for the modal meanings, or any meaning at all, since a true
non-perfective form could presumably have any interpretation other than perfective (which
is what they suggest for

YIQTOL;

Waltke & O’Connor 1990:502). This does not help to

explain why it is often used in future time or how it can indicate possibility and necessity
or why it is used with past habituals. It just says that it is different than the

QATAL

form.

Yet what is most problematic about this stance is that YIQTOL actually can get a perfective
interpretation, and that quite routinely as my data shows. If the invariable meanings of
YIQTOL

and QATAL consist in a privative opposition between the two forms where YIQTOL

cannot express perfective aspect (being a so-called imperfective or non-perfective form),
then finding examples of

YIQTOL

with a perfective interpretation would be directly

contradictory to the invariable meaning. Since

YIQTOL

can express perfective aspect, its

aspectual interpretation varies between perfective and imperfective, and so its aspectual
value is not part of the invariable meaning. Labelling the form “imperfective” or “nonperfective” would then not be an indication of the form’s invariable meaning.
I proposed above that

YIQTOL

gets its aspectual interpretation from the aktionsart

of the predicate and the context. This means that for states and activities (atelic predicates),
the interpretation of the TSit is normally understood to be either equivalent to the TT
(perfective) or extending beyond it (imperfective), but for accomplishments and
achievements (telic predicates), the TSit is normally interpreted to be located within the
TT (so the Target State is reached, and it is perfective). When it combines with atelic
predicates,

YIQTOL

may be interpreted as either complexive (the situation has ended) or

imperfective (the situation has not ended). Essentially, this means that

YIQTOL

normally

expresses perfective aspect for telic predicates and may be either imperfective or perfective
for atelic predicates. The different aspectual interpretations of
following examples:

YIQTOL

are shown in the
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Perfective—Amos 6:7a

ָל ֵכן ַﬠ ָתּה יִ גְ לוּ ְבּרֹאשׁ גּ ִֹלים
läkën `aTTâ yiglû Bürö´š Gölîm
“Therefore, now they will go into exile first of the exiles.”
Complexive/Imperfective—Micah 5:4c59

וְ ִכי יִ ְדר ֹ ְבּ ַא ְר ְמנ ֵֹתינוּ וַ ֲה ֵקמֹנוּ ָﬠ ָליו ִשׁ ְב ָﬠה ר ִֹﬠים
wükî yidrök Bü´armünötêºnû waháqëmöºnû `äläyw šib`â rö`îm
“And when he treads on our fortresses, we will raise up seven shepherds against him.”60
Imperfective—Amos 7:2e-f

ִ ֥מי יָ ֖קוּם ַי ֲֽﬠ ֑קֹב ִ ֥כּי ָק ֖טֹן ֽהוּא
mî yäqûm ya|`áqöb Kî qä†ön hû´
“How can Jacob stand? For he is small.”61
In example (35), the predicate go into exile is telic, i.e. the situation has a natural
endpoint, the arrival of the people in exile.62 Thus, YIQTOL is taken to be perfective here.
Amos is not saying that the people will be going into exile (but potentially not make it),
but that they will actually reach the state of exile before others reach it. In Micah 5:4
(example (36)), the activity treading is set in future time, and it is ambiguous between a
complexive reading and an imperfective reading. The complexive reading would mean that
after ‘he’ (Assyria) treads on the fortresses for a certain period of time, seven shepherds
are raised up to defeat them. The imperfective reading would mean that as Assyria is in the
midst of treading on the fortresses, seven shepherds will be raised up. Given the context,
the latter is more likely because Israel is actually delivered from Assyria (Micah 5:5) in the
midst of battle. Example (37), Amos 7:2e-f, was presented above as a dynamic modal.

59

This is Micah 5:5 in the English Bible. I follow the numbering in the Hebrew Bible throughout.
I translate the YIQTOL with the simple present tense in English (as the form normally used in subordinate
clauses), but the interpretation should either be future perfective or future imperfective.
61
For more possible examples of dynamic modals used in the present with imperfective aspect, see Amos
7:5c, 10c; Micah 3:11e; Zephaniah 3:5a, 17a.
62
Brown, Driver, and Briggs (1994:162) for example give the meaning go into exile, suggesting that the
endpoint of the agent’s movement is lexically specified as arrival into exile.
60
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Jacob’s inability to stand is a present state that does not have a specified endpoint. Hence,
Jacob is in the midst of the state, so the verb should be taken imperfectively.
Example (37) is particularly important because my claim is that it is indisputably
imperfective and so shows that

YIQTOL

is unmarked for aspect. This is a dynamic modal,

so it shows what is possible or necessary given a person’s nature (see the explanation above
under the modality section for

YIQTOL).

While the context is responsible for this

interpretation here, ability may also be lexically specified with the verb to be able. In my
corpus, this is found in Amos 7:10c where the reference is also to a present ongoing state.
Joosten points out that the verb in BH for to be able can be used with present time reference
with an imperfective-like sense (Joosten 2012:93). Since this is an inherently modal verb
that lexically specifies dynamic or circumstantial modality and it is an atelic state, we
should expect that such a verb used with the

YIQTOL

form would be interpreted

imperfectively if YIQTOL was unmarked for aspect. And indeed, this is the case in my data.
But the dynamic modal above in (37) is not lexically specified for modality—it is context
that forces the dynamic interpretation, and this can combine with any predicate for a present
imperfective interpretation. As the example shows, it is not just to be able that can be found
indicating a present ongoing ability, but it is any verb in the

YIQTOL

that is used as a

dynamic modal (and any atelic predicate as long as it is unactualized).
As with tense, I conclude that

YIQTOL

is also unmarked for aspect because it

functions both perfectively and imperfectively. This allows it to indicate possibility or
necessity in any time sphere with perfective or imperfective aspect. Thus, its broad range
of tense and aspect functions are a result of it being unmarked for both tense and aspect.

3.4.5

Habitual YIQTOL
YIQTOL is similar to WEQATAL in its ability to express habituals in any time sphere.

Past and present habituals are found in the above examples under time reference. I repeat
them here as well as a future habitual:
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Past—Amos 4:7b-c

ל־ﬠיר ֶא ָ֔חת
֣ ִ תּי ַﬠ
֙ ִ ים ַל ָקּ ִ֔ציר וְ ִה ְמ ַט ְר
֙ ת־ה ֗ ֶגּ ֶשׁם ְבּ ֙עוֹד ְשׁ ָ ֤שׁה ֳח ָד ִשׁ
ַ וְ ַג֣ם ָאנ ִֹכי֩ ָמנַ֙ ְﬠ ִתּי ִמ ֶ֜כּם ֶא
ל־ﬠיר ַא ַ ֖חת ֣ל ֹא ַא ְמ ִ ֑טיר
֥ ִ וְ ַﬠ
wügam ´änökî mänaº`Tî miKKem ´et-haGGeºšem Bü`ôd šülöšâ Hódäšîm laqqäcîr
wühim†arTî `al-`îr ´eHät wü`al-`îr ´aHat lö´ ´am†îr
“I also withheld the rain from you when it was still three months to harvest-time. I would
cause it to rain upon one city, and upon another city, I would not cause it to rain.
Present—Amos 2:7a

ר־א ֶר ֙ץ ְבּ ֣ר ֹאשׁ ַדּ ֔ ִלּים וְ ֶ ֥ד ֶר ֲﬠנָ ִ ֖וים יַ ֑טּוּ
ֶ֙ ל־ﬠ ַפ
ֲ ַהשּׁ ֲֹא ִ ֤פים ַﬠ
haššö´ápîm `al-`ápar-´eºrec Bürö´š Dallîm wüdeºrek `ánäwîm ya††û
“The ones who trample the heads of the poor into the dust of the earth and turn aside the
way of the oppressed.”
Future—Zephaniah 3:13d

י־ה ָמּה יִ ְר ֥ﬠוּ וְ ָר ְב ֖צוּ וְ ֵ ֥אין ַמ ֲח ִ ֽריד
֛ ֵ ִ ֽכּ
Kî|-hëºmmâ yir`û würäbcû wü´ên maHárîd
“For they will feed and lie down, and there will be no one to terrify.”
Example (38) describes how God habitually withheld rain from certain cities in
Israel in order to punish them. It reports a habit in the past, as is common with YIQTOL. In
example (39), repeated from example (33) above, the habit presented is in the present. The
oppressors repeatedly, and characteristically, turn aside the way of the oppressed.
Example (40) is describing a situation that holds in the future, for the feeding and lying
down that will take place is not a one-time event, but it is a characteristic situation of the
time after salvation.
As for generics, I follow Hatav who shows that YIQTOL can be used generically as
well as habitually (Hatav 1997:144-145). It may thus generalize about a class and be used
for a characteristic situation of a certain time period. This is shown in the following
example:
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Generic—Amos 6:12a

סוּסים
ִ ַהיְ ֻרצוּן ַבּ ֶסּ ַלע
hayürucûn Basseºla` sûsîm
“Do horses run on rocks?”
Because a characteristic situation of an entire class (horses) is referred to, this is not
a habitual situation; rather it is generic. Horses as a class have a strong tendency not to run
on rocks, so the situation described is a generic.

3.4.6

YIQTOL and Irrealis Mood
As noted in chapter two, determining a single semantic meaning for the category of

irrealis is difficult, but there are a set of functions that are typical with irrealis forms. Other
than future, habitual, and the different modal uses, all of which may be expressed with an
irrealis form, conditions, purpose clauses, consequence clauses, and hypothetical situations
are also common functions for an irrealis form (see section 2.5.2.1). These are found in the
following examples (the condition and purpose clause examples are repeated from above—
example (25) is repeated as (42) and (26) as (43)):
Amos 6:9a—Protasis of condition63

ִאם־יִ ֙ ָוּ ְת ֜רוּ ֲﬠ ָשׂ ָ ֧רה ֲאנָ ִ ֛שׁים ְבּ ַ ֥ביִ ת ֶא ָ ֖חד וָ ֵ ֽמתוּ
´im-yiwwäºtrû `áSärâ ´ánäšîm Bübaºyit ´eHäd wämëºtû
“If ten men remain in one house, they will die.”

63

YIQTOL is found in a marked conditional clause in the following verses in my corpus: Amos 3:6a, b, c;
5:19a, 22a, b, c; 6:9b; 8:7b; 9:2a, b, c, d, 3a, b, d, e, 4a, b. The following are most likely unmarked conditional
clauses: Amos 3:8b, d; 5:3b, c; Micah 3:4a.
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Amos 5:14a-c—Purpose clause64

ל־רע ְל ַ ֣מ ַﬠן ִ ֽתּ ְחי֑ וּ
֖ ָ שׁוּ־טוֹב וְ ַא
֥
ִדּ ְר
Diršû-†ôb wü´al-rä` lümaº`an Ti|Hyû
“Seek good and not evil, so that you may live.”
Amos 5:6a-c—Consequence clause

יוֹסף
ֵ֔ הו֖ה ִ ֽו ְחי֑ וּ ֶפּן־יִ ְצ ַל֤ח ָכּ ֵא ֙שׁ ֵבּ֣ית
ָ ְִדּ ְר ֥שׁוּ ֶאת־י
Diršû ´et-yhwh wi|Hyû Pen-yiclaH Kä´ëš Bêt yôsëp
“Seek the LORD, and live lest he break out like fire on the house of Joseph.”
Amos 9:9b-c—Hypothetical situation

ת־בּ֣ית יִ ְשׂ ָר ֵ ֑אל ַכּ ֲא ֶ ֤שׁר יִ ֙נּוֹ ַ ֙ ַבּ ְכּ ָב ָ ֔רה
ֵ ל־הגּוֹיִ ֖ם ֶא
ַ וֹתי ְב ָ ֽכ
ִ וַ ֲהנִ ֥ﬠ
wahánì`ôºtî büko|l-haGGôyìm ´et-Bêt yiSrä´ël Ka´ášer yinnôª` BaKKübärâ
“I will shake the house of Israel among all the nations as a sieve is shaken.”65
In example (42),

YIQTOL

is used in the protasis of the condition following the

conditional particle (´im ‘if’). The last clause in example (43) has a YIQTOL form following
the subordinating purpose particle (lümaº`an ‘so that’). Finally in example (44), the
consequential particle (Pen ‘lest’) precedes

YIQTOL,

indicating consequence. All of these

clauses are typical examples of what is found in the Hebrew Bible. Cook gives the
following statistics for verb forms associated with the above particles: ‘if’ 315 with YIQTOL
and 125 with
YIQTOL

64

QATAL,66

and 15 with

‘so that’ 121 with

QATAL

YIQTOL

and 2 with

QATAL,

(Cook 2005b:13). As can be seen,

and ‘lest’ 128 with

YIQTOL

is used in the

I am simplistically labeling all of the clauses following so that ‘purpose clauses’, though the actual
rhetorical relation might be slightly different. YIQTOL is the only finite form following this particle in my
corpus, and the other example is Amos 9:12a.
65
Every occurrence in my corpus of the comparative particle here translated ‘as’ uses a YIQTOL form after it
to show a comparison to a hypothetical situation. The clauses are Amos 2:13b; 3:12b; 9:9c-d; Micah 5:6b-c.
66
The seemingly high count for QATAL within conditionals is due to its use in counterfactual constructions
(Hatav 1997:130). This is to be expected because counterfactuals are often expressed with past tenses crosslinguistically (Iatridou 2000), and QATAL is the only form that can express a past-perfective meaning while
co-occuring with particles. YIQTOL, on the other hand, is used for the more common hypothetical conditional.
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overwhelming majority of the time in conditions and subordinate clauses that express either
purpose or consequence. This is in line with what should be expected for an irrealis form.67
In example (45), the situation after ‘as’ does not actually occur in the real world,
i.e. no specific situation is being described; hence, it is represented by the irrealis form,
YIQTOL. God is not saying that he will shake the people as a sieve is currently being shaken,

but that he will shake them in the same way as if a sieve were being shaken. Although it is
possible to use

YIQTOL

for real-world situations in the future as shown above,

YIQTOL

is

the only form used in my corpus for this type of hypothetical situation.
Given the above functions, how should

YIQTOL

be labelled? It is used modally to

indicate possibility and necessity. It is used perfectively and imperfectively and in any time
sphere with habituals, and it is the ordinary form for the protasis of conditionals, purpose
clauses, and consequence clauses. It might be tempting to call the form a modal because it
expresses various types of modality, but it also expresses more than just modal meanings
(particularly futures, habituals, conditionals, and hypothetical situations). This range of
functions is remarkably similar to the most common set of functions for irrealis forms
cross-linguistically. In chapter two, I noted that Cristofaro found the most common type of
irrealis form to be one that encodes unactualized situations, such as future, conditions,
wishes, obligations, and past habituals (see section 2.5.2.1). In her work, she goes on to list
several languages that fall under this first category, some of which have almost identical
sets of functions to YIQTOL. To show the similarities, I have underlined the functions that
also coincide with the

YIQTOL

form. Her list for Kayardild includes “obligation, future,

prescriptions, desire, ability, commands, purpose and habituality in the past” (Cristofaro
2012). Her list for Manam includes “future and possible states of affairs, commands,
permission, negative purpose, the protases and apodoses of counterfactual conditionals,
unfulfilled wishes, and complements of ‘want’ and ability verbs (in addition to that, the
construction can also be used to encode habituality)” (Cristofaro 2012). Her list for Jamul

67

I briefly noted in chapter two that I consider irrealis and subjunctive to be semantically equivalent and
essentially different names for the same phenomenon. Cook’s data shows that there is a very strong tendency
for YIQTOL to behave like a subjunctive would in Ancient Greek, for example, which has a subjunctive mood
that is often found in subordinate clauses indicating various relationships such as purpose.
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Tiipay includes “future and possible states of affairs, obligation, inferences, purpose,
conditions, and complements of ‘want’ verbs” (Cristofaro 2012). In his study on irrealis
forms, de Haan gives four languages that have morphemes used for past habituals that are
also used for future, one of which is West Greenlandic, whose irrealis morpheme can also
be used for obligation (de Haan 2012:122). YIQTOL is also used in all of these ways, and
its functions match West Greenlandic almost perfectly (though YIQTOL is slightly broader
if de Haan has listed all of the functions for the West Greenlandic morpheme).
From a diachronic perspective, Haspelmath notes that a number of languages have
a present tense form that changes meaning to a future or a subjunctive (Haspelmath 1998).
Such languages have a new present/progressive form that has largely taken over the present
imperfective use (Haspelmath 1998:34), which seems to be the case with the participle in
Biblical Hebrew. The form that used to function as a present imperfective is often used for
both future and habitual functions (Haspelmath 1998:35). Yet, there are some verbs for
which the new subjunctive/future forms retain their old present indicative meanings,
namely with the predicates “know” (in Modern Welsh, Lezgian, Cairene Arabic, and
Modern Eastern Armenian), “be” (in Modern Welsh, Modern Indic, and Modern Eastern
Armenian), “can” (in Modern Welsh and Cairene Arabic), and a few other verbs
(Haspelmath 1998). Again, this is very similar to what is found with the YIQTOL form which
combines with a few verbs (particularly “can” and “know”) in the present but is mostly
used to encode future and past habitual situations. Whether or not YIQTOL developed from
a present tense form (and so Haspelmath’s article could apply directly to

YIQTOL),

the

broader point is that some future and subjunctive forms are used in present time in restricted
cases with a few irregular verbs (just as yiqtol can be used with to be able in present time
as shown in section 3.4.4).
Given the above cross-linguistic comparisons, I conclude that

YIQTOL

should be

categorized as an irrealis form that encodes unactualized situations according to the
definition given in 2.5.2.1. Its range of meaning patterns remarkably well with other irrealis
forms. YIQTOL fits nicely within the category of irrealis verbal mood, and its various irrealis
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functions argue strongly against categorizing it as a modal or an imperfective form (the
most common labels).

3.4.7

Comparison with other Theories

3.4.7.1 Irrealis Verbal Mood vs. Imperfective Aspect
Among the proponents of categorizing YIQTOL as an imperfective form, John Cook
stands out as an example of a linguist who uses grammaticalization and typology to support
his theory. Cook and I share the same definition for irrealis verbal mood as encoding
“events that are not necessarily real or actualized, or are nonassertions” and for
imperfective aspect as “leaving the endpoints of the situation beyond its purview” (Cook
2012:54, 27). Thus, our disagreements are not just terminological. Here, I deal with some
of his major arguments for labeling YIQTOL as an imperfective form from his recent book
Time and the Biblical Hebrew Verb.
First, Cook gives a typological argument by comparing the system in BH to others:
“The imperfective identity of yiqtol follows almost inevitably from the case made for
perfective qatal based on this implicational typological generalization: perfective grams
[or forms] develop only in languages that already possess an imperfective gram, with which
the perfective stands in opposition (Bybee, Perkins, and Pagluica 1994: 91)” (Cook
2012:217–218). However, the typological generalization which he appeals to is far from
absolute. Dahl cites a number of languages which have perfective forms but no
imperfective forms, including Hindu/Urdu, Modern Greek, Seneca, Akan, Wolof,
Mandarin Chinese, and Hungarian (Dahl 1985:168, 169, 173, 179–181). Hence, even if
QATAL

is perfective, there is no typological necessity for BH to have an imperfective

form.68 Biblical Hebrew may have a perfective form without having an imperfective form

68

This is not to say that speakers of these languages cannot utter sentences that have an imperfective
interpretation, only that imperfective aspect is not a marked part of the verbal system. In Cook’s more recent
work, he argues that a basic aspectual opposition is necessary for understanding either end of the spectrum:
“tense-aspect-mood systems are comprised of oppositions, which give the labels of these broader domains
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just like the abovementioned languages. Moreover, Bybee, Perkins, and Pagluica actually
do not say that a perfective form only develops in languages with an imperfective form.
Rather, they state the following (emphasis mine): “In §3.11 we pointed out that the
perfective and simple past are very similar to one another, and we hypothesized that a
developing anterior [i.e. perfect] becomes one or the other depending on the presence or
absence of a past imperfective in the language” (Bybee, Perkins & Pagliuca 1994:91). It is
clear that Bybee, Perkins, and Pagliuca are only making a hypothesis, and this hypothesis
has several exceptions according to Dahl’s classification of the above languages. 69
Second, after discussing YIQTOL’s diachronic path (which is “not as transparent” as
QATAL’s,

Cook 2012:219), Cook explains

YIQTOL’s

modal and perfective meanings by

appealing to Haspelmath’s article that was discussed above (Cook 2012:221):
These miscellaneous functions, such as future and habitual, regularly appear as
‘peripheral’ meanings of imperfective grams (see Bybee, Perkins, and Pagliuca
1994: 158). But Haspelmath’s crucial insight is that, through competition with
other grams, these peripheral and seemingly miscellaneous meanings may come
to be the more dominant meanings alongside the diminished or lost prototypical
imperfective meanings. A shift of this sort would neatly explain the distribution of
meanings associated with the BH yiqtol: because of competition from the
participial progressive gram, imperfective yiqtol only infrequently expresses past
and present imperfective as ‘residual’ meanings of its earlier prototypical
functions (Haspelmath 1998: 36), while (general) future and subjunctive
meanings are becoming primary functions of the form. This reconstruction
removes the objection that yiqtol cannot be an imperfective gram because it
expresses general (perfective) future, in that such grams are ‘anomalous’ in part
because of the tendency of future and subjunctive expressions to be perfective
(Haspelmath 1998: 55; for a similar case in Tigre, see Bybee, Perkins, and
Pagliuca 1994:146-147).
There are two different issues that arise from the above passage. First is the question
of meaning: can the functions of

YIQTOL

be related back to an imperfective meaning?

their significance” (2014:92). However, this does not mean that oppositions must always be incorporated
morphologically into the verbal system, as the languages cited show.
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Moreover, Joan Bybee herself said the following about her hypothesis in personal communication: “We
did not propose a typological generalization because there was very little data, but rather a hypothesis about
change, which remains to be tested…I think that it would be possible for an anterior to take on perfective
uses on its way to simple past, without the presence of an imperfective in the language.” Her final statement
thus shows that YIQTOL need not be imperfective on the basis of QATAL’s perfective value.
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Second is the question of label: given the form’s invariable meaning(s), what should it be
labelled?
First with regard to meaning, the title of Haspelmath’s 1998 article is The Semantic
Development of Old Presents: New Futures and Subjunctives Without Grammaticalization,
and in accord with the title, Haspelmath’s main endeavor is to show how present tense
forms change to future or subjunctive forms: “In this paper I will discuss a pattern of change
found in a variety of languages whereby present indicative forms of verbs develop into
futures or subjunctives” (Haspelmath 1998:29). Haspelmath’s article supports a
subjunctive or future meaning for

YIQTOL

if BH went through the same change as the

languages he cites. Nowhere in the article does Haspelmath suggest that an “old present”
should still be given the semantic meaning of present or imperfective, but his entire point
is that these forms have now changed meaning to future tense or subjunctive verbal mood.
Just because a form used to be a present or imperfective form does not mean that it still has
that meaning at any given point (in accordance with the etymological fallacy presented in
2.1.4), especially when those functions that relate to that particular meaning have fallen
out entirely or almost entirely. Moreover, the objection that

YIQTOL

is regularly used to

express a future perfective situation is not helped by appealing to Haspelmath’s article.
Haspelmath discusses German which has a present tense (or a non-past) unmarked for
aspect that is often used in future time when it combines with telic predicates (Haspelmath
1998:49–50). The fact that

YIQTOL

regularly does express perfective aspect in the future

but is still used to express imperfective aspect (such as in modal constructions) suggests
that its aspectual value is similar to German’s present tense, i.e. that it is unmarked for
aspect, not that its invariable meaning is imperfective aspect.
Importantly, there is nothing about imperfective aspect in itself that would make it
incompatible with an irrealis form when the proposition has not yet been actualized (such
as in modal sentences, conditions, future, questions, etc.) because the invariable meaning
of non-assertion is still present regardless of the aspect. The unambiguous examples of
present imperfectives Cook cites are all questions (Cook 2012:218), which is a function
sometimes associated with irrealis morphemes (Plungian 2005:138). The presence of other
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forms within questions in BH demonstrates that questions are not exclusively marked as
irrealis, but this does not mean they could not be optionally marked as irrealis without a
significant change in meaning. In other words, a present imperfective interpretation in
interrogative sentential mood may stem from the participle (which encodes imperfective
aspect) or YIQTOL (which is aspectually neutral but encodes a non-asserted situation like a
question). Indeed, this seems to be the case in BH, since either form can be used when an
ongoing situation in present time is questioned (Judges 18:3f for the participle; Gen 16:8c
for YIQTOL).
Cook gives twelve examples of past imperfective uses that seem to argue against
YIQTOL’s

irrealis value. His references are Gen 6:4; Exod 8:20; 19:19; Judg 9:38; 1 Sam

1:10; 2 Sam 15:37; 23:10; 1 Kgs 6:8; 20:33; Isa 1:21; Hos 2:1, but he admits that
distinguishing between past imperfective and past habitual is difficult and the last two
might be the latter (Cook 2012:218). Although these are difficult passages, I consider the
best examples to be 1 Sam 1:10; 2 Sam 15:37; 23:10; 1 Kgs 20:33. De Haan shows that
some other languages, though few in number, may have an irrealis morpheme used for a
past-imperfective as well (de Haan 2012:119). However, this usage is not easily accounted
for by an irrealis invariable meaning. I consider this rare function, if the interpretation of
these passages is correct, to be residual functions of the older imperfective form, as Cook
suggests. With that being said, it is pedagogically unhelpful to say that the invariable
meaning of a form is imperfective on the basis of one or two functions that are poorly
attested and debated.
Second is the issue of how to label YIQTOL. It should be noted that Cook and I are
quite close on the set of functions that

YIQTOL

actually expresses. He stated above that it

may function as a perfective future or with subjunctive meanings and even that the
imperfective functions are dying out. This shows that our actual taxonomy of functions is
quite close. While we largely agree on how the form functions, we have chosen different
labels to represent these functions.
In keeping with my semantics approach (discussed in section 2.1.1), the label
should coincide with the invariable meaning of the form. From my limited corpus, it seems
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clear that

YIQTOL’s

invariable meaning in my three books is irrealis verbal mood. When

considering the wider corpus of the entire Hebrew Bible, this leaves us with two options:
it is either an aspectually neutral irrealis form (as my data suggests) or it is polysemous for
an aspectually neutral irrealis form and imperfective aspect. However, labelling the form
“imperfective aspect” alone is not viable if the label describes the invariable meaning. This
follows from an imperfective meaning being unable to account for its modal uses, nor can
it account for its predominant use as a future perfective (or the many other functions like
commands, purpose clauses, conditions, etc. that stem from
meaning). Whether or not

YIQTOL

YIQTOL’s

unactualized

is labelled an imperfective form, it must at least be

labelled an irrealis form if the invariable meaning is to coincide with the label.
3.4.7.2 Irrealis Verbal Mood vs. “Modality”
The biggest issue with labeling the

YIQTOL

form a “modal” form is terminology.

The word “modality” is used in so many different ways by Hebraists that it is quite difficult
at times to know exactly what grammarians are claiming and if they differ or are just talking
past each other. Cook’s criticism of Joosten making the category of modal “endlessly
elastic” is well-put (Cook 2012:219). Joosten’s categorization of YIQTOL as a modal form
is difficult to evaluate for this very reason. If by “modal” he means something similar to
what is found cross-linguistically in “irrealis mood forms,” then the issue is merely
terminological, but again, it is not entirely clear what he actually means in his employment
of the term “modal.” Because he categorizes future, habitual, purpose clauses, and
conditions as modal (Joosten 2012:265–287), he most likely does mean something like
irrealis mood. Yet terminology aside, Joosten fails to explain how his definition of modality
accounts for the various uses that YIQTOL has.
On the other hand, Hatav tries to explain YIQTOL’s uses in terms of possibility and
necessity, but in attempting to do so, she actually does make the category of modality far
more elastic than it is normally made. For examples, as a sentence indicating necessity, she
gives the example A bachelor is an unmarried man (Hatav 1997:117). Although this
sentence is necessarily true, it is not so because it is modal. In English, modality is indicated
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by the modal auxiliaries, and there are none here. Rather, this sentence is necessarily true
because the definition of “bachelor” is an unmarried man, i.e. it is a logical entailment, not
a modal statement. Moreover, she categorizes rhetorical questions as modal as well, and it
is unclear why she does so and how she relates this to the traditional view of modality
dealing with possibility and necessity (Hatav 1997:141, 147).
Studies on the BHVS tend to make the category of modality more or less equivalent
to irrealis verbal mood. While at times this may seem like simply a question of which term
to employ, this is actually an important concern within the broader field of linguistics, since
“modality” ordinarily does not have the range of meaning that is assigned to it by these
authors.70 Moreover, when the categories of possibility and necessity are employed to
account for

YIQTOL’s

range of meaning, there is a tendency to view almost any kind of

sentence in those terms (which might be possible, but is rather unhelpful). Based on crosslinguistic comparisons, YIQTOL should be categorized as an irrealis verbal mood form, not
a modal.

3.4.8

Syntax and the YIQTOL Form
In my brief discussion on syntax in section 3.3, I said that the clause-initial position

may trigger a difference in verbal mood under Holmstedt’s view. One way to explain
WEQATAL

is that the verbal mood may change from realis to irrealis when

QATAL

shifts

from SV to VS word order. Assuming this position is correct, it may be argued that YIQTOL
cannot be an irrealis form because it is ordinarily not found in initial position like WEQATAL
(for the data counts, see Holmstedt’s articles listed above). However, even under this view,
a form being fronted to indicate a shift in verbal mood does not preclude the possibility
that a different form encodes the same verbal mood in a different position. WEQATAL may
take its value from its syntactic position, but

YIQTOL

may have a similar value that is

inherent to the form. As has been stated and as the data shows, there is a considerable
amount of overlap in meaning and usage between
70

WEQATAL

and

YIQTOL,

and sometimes

Admittedly, “modality” is used in different ways even in general linguistics. However, semanticists
normally use “modality” in a stricter way as dealing with possibility and necessity.
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(particularly with telic predicates), the two are semantically indistinguishable. This is seen
in the following example:
Micah 1:6b-c

יה ֲאגַ ֶ ֽלּה
ָ יה וִ יס ֶ ֹ֖ד
ָ וְ ִהגַּ ְר ִ ֤תּי ַלגַּ ֙י ֲא ָב ֔ ֶנ
wühiGGarTî laGGay ´ábänÊºhä wîsödÊºhä ´ágallè
“And I will throw down her stones into a valley, and I will uncover her foundations.”
In example (46), both the initial

WEQATAL

and the latter

YIQTOL

have a future

perfective interpretation. However, WEQATAL is found with VS word order, while YIQTOL
is found with SV word order. Examples like this are common in the Hebrew Bible, and
although there are times when there is a slight difference in meaning between the two,
many times both are future perfective and have the same semantic values.

3.5

WAYYIQTOL
Because most studies on the BHVS focus on narrative,

WAYYIQTOL

is often given

a considerable amount of attention. Anyone familiar with the Hebrew Bible knows that
WAYYIQTOL

is easily the most predominant form in narrative. But in my corpus of

prophecy, there are only 38 occurrences of the form, and 29 of them occur in Amos which
has embedded narrative. Diachronically, it is best to view this form as distinct from the
YIQTOL

form despite the morphological similarities (Waltke & O’Connor 1990:544–547;

Cook 2012:256–258; Joosten 2012:162–163). Semantically, the two are completely
distinct. While YIQTOL is an irrealis form, WAYYIQTOL is generally considered to be a past
tense form (though some consider it to be sequential). The functions of
found in the following charts:

WAYYIQTOL

are
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Table 9: Relationship between Time of Writing and TSit for WAYYIQTOL
Time Reference
Past

Present

Future

30

3

Table 10: Tense and Aspect Functions of WAYYIQTOL
Aspect
Perfective
Imperfective
Habitual
Perfect

Past
31

Tense
Present

Future

2

As can be seen by the chart,

WAYYIQTOL

has a very limited range of functions

unlike the QATAL and YIQTOL forms.

3.5.1

Time Reference
It should be remembered that the time reference of

Table 10 is given relative to the TA. In my definition of tense in chapter two, I said
that tense is a relationship between the TT and the Temporal Anchor (TA), which may be
equivalent to the TU or may be some other time in the context. This is crucial to
understanding the time reference of WAYYIQTOL and how it can be used for a situation that
is in the future relative to the time of writing. If a form encodes tense, then it can only be
used for one time in the chart that shows a relationship between the TA and TT.71 However,
even if a form encodes tense, the TT need not be related to the time of writing. In
section 2.6.1, I showed that the TU can shift in embedded discourses, and when this occurs,

71

Besides something like a non-past tense, but this is irrelevant for the discussion and still cannot explain a
past and a future interpretation.
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the old TU becomes irrelevant for tense relationships. In other words, the time of writing
often becomes irrelevant in embedded discourses because the TU (and TA) has changed to
reflect the perspective of the speaker. This is particularly relevant in cases of Direct
Discourse (DD) and Free Direct Discourse (FDD) where the TA necessarily changes to the
TU of the new speaker. In FDD, the TU may change without any indication that it is
changing, so the TA might become the TU of some character in the story (without a verb
of speaking or thinking) from whose perspective the tenses are now related. This is
represented by the following diagram (I have labelled the Time of Writing TWrit):
TWrit

TU/TA

TT
TSit

Figure 11: Perspective shift in Free Direct Discourse
The diagram shows how perspective shift in discourse may cause a future situation
(in relation to the time of writing) to be represented by a past tense form. Before applying
the above explanation to the

WAYYIQTOL

form, I show the undisputed use of past time

reference in example (47):
Past—Amos 2:9b

וָ ַא ְשׁ ִ ֤מיד ִפּ ְר ֙יוֹ ִמ ַ֔מּ ַﬠל וְ ָשׁ ָר ָ ֖שׁיו ִמ ָ ֽתּ ַחת
wä´ašmîd Piryô mimmaº`al wüšoräšäyw miTTäºHat
“I destroyed his fruit from above and his roots from beneath.”
This clause is reporting what God previously did to the Amorites when he is trying
to show his past faithfulness to his people. It is in past time reference relative to the TA, as
should be expected for a past tense form.
The discrepancy between the counts for future time reference in Tables 10 and 11 is due
to a change in the TA. The three situations labelled future in Table 10 are future relative
to the time of writing, but they are past to some other time in the context (as shown in
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Figure 11 above). In order to explain this phenomenon, I am suggesting that
WAYYIQTOL

may be used in Free Direct Discourse, and by this means, it may express a

past situation from a future perspective that is still in the future relative to the time of
writing. This is essentially what Hatav concludes as well for those instances where a
WAYYIQTOL

is used with future time reference, and she says that this is unique to the

prophets who can view a situation from the future when a vision is given to them by God
of events that will happen at some later time (Hatav 2011). While her reasoning may be
true, it may also be simply a rhetorical effect used by the prophets to present situations that
have not yet occurred as more real in order to make them more persuasive (the same
phenomenon was seen for

QATAL

in 3.2.1). In my corpus, there is only one potential

example of this (that has a WAYYIQTOL form):
Micah 2:13

אשׁם
ֽ ָ ֹ יהו֖ה ְבּר
ָ ַיהם ו
ֶ֔ ֵיהם ָ ֽפּ ְר ֙צוּ ַ ֽו יַּ ֲﬠ ֔בֹרוּ ַ ֖שׁ ַﬠר וַ ֵיּ ְ֣צאוּ ֑בוֹ וַ יַּ ֲﬠ ֤בֹר ַמ ְל ָכּ ֙ם ִל ְפנ
ֶ֔ ֵָﬠ ָל֤ה ַהפּ ֵֹר ֙ץ ִל ְפנ
`älâ haPPörëc lipnêhem Pä|rcû wa|yya`áböºrû šaº`ar wayyëºc´û bô wayya`ábör malKäm
lipnêhem wyhwh(wa´dönäy) Bürö´šäm
“The breaker has gone up before them. They broke through, crossed over the gate, and
went out. Their king crossed before them, the Lord at their head.”
Although Micah 2:13 is a very difficult verse that is highly debated, it is the only
possible occurrence of a future situation referred to by

WAYYIQTOL

in my corpus,72 so I

present it here only to explain how this would work under the controversial assumption
that this situation does actually take place in the future rather than the past.73 Micah’s actual
time of speaking/writing the prophecy would be prior to the situation occurring, but the
TA, which tense is actually related to, would be from a future perspective posterior to the
future situation. It is from the perspective of someone watching the events take place. From
this TA, the most natural way to refer to these past situations would be to use the

72

Clearer examples can be found in Joel 2:23 and Jeremiah 8:16.
Three of the major technical commentaries also agree that this situation being referred to is in the future
(Andersen & Freedman 2006:342; Waltke 2009:136–138; Hillers 1984:39). English translations are also
divided on the issue and translate it in various ways. The ESV translates these verbs in the simple present
tense, the NIV in the future, and the KJV with the present perfect.
73
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WAYYIQTOL

form, exactly what is in the text. Only with a recognition of how tenses work

in embedded discourses can this be adequately explained (again assuming this is actually
a future situation).74
It is also reasonable to suppose that the TA could shift to the past, so the tense
would be a past in the past. In accord with this, there is a debated “pluperfect” use that is
often discussed in the standard grammars (Waltke & O’Connor 1990:552–553; Joüon &
Muraoka 2011:362). This function is not found in my corpus, but the above explanation
for tenses in embedded discourses can also account for this use. This, however, should be
distinguished from the past perfect use of

QATAL

demonstrated above. In English, both a

past in the past and a past perfect look the same, e.g. had eaten, as Bohnemeyer shows
(Bohnemeyer 2014). In BH, the case is different as clear examples of both QATAL as a past
perfect (Amos 7:2b) and WAYYIQTOL as a past in the past (1 Kgs 13:12) can be found.
Like most students of Hebrew, I consider WAYYIQTOL to be a past tense form, but
it may have a TT that is future relative to the time of writing if the TA has shifted to the
distant future (which is possible in the cases of Direct Discourse, Free Direct Discourse,
Indirect Discourse, and Free Indirect Discourse).75 And it may also have a TA that is shifted
to the past to create a past in the past interpretation.

3.5.2

WAYYIQTOL and Aspect
Because of the scarcity of

WAYYIQTOLs

in my corpus, it is difficult to determine

whether aspectual coercion takes place or not with states and activities. However, Hatav
shows that

WAYYIQTOL

is often interpreted as ingressive or complexive when combined

with a stative predicate, so I adopt her position and give further examples (Hatav 1997:59–

74

Though difficult, this seems to be an example of FDD where the perspective shifts to the future without
any overt marking. However, there are many issues with the text that make a firm conclusion difficult to
come to.
75
By relating everything to the time of writing, I am not suggesting that the time of writing always equals
the TU. In fact, the TU is equivalent to the time of the reported speech act, so in FDD and DD, it is actually
the TU that changes (see 2.6.1). However, I make the reference point static in Table 9 (the time of writing)
in order to make the shift in the temporal reference point more explicit.
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62).76 Joosten also cites numerous (31) stative verbs that are often interpreted ingressively
when combined with WAYYIQTOL (Joosten 2012:84–85). Cook affirms the same function
as well for WAYYIQTOL, though he says that it doesn’t always function in this way (Cook
2012:290). The fact that so many different verbs can be used ingressively with WAYYIQTOL
suggests that entrance into the state is not merely a sense of each individual lexical item,
but it stems from the interaction between the aspect of

WAYYIQTOL

and the aktionsart of

the predicate according to aspectual coercion. Although there is a fair amount of uniformity
about how

WAYYIQTOL

may interact with stative predicates, I would add that it may also

function in a similar way with activities because they are also atelic.
In the tense and aspect chart above,

WAYYIQTOL

aspect and not imperfective. This is quite similar to

was always used for perfective

QATAL,

which only has perfective or

perfect aspect and is normally describing a past situation. In the section on

QATAL

and

aspect (3.2.3), I demonstrated that when perfective verbs combine with telic predicates, the
TS is always reached. This is also the case for WAYYIQTOL as shown in the example below:
Micah 6:4c

וּמ ְר ָיֽם
ִ וָ ֶא ְשׁ ַל֣ח ְל ָפ ֔ ֶני ֶאת־מ ֶ ֹ֖שׁה ַא ֲה ֥ר ֹן
wä´ešlaH lüpänÊºkä ´et-möšè ´ahárön ûmiryäm
“I sent to you Moses, Aaron, and Miriam.”
In example (49), Moses, Aaron, and Miriam are said to reach the TS, i.e. they
actually arrived in the presence of the people. This is what we would expect to find for a
perfective verb, and it is what we found for

QATAL.

If

WAYYIQTOL

underwent aspectual

coercion, we should expect that states and activities would be interpreted as either
ingressive or complexive. Hatav gives many examples of this, but there are only a few
complexive examples in my corpus, and there are no clear examples of an ingressive
interpretation. I present the complexive example below, but I again refer the reader to
Joosten and Hatav who have dealt with more stative predicates with WAYYIQTOL.

76

She does not use the terms “ingressive” or “complexive,” but “inchoative” and “distributive” respectively.
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Amos 2:10—Complexive

אוֹל ֶא ְת ֶכ֤ם ַבּ ִמּ ְד ָבּ ֙ר ַא ְר ָבּ ִ ֣ﬠים ָשׁ ֔ ָנה
֙ ֵ ָו
wä´ôlëk ´etkem BammidBär ´arBä`îm šänâ
“I led you in the wilderness for forty years.”
‘Led’ is an atelic, activity verb, but the adverbial ‘for forty years’ delimits the
situation, marking its beginning and endpoint. God led Israel in the wilderness for a set
time even though ‘led’ does not ordinarily have a lexically specified endpoint.
The few examples of

WAYYIQTOL

found in the corpus all point to it as having

perfective aspect. One last note should be made about the aspect of WAYYIQTOL. Hatav has
proposed that the form does not encode tense or perfective aspect but sequentiality (Hatav
1997). I deal with this claim in more detail in the next chapter on discourse, but as stated
above under the

WEQATAL

section, the semantics of perfective aspect naturally leads to a

sequential interpretation when one perfective follows another in the discourse (Comrie
1976:5). So while perfective aspect may account for a form’s high propensity to receive a
sequential interpretation, it is difficult to see how a sequential form could account for nonsequential situations, and Hatav finds such non-sequential examples in her own study
(Hatav 1997:63).
If my categorization of

WAYYIQTOL

as a perfective-past form is correct, then it

shows a significant amount of overlap with the
perfective and perfect aspect. A perfective
interpretation for perfective
WAYYIQTOL.

QATAL)

QATAL

QATAL

form, which is polysemous for

with past time reference (the ordinary

would actually be semantically equivalent to

There are several examples of this in my corpus.

Amos 4:10

אשׁ
ֹ ֤ וּס ֶיכ֑ם וָ ַא ֲﬠ ֞ ֶלה ְבּ
ֵ יכם ִ ֖ﬠם ְשׁ ִ ֣בי ֽס
ֶ֔ ִשׁ ַ ֙לּ ְח ִתּי ָב ֶ ֥כם ֶ ֙דּ ֶב ֙ר ְבּ ֶ ֣ד ֶר ִמ ְצ ַ ֔ריִ ם ָה ַ ֤רגְ ִתּי ַב ֶ֙ח ֶר ֙ב ַבּ ֣ח ֵוּר
א־שׁ ְב ֶ ֥תּם ָﬠ ַ ֖די
ַ ֹ יכ ֙ם וּֽ ְב ַא ְפּ ֶ֔כם וְ ֽל
ֶ ֵַמ ֲחנ
šillaºHTî bäkem Deºber Büdeºrek micraºyim häraºgTî baHeºreb BaHûºrêkeºm `ìm šübî sû|sêkem
wä´a`álè Bü´öš maHánêkem û|bü´aPPükem wülö|´-šabTem `äday
“I sent among you a plague in the manner of Egypt, and I killed your young men with the
sword along with your captured horses. I caused the stench of your camp to go up into
your nostrils, yet you did not return to me.
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All of the situations in Amos 4:10 are perfective in past time because both the end
and beginning of the situations are specified as occurring within some TT which is prior to
the TA. The first, second, and fourth verbs are
fourth verb is negated, so it must use

QATAL

QATAL,

(since

and the third is

WAYYIQTOL

WAYYIQTOL.

The

cannot be negated), but

there seems to be no semantic reason for using QATAL rather than WAYYIQTOL in the first
two clauses. Either a

QATAL

or a

WAYYIQTOL

form can be used for perfective situations

with past time reference.77
Although my study is not chiefly concerned with diachronic development, I
mention here a development that supports this semantic description of the system as a
whole. We have seen that there are two forms that have a considerable amount of overlap
with two other forms:
situations and

QATAL

time. Moreover,

YIQTOL

and

and

WEQATAL

WAYYIQTOL

WAYYIQTOL

and

can both be used for irrealis perfective

can both be used for perfective situations in past

WEQATAL

are syntactically constrained: they can only

occur clause-initially, cannot be negated, and cannot be used in subordinate clauses (unless
they are coordinate to another subordinate clause). Not surprisingly given these constraints
and redundancies, WEQATAL and WAYYIQTOL drop out of the system in Rabbinic Hebrew.
3.5.2.1 WAYYIQTOL and Habituality
Thus far, the system presented has accounted for all of the functions of WAYYIQTOL
except for its use in habitual contexts. As shown above, several different forms can be used
for habituals given the right context. This is to be expected, since extending the TT and
making a situation a characteristic habit can easily be done with adverbials. We have
already seen that perfective

QATAL

can be interpreted habitually, and there is nothing

inherent in perfective aspect that makes it incompatible with a habitual interpretation. For

77

I have stated several times that this is to be expected in any system, but further evidence can be seen when
comparing this to a similar situation in German. It has a preterite form that is ordinarily found in narrative
contexts, but its perfect form seems to be polysemous for perfect aspect and past tense (or perfective aspect);
hence a story retold with past time reference can use either the preterite form or the polysemous perfect form,
but there is a greater propensity to use the preterite form, since it is most commonly associated with narrative
and temporal succession (von Stutterheim, Carroll & Klein 2003:121).
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a form that encodes past time reference, we would expect the TT to always be prior to the
TA, so we should expect habits depicted by WAYYIQTOL to be in the past as well. In my
corpus, several of the potential habituals are uncertain, but I present here one example
which can be identified as habitual:
Micah 6:16b

צוֹתם
֑ ָ מ ֲﬠ
ֹ ֽ ית־א ְח ָ֔אב וַ ֵתּ ְל ֖כוּ ְבּ
ַ שׂה ֵב
֣ ֵ וְ יִ ְשׁ ַתּ ֵ֞מּר ֻח ֣קּוֹת ָﬠ ְמ ִ ֗רי וְ כֹל֙ ַמ ֲﬠ
wüyišTammër Huqqôt `omrî wüköl ma`áSË bêt-´aH´äb waTTëlkû Bümö|`ácôtäm
“You would keep the statutes of Omri and all the deeds of the house of Ahab; you walked
in their counsels.”
In this example, the YIQTOL before the WAYYIQTOL form is used in one of its typical
functions as a past habitual and so describes a characteristic of the people prior to the TA.
The following WAYYIQTOL is a further explanation of the previous clause and is set in past
time because it is a past tense form. Its habitual interpretation is due to the context and the
atelic predicate (see the explanation above under section 3.2.4.1). Although this function
of

WAYYIQTOL

is debated, Joosten also gives several examples of

WAYYIQTOL

used

habitually, including 1 Sam 8:3 and Ex 16:21 (Joosten 2012:174).

3.5.3

Comparison with other Theories

Compared to the variety of opinions on the other major forms treated above, there is a
fair amount of uniformity among scholars about the basic value of WAYYIQTOL. Cook and
Joosten both regard it as a past tense form that often, but not always, is found with a
sequential interpretation to the previous verb (Cook 2012:256; Joosten 2012:163). On the
other hand, Hatav calls the form sequential and not past, even though she admits that it is
always used with past time reference and her data shows exceptions to the sequential
interpretation (Hatav 1997:57, 84). While Joosten and Cook affirm that

WAYYIQTOL

can

be used ingressively with states, only Hatav explains how this works (1997:48-49), though
she connects the reinterpretation with sequentiality rather than perfective aspect.
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My theory differs from Joosten’s and Cook’s in regard to aspect and from Hatav’s
with regard to sequentiality. The fact that

WAYYIQTOL

is so often sequential suggests

something about its aspect, since perfective forms that follow one another are often
interpreted sequentially (Comrie 1976:5). Moreover, the fact that states are often
reinterpreted to specify the beginning of the state (for the ingressive interpretation; Joosten
2012:84-85), another common characteristic of perfective forms (Comrie 1976:19-20),
also suggests that WAYYIQTOL is not only past but perfective as well. So my theory is close
to Hatav’s, Joosten’s, and Cook’s except that the perfective value of WAYYIQTOL is able to
explain how and why sequentiality and aspectual reinterpretation occur.

3.6

Conclusion
QATAL specifies aspect only, and it is polysemous for either a perfective or perfect

meaning. It can be used in any time sphere, but perfective is most often in the past and
perfect is most often in the present, which means that TSit usually precedes the TA with
QATAL.

The perfective sense is found in present and past habituals, while the perfect sense

is found with present and past habituals and generics. I label it as polysemous for perfect
and perfective aspect in accordance with its two possible invariable meanings.
WEQATAL specifies irrealis verbal mood and perfective aspect. It is always
interpreted as a perfective-future when it is not habitual or modal. It is unmarked for tense,
so its habitual functions may be in the past, present, or future. It also has an ingressive or
complexive reading when combined with atelic predicates, and it may indicate possibility
or necessity when functioning as a modal. Thus, I label it an irrealis perfective form.
YIQTOL specifies irrealis verbal mood only. It has modal functions that are not
specified for either the type or strength of modality. It can be used in any time sphere, but
it is most commonly found in the future. It can be used with any aspect as well as with past,
present, or future habituals or generics. It is not specified for aspect, so it derives its
aspectual value from the akionsart of the predicate and is ambiguous for a complexive (and
so perfective) and imperfective reading with atelic predicates. It is also used with typical
irrealis functions, such as in conditionals, for hypothetical situations, and in subordinate
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clauses of purpose and consequence. In accordance with these functions, I label it an irrealis
form.
WAYYIQTOL specifies past tense and perfective aspect. It always specifies that the
TT precedes the TA. It has perfective aspect and has an ingressive or complexive meaning
when combined with atelic predicates. On occasion, it may also be used habitually,
especially when there is a sequential relationship between two habitual situations. Thus, I
have not labelled it merely a past tense form but a past-perfective form.

CHAPTER 4: THE INTERACTION OF DISCOURSE WITH THE SEMANTICS
OF THE BHVS
In this chapter, I discuss how the verb forms temporally relate to one another in a
discourse. Linguists have recognized that the interpretation of a grammatical morpheme
must not only take into account the sentence in which it is found, but also the sentences
around it, i.e. the full discourse. The discourse is particularly relevant for the semantics of
the BHVS because some previous scholars have claimed that certain temporal relationships
are a part of the invariable meaning of some forms. Most notably, Hatav has said that
WAYYIQTOL

and

WEQATAL

always specify a sequential temporal relationship, while the

other forms are not sequential (1997:56, 83). On the other hand, Longacre and Bowling do
not find that temporal relationships between situations are part of the invariable meanings
of the forms, but they do assert that the functions of the forms are fundamentally dependent
upon the context (as opposed to the functions being fundamentally dependent upon the
invariable meaning(s)—see 4.5.1 below for a discussion). I argue below that temporal
relationships between clauses are not part of the invariable meanings of the forms (contra
Hatav) and that the functions are fundamentally dependent upon the invariable meaning
rather than the discourse (contra Longacre and Bowling). Along with these assertions, I
also show how perspective shift in discourse affects the temporal interpretation of the
forms. I draw supporting evidence for these claims by analyzing the following passages:
Zephaniah 3:14-17, Micah 2:1-2, Amos 2:9-10, and Micah 7:16-17.
Each of the units analyzed have been picked for a specific purpose. In Zephaniah
3:14-17, I show how the imperative and the QATAL form are used in Free Direct Discourse,
and I show the formal distinction between Direct Discourse and Free Direct Discourse. My
analysis of Micah 2:1-2 reveals that habitual clauses may also be sequential and that
WEQATAL

need not be sequential. The primary issue dealt with in Amos 2:9-10 is whether
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WAYYIQTOL

is necessarily sequential, and just as with

WEQATAL,

it is found that

WAYYIQTOL

does not have a necessary Narration relation. Finally, Micah 7:16-17 shows

that

though not ordinarily sequential, may also have this relationship. Thus, my

YIQTOL,

analysis of these passages shows that temporal relationships are not part of the invariable
meanings of the forms.
My discussion of the abovementioned passages uses the theory of discourse set out
in chapter two. In section 2.6.1, I explained that the discourse devices of Indirect Discourse
(ID), Free Indirect Discourse (FID), Direct Discourse (DD), and Free Direct Discourse
(FDD) were important for establishing the TA in the text. With FID, there is no overt
marking that indicates the story is in indirect discourse, and the TA may shift to the
perspective of a subject or protagonist in the story. With DD on the other hand, the TA is
by default the TU of the speaker in the story, and there is overt marking to indicate who is
speaking (and thus to whose perspective the TA has changed). Finally with FDD, the TA
changes to the TU of the new speaker, but there is no overt marker to indicate who the
speaker is or to what time period the TA has shifted.
In section 2.6.2, I laid out the four basic temporal relationships found between
clauses: Narration (temporal sequence), Elaboration (temporal inclusion), Explanation
(temporal precedence), and background (normally temporal inclusion as well). When
determining the discourse relations between clauses, it must be remembered that the
temporal relationship between two clauses with different forms can be determined purely
by the semantics of verbal inflection. For example, in the clauses Dylan is playing Frisbee,
and he will stop soon the second clause is in temporal succession (a Narration relation)
with the first clause because the first clause is in the present and the second is in the future.
This says little about constraints that might be placed on the future form for discourse
relations, since the Narration relation comes from its differing tense value with the present.
What is often significant when determining discourse relations is how two clauses with
identical TAM values may be related because, in these instances, the relationship between
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the two TTs is not grammatically specified.78 In other words, when there are two adjacent
forms with the same TAM value, several different interclausal relationships can hold, so in
such a case, the forms themselves do not determine the relationship between the two TTs.
As for how the discourse relationships between clauses are actually determined,
this is a combination of context and world knowledge (Lascarides & Asher 1993:440).
Essentially, this means investigating what the real world tells us about the order of
situations and noting any contradictions in the linguistic context that might make the
ordinary relationships different. For example, Asher and Lascarides analyze the two
sentences Max fell. John pushed him as ordinarily having an Explanation relation between
them; John’s pushing precedes and causes Max’s falling because world knowledge tells us
that, without any other information, that is the ordinary order of situations (Lascarides &
Asher 1993:437, 440). This, however, is defeasible. There are many examples in the real
world where a pushing might come after a falling (e.g. Max fell on his stomach. John
pushed him over onto his back), and a falling may even cause a pushing (Lascarides &
Asher 1993:445). But while both temporal relationships are possible for these situations,
the Explanation relation is preferred if nothing else in the linguistic context indicates
otherwise (Lascarides & Asher 1993:445). The implication of this discussion is that the
explanations for the relationships discussed below will be based on world knowledge. For
example, an explanation for interpreting the pushing as preceding the falling might be
because pushing ordinarily precedes falling in the real world.79

78

Two clauses with identical TAM values may, however, employ different forms for those values. For
example, WAYYIQTOL and QATAL are sometimes both past and perfective as shown in 3.5.2. Thus, the
discourse relation between a WAYYIQTOL and a QATAL form might also be opaque.
79
Some might find my appeal to world knowledge a fault in my theory, but it should be recognized that this
is inevitable for any theory that takes the discourse into account. There is no other way to determine how two
situations are related besides using the linguistic and extra-linguistic context, i.e. world knowledge.
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4.1

Zephaniah 3:14-17
14

ת־ציּ֔ וֹן
ִ ָרנִּ ֙י ַבּ

ָה ִ ֖ריעוּ יִ ְשׂ ָר ֵ ֑אל
ִשׂ ְמ ִ ֤חי
רוּשׁ ָ ֽל ׃
ָ ְל־לב ַ ֖בּת י
ֵ ֔ וְ ָﬠ ְלזִ ֙י ְבּ ָכ
15

ִֵה ִ ֤סיר יְ הוָ ֙ה ִמ ְשׁ ָפּ ַ֔טי
איְ ֵ ֑ב
ֹ ֽ ִפּ ָנּ֖ה

ֶ ֣מ ֶל יִ ְשׂ ָר ֵ ֤אל׀ יְ הוָ ֙ה ְבּ ִק ְר ֵ֔בּ
א־ת ְיר ִ ֥אי ָ ֖רע ֽﬠוֹד׃
ִֽ ֹ ל
16

וּשׁ ַ ֖ל
ָ ַבּיּ֣ וֹם ַה ֔הוּא יֵ ָא ֵ ֥מר ִל ֽיר
יר ִאי ִציּ֖ וֹן
֑ ָ ל־תּ
ִ ַא
ַאל־יִ ְר ֥פּוּ יָ ָ ֽדיִ ׃
17

הו֧ה ֱא ַ ֛היִ ְבּ ִק ְר ֵ ֖בּך
ָ ְי
ַ יוֹשׁי
֑ ִ גִּ ֣בּוֹר

יָ ִ ֙שׂישׂ ָﬠ ֜ ַליִ ְבּ ִשׂ ְמ ָ֗חה
ישׁ ְבּ ַ ֣א ֲה ָב ֔תוֹ
֙ יַ ֲח ִר
יָ ִ ֥גיל ָﬠ ַ ֖ליִ ְבּ ִר ָנּֽה׃

14

14

ronnî Bat-ciyyôn
Rejoice, Daughter Zion! (Imperative)

härîº`û yiSrä´ël
Shout for joy, Israel! (Imperative)
SimHî
Be glad, (Imperative)
wü`olzî Bükol-lëb Bat yürûšäläºim
And exult with all your heart, Daughter Jerusalem! (Imperative)
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15

15

hësîr yhwh mišPä†aºyik
The Lord has taken away your judgments. (QATAL)

Pinnâ ´ö|ybëk
He has cleared away your enemies. (QATAL)
meºlek yiSrä´ël yhwh BüqirBëk
The King of Israel, the Lord, is in your midst. (Null copula)
lö´-tî|r´î rä` `ôd
You will never again fear disaster. (YIQTOL)
16

16

Bayyôm hahû´ yë´ämër lîrû|šälaºim
In that day, it will be said to Jerusalem: (YIQTOL)

´al-Tîräº´î ciyyôn
“Do not fear, Zion. (Jussive)
´al-yirPû yädäºyik
Do not let your hands grow slack.” (Jussive)
17

17

yhwh ´élöhaºyik BüqirBëk
The Lord, your God, is in your midst. (Null copula)

GiBBôr yôšîª`
As a mighty one, he can save. (YIQTOL)
yäSîS `älaºyik BüSimHâ
He will exult over you with joy. (YIQTOL)
yaHárîš Bü´aºhábätô
He will quiet you with his love. (YIQTOL)
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yägîl `älaºyik Bürinnâ
He will shout over you with a cry of jubilation. (YIQTOL)
It is generally recognized that there is a division between verses 13 and 14 (Berlin
1994; Robertson 1990; Sweeney 2003).80 I have only analyzed up to 17 for the sake of
space.81 In the previous unit (3:8-13), God predicts a future day of salvation with a string
of

YIQTOLs

and

WEQATALs.

However, this unit begins with imperatives (ronnî ‘rejoice’,

härîº`û ‘shout’, SimHî ‘be glad’, and wü`olzî ‘exult’), which, according to the definition
given in section 2.5.1, give a command because they are in imperative sentential mood.
According to the semantics of imperative sentential mood, the very act of giving an
unqualified command creates an obligation for the hearer because upon giving the order,
the command can be either obeyed or disobeyed (though the time at which the hearer is
obligated to perform the action may be in the distant future). Yet, the rejoicing given as a
command in verse 14 cannot be at the actual time of writing for Zephaniah (his literal
present time) because the context demands a rejoicing at the time of salvation, not at the
present moment. In fact, judgment will come on Jerusalem before salvation as Zephaniah
3:1-7 makes clear.82 Clauses 14a and 17d refer to similar situations that happen
simultaneously: the point is that there will be mutual rejoicing between God and His people
on the day of salvation.
Yet, the rejoicing of YHWH in 17d is clearly set in future time with the adverbial
(‘on that day’) in verse 16 (the TT for both 16 and 17), while the rejoicing of the people in
14 is commanded using an imperative, which necessarily gives a command at the TU (as
80

This is evident by the content and the form of the verses. For the content, Zephaniah moves from future
judgment and salvation to the actual day of salvation, and the emphasis is on how Zion should respond on
that day, not just what will happen. With regard to form, the imperatives mark a sharp division with the
previous YIQTOLs, and whereas YHWH is the speaker in 3:8-13 (and he is thus in first person), the prophet
is the speaker beginning in 3:14.
81
It is debatable whether verse 17 is the end of the unit or not, but this question is irrelevant for my present
purposes. However, the chiasm (explained below) suggests that it is a boundary.
82
Not only is this interpretation of the rejoicing evident by the prior judgment pronounced upon Israel, but
the structure also suggests it. According to Wendland, this unit has a chiastic structure, and the imperatives
are related to the rejoicing at the end of verse 17 (2014:518), which is explicitly set in future time beginning
with the adverbial in verse 16 (bayyôm hahû´ ‘on that day’). These coordinate lines refer to situations that
occur at the same time, but verse 14 uses FDD, while verse 17 uses DD.
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discussed above). The command given could simply have an obligation time in the distant
future (as in Move to Florida when you retire), but this would not accord well with the
sense of immediacy that many Hebraists have noted with the imperative (see Cook
2012:246:247 for a brief discussion). Commands not qualified with adverbial phrases are
normally not interpreted in the distant future. Instead of saying the imperative has an
obligation time in the distant future without an adverbial phrase, I am proposing that the
reason why the imperative should be interpreted as an obligation for the distant future is
that the TU changes from the narrator’s perspective at the time of writing to another future
time (in this case, the time of Israel’s salvation) because of FDD. So the imperative still
creates an obligation when it is uttered and has an obligation time shortly afterwards, but
the TU is simply in the future.83 In this context, Zephaniah places himself in the midst of
Israel having already been saved and tells the people in that time to rejoice.84 A comparison
of the time structures for Zephaniah 3:14a and 3:17d is found in
Figure 12 below. I present both the TU of the narrator (labelled TWrit) and the new
TU’s (labelled “TUFDD” and “TUDD”) to show how Zephaniah’s perspective changes to a
future time (not to suggest that the TT is related to both—it is only related to the TU, so
the TWrit becomes completely irrelevant once the new TU is established in DD and FDD).
This new TU becomes the TA for the following clauses. While this shift to the future is
without marking through FDD in verse 14 (the top structure), it is made explicit through
DD in verse 17 (the bottom structure).

83

Obviously, if the Time of Utterance were taken very literally and strictly, Zephaniah’s TU would have to
be sometime between 640-600 BC (approximately) and could not be when Israel experiences salvation.
However, as shown in 2.6.1, the TU always changes in FDD and DD because all of the deictic elements
change and a new embedded discourse has begun.
84
This shift in perspective with the imperative (encoding a future obligation as if it were present) is a common
phenomenon in the prophets. In my corpus, it is found in the following examples: Zephaniah 1:11a; Micah
1:16a-c; 4:13a-b; 7:14a. FDD is not an uncommon phenomenon in BH and is not limited to the prophets.
Outside of my corpus, Psalm 2:7 is a great example of a similar shift in perspective.
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14

Cry…rejoice…be glad…exult
(Imperative)—FDD

TWrit

TUFDD

TWrit

TUDD

TT

TSit

17

He will exult…quiet…shout
(YIQTOL)—DD

TT

TSit
Figure 12: Zephaniah 3:14a and 17d Time Structure Comparison
If the TU has changed, the perfect QATALs (hësîr ‘has taken away’ and Pinnâ ‘has
cleared away’) in verse 15 should also still be present perfect (rather than future perfect,
though the situations depicted are in the future relative to the TWrit) because they describe
the state of salvation that provides the reason for rejoicing. 85 Since they are a description
of the day of salvation that causes and must necessarily precede the rejoicing, these QATALs
have an Explanation relation to the imperatives. God takes away Israel’s enemies, and then
Israel rejoices. The TT includes the new TU, but the TU has changed to a future time
relative to TWrit. The TSits for the perfect

QATALs

are prior to the TT (since they are

perfects), but these situations are still future relative to the TWrit, since they will take place
after Zephaniah’s time of writing. The second QATAL (‘has cleared away your enemies’) is
related to the first (‘has taken away your judgments’) by Elaboration because they are
referring to the same situation.86 The judgments on Israel are carried out by their enemies,

85

This is exactly how most English translations (ESV, NET, NIV, KJV, etc.) translate it as well, i.e. “The
LORD has taken away the judgments against you.”
86
More accurately, this relationship may be called Continuation because the second QATAL continues the
same topic as the first QATAL (de Swart 2007:2280). I label it Elaboration here because there is still temporal
inclusion between the two QATALs, but technically, the second QATAL is not elaborating upon the first QATAL
but is continuing the same relationship of Explanation begun with the first QATAL.
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so when the enemies are taken away, the judgments are also taken away (and if the
judgments are gone, it implies that the enemies are gone as well).
The following null copula clause in 3:15c (meºlek yiSrä´ël yhwh BüqirBëk ‘the king
of Israel, YHWH, is in your midst’) has a Background relation and should be taken as
expressing temporal inclusion with the previous perfects because the situations described
by the previous perfects are included in the null copula clause. This is normal for stative
predicates (see section 2.6.2.3) and is the case here because the situation does not elaborate
on another previous situation (as would be necessary for the Elaboration relation). In the
next clause, the fact that Israel will never fear again must be a consequence of God rescuing
them from their enemies, since these enemies are the cause of their fear. Hence, the future
YIQTOL

in the last clause has a Narration relation to the preceding Explanation clauses and

is future relative to the already future TA (relative to the time of writing). This situation is
also imperfective (see 3.4.4 for when YIQTOL should be interpreted perfectively and when
it should be taken imperfectively), since the situation you will never again fear has no
endpoint. The temporal structure of the first two verses are shown in Figure 13. (I am
omitting the time charts for all of the imperatives except one, since they are all related by
Elaboration and have temporal inclusion.) The discourse relationship next to the name of
the verbal form is how the clause relates to what immediately precedes it, and any other
relations to different clauses are presented in parentheses below that line. (I follow this
convention throughout.) In the charts, I show only the TA (since this is the only relevant
time besides TT for tense), but it should be remembered that this is equivalent to TUFDD
and not TWrit as discussed above.
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TA
14

Cry…rejoice…be glad…exult TT
(Imperative)—Elaboration
TSit
TA
15

YHWH has taken away
(QATAL)—Explanation

TT

TSit
TA
He has cleared away
(QATAL)—Elaboration
(Explanation of verse 14)

TT

TSit
TA
The King…is in your midst
(Null)—Background

TT
TSit
TA

You will never again fear
(YIQTOL)—Narration
(Related to the Explanation
clauses)

TT
TSit

Figure 13: Zephaniah 3:14-15 Time Structure
The temporal structure above shows that an imperative and

QATAL,

though not

tenses, may still be affected by a change in the TA. The TA is the point or interval in time
which both tenses as well as purely aspectual, modal, or mood forms are related to, even
though the latter do not directly encode a relationship between the TT and the TA. These
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forms are still located in time by a default temporal interpretation, and when they are set in
a time interval, they are related to the TA. Thus, all of these clauses fit nicely within the
semantics of the forms proposed in the previous chapter as long as the TA shift to the future
through FDD is recognized.
Verse 16 begins with an adverbial (Bayyôm hahû´ ‘in that day’) in initial position.
That refers back to the day of salvation which was the TA in the previous two verses. The
adverbial establishes that day as the TT, but the TA has now changed back from TUFDD to
TWrit. So, the TA is the time of writing in this initial clause. The YIQTOL, (yë´ämër ‘it will
be said’), is future in relation to the new TA. Verse 16 has another instance of TU changing
with the verb of speaking introducing DD and the imperative sentential mood again being
used (jussives in this case). The new TA after the verb of speaking, then, is TUDD, which
is equivalent in time to TUFDD discussed above. Hence, the structure is essentially the same
as verse 14 above with the imperatives, but in this case, the TU’s change is marked, while
it was unmarked in verse 14. The two negative jussives (´al-Tîräº´î ciyyôn ‘Do not fear,
Zion’ and ´al-yirPû yädäºyik ‘Do not let your hands grow weak’) are related to each other
by Elaboration, since they both refer to the same situation (not letting your hands grow
weak is an idiom for fearing). These temporal relationships showing the change in TU
through DD is in Figure 14 below (I omit the TA in the time structures, but it is equivalent
to the TWrit initially and changes to TUDD when the quote begins).
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TWrit/TU
16

In that day, it will be said
(YIQTOL)—Elaboration

TT

TSit

“Do not fear…
(Jussive)—Direct Discourse

TWrit

TUDD

TWrit

TUDD

TT
TSit

Do not let…”
(Jussive)—Elaboration

TT

T

T
TSit

Figure 14: Zephaniah 3:16 Time Structure Showing TU Changing in DD
In verse 17, the DD is continued as shown by the pronoun references. Whereas
verse 18 shifts to God speaking in first person, the DD in 16 and 17 refer to God in third
person. Because of this, the TT is still the day of salvation as established by the previous
verse. Thus, the null copula clause (yhwh ´élöhaºyik BüqirBëk GiBBôr ‘YHWH, your God,
in your midst is a warrior’) should be taken as present relative to the new TA (TUDD) just
as it was in the parallel null copula clause in verse 15.87 The next YIQTOL (yôšîª` ‘can save’)
is in present time, either as a dynamic modal or as a present habitual, since it would be

87

Where to place the copula in the first clause is debatable in Hebrew and affects the second clause. It could
read either as The Lord, your God, in your midst is a warrior. He can save… or as The Lord, your God, is in
your midst. A warrior who can save…I prefer the first option, but it does not make a difference for my present
argument. Either way, it is God’s status as a warrior that gives him the ability to save.
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illogical to say on the day of salvation that the Lord will save at some future time. The day
of salvation already presupposes that God has saved. Hence, it is most likely not a
prediction of the future given the previous change in TA due to the DD. It would be a
source of comfort to know, though, that if any adverse circumstances should take place,
the Lord, as a mighty warrior, would be able to save (or is one who habitually saves) in the
present.88 Whether a dynamic modal or a present habitual, this clause should be treated as
a state, so it has a Background relationship and is a further Elaboration of the previous
state. The following YIQTOL clauses (with the verbs yäSîS ‘will exult’, yaHárîš ‘will quiet’,
and yägîl ‘will shout’) are all in future time, and the first and third are atelic predicates
(‘will quiet’ is telic, so it is perfective). It is difficult to determine whether the atelic
predicates should be interpreted perfectively or imperfectively, and a legitimate case can
be made either way. I have taken them to be imperfective, describing what God will be in
the process of doing on the day of salvation, because they follow two other imperfective
clauses that explain why Israel should not fear at that time. On that day, there will be no
reason to fear because God will be exulting over his people, quieting them by his love, and
shouting in joy for them.89 The second and third

YIQTOL

clauses are in an Elaboration

relationship to the first clause. Their relationship to the other clauses is more difficult to
determine. Because the singing and exulting must come after God is already in the midst
of his people but this latter situation does not end, they are best analyzed as
Narration/Elaboration to the previous background clauses. The time chart for both verse
16 and 17 is shown in Figure 15 (just as for the imperatives above in verse 14, I leave off
the Elaboration relation between the last three

YIQTOL

clauses). Only the TA is shown

because, again, the TWrit is irrelevant when the TU shifts in DD, and the TUDD is obviously

88

See the NET Bible for support for the dynamic modal translation. It seems more likely to be a dynamic
modal expressing what the Lord can do given his nature of being a mighty warrior than a present habitual.
The fact that YHWH could do something in the present if need arises would be a great source of comfort to
those who are saved. In either case though, the time structure would not be greatly changed, since both would
be in present time and would not be perfective. Either way, the coordination with the null copula clause
suggests a present interpretation and either a general characteristic of God’s capacity to save (ability modal)
or of God’s actual saving (habitual).
89
The argument for perfective would be that these situations are being viewed as wholly contained within
the day of salvation. Either interpretation is plausible.
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irrelevant when the TWrit is the TA (I have also omitted the perfective YIQTOL, ‘will quiet’,
for the sake of space).
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TA
16

In that day, it will be said
(YIQTOL)—Elaboration

T
T

T
TA

Sit
“Do not fear
(Jussive)—DD

T
T

T
TA

Sit
Do not let
(Jussive)—Elaboration

T
T
T
TA

17

YHWH...is a warrior
(Null)—Background

Sit
T
T
T
TA

Sit
He can save
(YIQTOL)—Background/
Elaboration

T
T
T
TA

Sit
He will exult…shout
(YIQTOL)—Narration/
Elaboration
(Elaboration to one another)

T
T

T

Figure 15:
SitZephaniah 3:16-17 Time Structure
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There is a clear repetition of theme between verses 14-15 and 16-17 as reflected in
the similar time structures shown above, but whereas the latter clauses are in DD, the
former are in FDD. In section 2.6.1, I showed that it can sometimes be hard to determine
the boundaries of FDD and FID due to the lack of overt marking showing changes in
perspective. This problem can be remedied by repeating the information in a clearer format,
which is what happens in this passage in the second half of the chiasm. Although this does
not always happen with FDD, it may be used to make the situations referenced more
explicit. It has been observed that chiastic structures often don’t advance the TT, but they
present different aspects of the same situation (Andersen 1974:120). This is most likely
because coordinate clauses in chiasms often refer to the same situations in the real world,
but these situations can be referred to by various means, possibly by using FDD or DD to
depict different aspects of the same situation. Thus, the analysis of Zephaniah 3:14-17 I
have presented shows that a prophet may speak from a future perspective without
indicating he is doing so, and this accounts for the many times

QATAL

time reference relative to the time of writing (as discussed in 3.2.1).

was used in future
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4.2

Micah 2:1-2

בוֹתם
֑ ָ ל־מ ְשׁ ְכּ
ִ י־אוֶ ן וּ ֹ֥פ ֲﬠ ֵלי ָ ֖רע ַﬠ
֛ ָ ֧הוֹי ֽחֹ ְשׁ ֵב
וּה
ָ ְבּ ֤אוֹר ַה ֙בּ ֹ ֶק ֙ר יַ ֲﬠ ֔שׂ
שׁ־ל ֵ ֖אל יָ ָ ֽדם׃
ְ ִֶ ֥כּי י
2

דוֹת
֙ וְ ָח ְמ ֤דוּ ָשׂ
וְ גָ ָ֔זלוּ
וּב ִ ֖תּים
ָ
וְ נָ ָ ֑שׂאוּ

יתוֹ וְ ִ ֖אישׁ וְ נַ ֲח ָל ֽתוֹ׃
֔ וּב
ֵ קוּ ֶגּ ֶ֣בר
֙ וְ ָ ֽﬠ ְשׁ
3

הוה
֔ ָ ְָל ֵ֗כן ֚כֹּה ָא ַ ֣מר י

ל־ה ִמּ ְשׁ ָפּ ָ ֥חה ַה ֖זּ ֹאת ָר ָ ֑ﬠה
ַ ִהנְ ִ ֥ני ח ֵ ֹ֛שׁב ַﬠ
יכם
ֶ֗ א־ת ִ֙מישׁוּ ִמ ָ֜שּׁם ַצוְּ א ֽר ֹ ֵת
ָ ֹ ֠ ֲא ֶשׁר ֽל
רוֹמה
ָ֔ כוּ
֙ וְ ֤ל ֹא ֵ ֽת ְל
ִ ֛כּי ֵ ֥ﬠת ָר ָ ֖ﬠה ִ ֽהיא׃
hôy Hö|šbê-´äºwen ûpöº`álê rä` `al-mišKübôtäm
Woe to the ones who devise iniquity and practice evil on their beds. (Nominal
participles)
1

Bü´ôr haBBöºqer ya`áSûºhä
In the light of the morning, they do it, (YIQTOL)
Kî yeš-lü´ël yädäm
For it is in the power of their hands. (Null copula)
wüHämdû Sädôt
They desire fields, (WEQATAL)

2

2

wügäzäºlû
And they seize them. (WEQATAL)
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ûbäTTîm
[they desire] houses, (Gapped verb)
wünäSäº´û
And they take them. (WEQATAL)
wü`ä|šqû Geºber ûbêtô wü´îš wünaHálätô
They oppress a young man and his house, a man and his inheritance. (WEQATAL)
This passage begins with nominal participles (Hö|šbê-´äºwen ‘devise iniquity’ and

ûpöº`álê rä` ‘practice evil’) that describe characteristic actions of the people who are to be
judged. These habitual nominal participles are parallel to the habitual

YIQTOL

(ya`áSûºhä

‘do it’) in the next clause. The adverbial phrase (Bü´ôr haBBöºqer ‘in the light of the
morning’) describes when they characteristically perform the actions; it does not refer to a
specific morning but to a general timeframe.90 The present habit depicted by the habitual
YIQTOL

implies that there were multiple occurrences of the same situation (because it is a

habit) before the present moment, showing that the habit began in the past and is current in
the present. The next null copula clause (Kî yeš-lü´ël yädäm ‘for it is in the power of their
hands’) gives the reason why they do it in the morning, and it has a Background relationship
to the previous habitual.
Verse two has a string of

WEQATALs

(wüHämdû ‘desire’, wügäzäºlû ‘seize’, and

wünäSäº´û ‘take’) that are all habitual and in an Elaboration relation to the prior habitual
YIQTOL

(ya`áSûºhä ‘do it’), but some of the WEQATALs have different embedded discourse

relations. Seizing the fields must come after desiring them, so the first

WEQATAL

(wüHämdû ‘desire’) and the second (wügäzäºlû ‘seize’) are related by Narration. The same
is true for the third (gapped ‘desire’) and fourth (wünäSäº´û ‘take’) clause where the gapped
desire situation must again come before any house is actually taken. In chapter two

90

It is also most likely idiomatic, expressing that they do it as soon as they are able.
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section 2.3.2.4, I analyzed habituals as involving an iteration of situations that are
characteristic of a certain individual or a group of individuals, and in chapter three
section 3.2.4, I followed Cook and said that forms with a habitual interpretation keep their
normal TAM values. Here, it is also evident that habitual situations may still have a
discourse relationship to other habitual situations, so that one habitual may temporally
precede, be included in, or succeed another habitual. In other words, the same discourse
relationships that hold between individual situations may also hold between habitual
situations.
If two successive habitual clauses describe situations that are parts of a more
general habit, they will share the same topic time. For example, if Carmine has a habit of
smoking, there will ordinarily be a time of lighting the cigarette and a time of actually
smoking every time the general habit of smoking occurs. This is illustrated in Figure 16
below, which could depict a sentence like On Tuesdays, Jim plays basketball, and then
goes to work (plays is TSit A, and goes is TSit B). The first timeline in Figure 16 shows
the relationship between TSit A and the TT. Notice that TT overlaps with the present, so
the chart shows a present habit. The second timeline in Figure 16 shows the relationship
between TSit A and TSit B. Each occurrence of TSit A is followed by an occurrence of
TSit B, showing that they stand in a Narration relationship.
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TU
TT
TSit A

TU
TSit A

TSit B

Figure 16: Narration Discourse Relation Between Habitual Situations
The final clause in Micah 2:1-2 (wü`ä|šqû ‘oppress’) zooms out to another general
description of what the wicked men do (the first general description occurred in the first
clause In the morning, they do it…), summarizing and further describing the situations
preceding it; therefore, it has an identical time structure to the first habitual YIQTOL and has
an Elaboration relation to that clause. The synonymy in time structure is evident by the fact
that both situations refer to the same habit: the evil deeds they perform morning by morning
are the same real-world situations as their habitual oppressive acts. This is in contrast to
the other Elaboration clauses which only present part of the general habit shown in the first
verse. As above, I have labeled each successive situation as A, B, C, etc. in order to help
show the relationships between the habitual situations and to help keep track of what
situations have relationships and what do not. The temporal structure of the first two
clauses is found in Figure 17 below (I have omitted the nominal participles in the beginning
of verse 1).
The temporal relationships in this discourse demonstrates two significant points.
First,

WEQATAL

does not have sequentiality as part of its invariable meaning as some

Hebraists have suggested (see 4.5.2). Rather, sequentiality is only a common function of
WEQATAL that stems from its perfective value. Second, habitual clauses may have the same
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temporal relationships that non-habitual clauses have, which shows that habituality is
encoded on the clause level rather than the discourse level (see 4.5.3 for a brief discussion).
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TU
In…the morning, they do
(TSit = A) (YIQTOL)

TT
TSit A

For it is in…their hands
(Null copula)—Background

TU

TT

TSit
TU
2

They desire fields (TSit = B)
(WEQATAL)—Elaboration

TSit A

TSit B
TU
And they seize them (TSit = C)
(WEQATAL)—Narration
(Elaboration of TSit A)

TSit B

TSit C
TU
[they desire] houses (TSit = D)
(Gapped)—Elaboration
(Elaboration of TSit A and B)

TSit A

TSit D
TU
And they take them (TSit = E)
(WEQATAL)—Narration
(Elaboration of TSit A and C)

TSit D

TSit E
TU
They oppress (TSit = F)
(WEQATAL)—Elaboration
(Only related to TSit A)

TT

TSit F
Figure 17: Micah 2:1-2 Time Structure
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4.3

Amos 2:9-10

יהם
ֶ ֵת־ה ֱאמ ִֹרי ִמ ְפּנ
ָ  וְ ָאנ ִֹכי ִה ְשׁ ַמ ְד ִתּי ֶא9
ֲא ֶשׁר ְכּג ַֹבהּ ֲא ָרזִ ים גָּ ְבהוֹ וְ ָחסֹן הוּא ָכּ ַאלּוֹנִ ים
וָ ַא ְשׁ ִמיד ִפּ ְריוֹ ִמ ַמּ ַﬠל וְ ָשׁ ָר ָשׁיו ִמ ָתּ ַחת׃
יתי ֶא ְת ֶכם ֵמ ֶא ֶרץ ִמ ְצ ָריִ ם
ִ  וְ ָאנ ִֹכי ֶה ֱﬠ ֵל10
ת־א ֶרץ ָה ֱאמ ִֹרי׃
ֶ אוֹל ֶא ְת ֶכם ַבּ ִמּ ְד ָבּר ַא ְר ָבּ ִﬠים ָשׁנָ ה ָל ֶר ֶשׁת ֶא
ֵ ָו
יכם ִלנְ זִ ִרים
ֶ חוּר
ֵ וּמ ַבּ
ִ יאים
ִ יכם ִלנְ ִב
ֶ ֵ וָ ָא ִקים ִמ ְבּנ11
ַה ַאף ֵאין־זֹאת ְבּנֵ י יִ ְשׂ ָר ֵאל
9
9

נְ ֻאם־יְ הוָ ה׃
wü´äºnökî hišmaºdTî ´et-hä|´émörî miPPünêhem
And I destroyed the Amorites from before them, (QATAL)

´ášer Kügöºbah ´áräzîm Gobhô
Whose height was like the height of a cedar, (null copula)
wüHäsön hû´ Kä|´allônîm
and whose strength was like the oak. (null copula)
wä´ašmîd Piryô mimmaº`al wüšoräšäyw miTTäºHat
I destroyed his fruit above and his roots beneath. (WAYYIQTOL)
10
10

wü´änökî he`élêºtî ´etkem më´eºrec micräºyim
And I brought you from the land of Egypt, (QATAL)

wä´ôlëk ´etkem BammidBär ´arBä`îm šänâ läreºšet ´et-´eºrec hä´émörî
And I led you in the wilderness for forty years to possess the land of the Amorites.
(WAYYIQTOL)
11

wä´äqîm miBBünêkem linbî´îm ûmiBBaHûrêkem linzìrîm
And I raised prophets from your sons and Nazirites from your young men. (WAYYIQTOL)
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ha´ap ´ê|n-zö´t Bünê yiSrä´ël
Is this not so, sons of Israel? (null copula)
nü´um-yhwh
Utterance of YHWH.
This short unit in Amos is divided from the surrounding verses by theme: it is about
YHWH’s past provisions for Israel rather than Israel’s present sins (the content of verses
2:6-8) (Wendland 2014:44).91 Because it is set in the past, it contains three of the few cases
of WAYYIQTOLs in my corpus. The structure of the first two verses are very similar: both
have a pronoun followed by a perfective
perfective

WAYYIQTOLs.

QATAL

set in past time and then typical past-

The last verse also has a

WAYYIQTOL

set in past time, but it is

habitual as is explained below.
To begin with, the first

QATAL

(hišmaºdTî ‘destroyed’) is describing a past event

(with the TU as the TA) that was completed in the TT, i.e. it is perfective. The past temporal
reference is to be expected given the semantics of
In the following

WAYYIQTOL,

QATAL

discussed above in section 3.2.

the same lexical item is repeated (wä´ašmîd ‘destroyed’),

and the referent of the object destroyed (the Amorites) is the same. 92 Because these
situations are the same, the WAYYIQTOL has an Elaboration relation to the previous QATAL.
The situation depicted by the WAYYIQTOL clause has the same time structure as the QATAL
clause; hence, it does not advance the TT. This is in direct contradiction to those theories
that claim that WAYYIQTOL is a sequential form (see section 4.5.2 below for more on this
position) because it does not always have a Narration relation. The time structure for the
first two clauses is shown in Figure 18:

91

The verse after the unit is about Israel’s past rejection of the prophets, so, though related, there does seem
to be a minor disjunction at the end of verse 11 (Wendland 2014:44). The following clauses could very well
be analyzed as part of the same unit, but it is not helpful in demonstrating my present point, so I omit it.
92
In the WAYYIQTOL clause, the object of destruction is actually his fruit, but this is just carrying on the
metaphor of calling the Amorites a great tree in the previous clauses. The metaphor does not change the real
world referent.
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TU
9

But I destroyed the Amorite
TT
(QATAL)
TSit
TU

And I destroyed his fruit
(WAYYIQTOL)—Elaboration TT
TSit
Figure 18: WAYYIQTOL Elaboration Time Structure
Verse 10 is also related to the TU and has a perfective QATAL (he`élêºtî ‘brought’)
in past time followed by the past-perfective WAYYIQTOL (wä´ôlëk ‘led’). However, these
situations are prior to the situations in verse 9 because destroying the Amorites followed
the exodus from Egypt and the journeying in the wilderness (Keil & Delitzsch 2006).
Hence, these have an Explanation relation to the preceding situations. 93 Within the
Explanation relation, the WAYYIQTOL is related to the previous QATAL by Narration because
God leading Israel in the wilderness for forty years came after He brought them out of
Egypt.
Finally, the last

WAYYIQTOL

clause (wä´äqîm ‘raised up’) is in verse 11 and is a

description of how God had continually raised up prophets for Israel in the past. While
raise up is a telic predicate that would ordinarily be interpreted perfectively with the pastperfective

WAYYIQTOL

form, the context combined with the bare plural objects prophets

and Nazirites yield a habitual interpretation (see section 3.2.4.1 for how bare plural objects
combine with a large TT and perfective aspect to yield a habitual interpretation). God did
not raise up a prophet in an isolated instance (a non-habitual, non-iterative situation), nor

93

“Explanation” is a poor term to use in this case for temporal precedence because these clauses don’t explain
why the Amorites were destroyed in the previous verse. Although the Explanation relation ordinarily does
answer the question of why some other situation has occurred, the important point for my purposes is the
temporal relationship between the clauses.
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did He raise up many prophets at one time (a non-habitual, iterative situation), but He raised
up many prophets over a long period of time, i.e. He did so habitually over Israel’s long
history. This satisfies both criteria for habitual situations established in section 2.3.2.4:
there is a large TT and a characteristic iteration of situations for the TSit.
The relationship between this habitual WAYYIQTOL and the preceding situations is
not very transparent. There is certainly temporal overlap between the habitual and the
previous two verses, so the only two possible relationships are either Background or
Elaboration. Background is the better fit because the habitual situation does not elaborate
on the previous situations, but it gives more details about that time period. Either way,
though, the temporal structure is the same. God raised up prophets throughout Israel’s
history, including during the time of those previous situations. The time structures for
Amos 2:9-11 are shown in Figure 19 below.
Just as the discussion of Micah 2:1-2 revealed that WEQATAL need not be sequential
(as is sometimes asserted), so the present discussion on Amos 2:9-10 has shown that
WAYYIQTOL

need not be sequential either (again, see 4.5.2 for a discussion). The temporal

structures found in Amos 2:9-10 has also revealed another clear example of

WAYYIQTOL

used in a habitual clause, which is a debated function (see 3.5.2.1 for a discussion).
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TU
9

But I destroyed the Amorite
(QATAL)

TT
TSit
TU

And I destroyed his fruit
(WAYYIQTOL)—Elaboration

TT
T
TSit
TU

10

Also, I brought you up
(QATAL)—Explanation

TT

TSit
TU

And I led you
(WAYYIQTOL)—Narration
(Explanation to verse 9)

TT
T
TSit
TU

11

And I raised up…prophets
(WAYYIQTOL)—Background

TT
TSit

Figure 19: Amos 2:9-11 Time Structure
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4.4

Micah 7:16-17

יִ ְראוּ גוֹיִ ם16
בוּר ָתם
ָ ְוְ יֵ בֹשׁוּ ִמכֹּל גּ
ל־פּה
ֶ יָ ִשׂימוּ יָ ד ַﬠ
יהם ֶתּ ֱח ַר ְשׁנָ ה׃
ֶ ֵָאזְ נ
 יְ ַל ֲחכוּ ָﬠ ָפר ַכּנָּ ָחשׁ ְכּז ֲֹח ֵלי ֶא ֶרץ17
יהם
ֶ יִ ְרגְּ זוּ ִמ ִמּ ְסגְּ ר ֵֹת
ֶאל־יְ הוָ ה ֱא ֵהינוּ יִ ְפ ָחדוּ
וְ יִ ְראוּ ִמ ֶמּךָּ ׃
yir´û gôyìm
Nations will see, (YIQTOL)
16

wüyëböºšû miKKöl Gübû|rätäm
And they will be ashamed from all their deeds. (YIQTOL)
yäSîºmû yäd `al-Pè
They will put a hand to the mouth (YIQTOL)
´oznêhem TeHéraºšnâ
Their ears will be deaf. (YIQTOL)
yülaHákû `äpär KannäHäš KüzöHálê ´eºrec
They will lick up the dust like a serpent, like creatures that crawl on the ground (YIQTOL)
17

yirGüzû mimmisGürö|têhem
They will come trembling from their strongholds (YIQTOL)
´el-yhwh ´élöhêºnû yipHäºdû
To YHWH, our God, they will turn (YIQTOL)
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wüyi|r´û mimmeºKKä
And they will fear you. (YIQTOL)
These two verses represent a future day when the nations will be judged. They do
not comprise their own unit nor are they on a unit boundary, but they serve as an embedded
Elaboration of verse 15, which talks about how God will show Israel amazing things just
as when they were brought out of Egypt (the amazing things being comparable judgments).
Because future situations are being referred to, YIQTOL (the form often used to refer to the
future) is used throughout the text.
The first

YIQTOL

(yir´û ‘see’) is an atelic predicate, so it can be interpreted either

imperfectively or perfectively (see 3.4.4). While the beginning of the situation is included
in the TT, the end of the situation is not included in the TT. The former is evident because
seeing God’s amazing works is the beginning of the future day of judgment. The latter can
be seen by considering the following clauses: there is temporal overlap between the seeing,
being ashamed, putting the hand on the mouth, etc., so the seeing cannot be over when the
others begin. Although being ashamed occurs after seeing, seeing would not end when the
state of shame begins. So while the next clause is in a Narration relation, this clause does
not end when the following situation begins.
The second YIQTOL (wüyëböºšû ‘be ashamed’) has the same temporal characteristics
as the first YIQTOL except that it has a narrative relation to the prior clause. The nations will
see the amazing works of God, and then they will be ashamed. Their shame must come
after the thing that prompts it, i.e. what they are seeing. Because the shame continues past
the following clauses depicting the manifestation of the shame, it also continues beyond
the start of the next YIQTOLs.
The next two

YIQTOL

clauses describe the physical manifestation of the shame

experienced by the nations. The first YIQTOL (yäSîºmû ‘put’) is a telic predicate, which lends
itself to a perfective interpretation. It is in a narration relation to the previous YIQTOL, the
state of being ashamed. It is only after the state of being ashamed begins that someone
would show the effects of that shame, i.e. putting your hand on your mouth. The second
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YIQTOL

(TeHéraºšnâ ‘be deaf’) also has a narration relation to the shame (for the same

reason given above), but it has an elaboration relationship to putting the hand on the mouth.
It is an atelic predicate that begins after the shame (as another physical response) but does
not have a right boundary because the state of being deaf will continue beyond the day of
judgment. The two situations have temporal inclusion because they are simultaneous
physical consequences of the state of shame. All of the inter-clausal relationships for Micah
7:16 are shown below in Figure 20:
TU
16

The nations will see
(YIQTOL)—Elaboration

TT

TSit
TU
They will be ashamed
(YIQTOL)—Narration

TT

TSit
TU
They will put
(YIQTOL)—Narration

TT

TSit
TU
Their ears will be deaf
(YIQTOL)—Elaboration

TT

TSit

Figure 20: Micah 7:16 Time Structure
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Verse 17 begins with a metaphorical description of the nations’ response to YHWH.
They will lick up (yülaHákû) the dust like a serpent would, a metaphor for bowing down
to YHWH.94 This is a telic predicate that should, therefore, be interpreted perfectively. It
is also in a Narration relation to the two preceding Elaboration clauses in verse 16 because,
though it is another physical response to seeing God, it most likely comes after the nations
become deaf and put their hands on their mouths in shock. The next clause is difficult
because of the meaning of the verb (yirGüzû ‘shake’). Waltke suggests that a verb of
movement should be supplied, as I have done in my translation above, i.e. they will come
trembling (Waltke 2009:443).95 If this is the correct interpretation, a prior situation is being
talked about, since their humility and shame must come after they have left their
strongholds and are standing before God. Hence, this clause would have to be in an
explanation relation to the previous clause. Assuming this view, the time structure of this
clause should be similar to the atelic predicate

YIQTOLs

above: the shaking begins in the

TT but continues past it because the people should still be shaking (a metaphor for fear)
after they depart from their strongholds and are standing before God. Finally, the last two
clauses (yipHäºdû ‘dread’ and wüyi|r´û ‘fear’) are in a mini chiasm (with a A-B-B’-A’
pattern), and both clauses refer to the same situation: the nations fearing YHWH. Because
these two clauses represent the same situation, they have an Elaboration relation to each
other, but they also have an Explanation relation to the preceding clause because the
nations’ fear starts while they are still in their strongholds and explains why they come out
trembling. These atelic predicates should be interpreted imperfectively because the nations’
fear would extend beyond the day of judgment. This is a general description of how the
people will be. The temporal structure of verse 17 is shown in Figure 21 below.
My analysis of this last passage in Micah 7 reveals that

YIQTOL

may have a

sequential relationship, though it often has relationships other than temporal succession.
Once again, this reveals that YIQTOL, like the other forms, does not have a certain temporal
94

See Isaiah 49:23 for a similar idea.
Another option is to take the preposition as indicating an explanation or reason. In this case, the meaning
would be something like ‘they will shake because of their strongholds’, or in other words, ‘they will shake
because of the destruction of their strongholds’.
95
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relationship with other clauses as a part of its invariable meaning. There may be more
frequent or less frequent temporal relationships between clauses with the same form, but
we cannot speak of necessary temporal relationships between clauses.

TU
17

They will lick the dust
(YIQTOL)—Narration

TT
TSit

TU
TT
They will come shaking
(YIQTOL)—Explanation
TSit

TU
TT
They will be terrified
(YIQTOL)—Explanation

TSit

TU
TT
They will fear
(YIQTOL)—Elaboration

TSit

Figure 21: Micah 7:17 Time Structure
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4.5

Comparison with other Theories
There are many ways of doing discourse analysis, and the above method is quite

restricted in what it conveys. I have limited myself to the temporal relationships between
clauses, and I have largely ignored some considerations that other discourse analysts view
as central. My theory contrasts with some other popular discourse theories for the BHVS
in that I have suggested that a verb form does not specify a necessary temporal relationship
with another clause. Verb forms only specify temporal relationships between the TA, TT,
and TSit (as shown in chapter 3),96 but they do not necessarily encode a certain relationship
with an adjacent clause. However, a form’s temporal meaning may constrain the possible
relationships between clauses, and the overall configuration of the verbal system may make
one form dominant in particular contexts (e.g. WAYYIQTOL in narrative). Yet trends should
not be made into laws. I now compare and contrast my theory of discourse with LongacreBowling, Hatav, and Cook.

4.5.1

Longacre-Bowling
Longacre and Bowling approach discourse analysis from a different starting place

than what I outlined at the beginning of this chapter (I briefly discussed their theory
in 2.1.3). Because they approach their study from a different angle, comparing my theory
to theirs is quite difficult. One major premise they hold to is that the functions of a form
are determined by the discourse type, of which they list nine for the Hebrew Bible
(Longacre & Bowling 2015:4).97 While I explain below why I disagree with this
assumption, Longacre and Bowling do provide much helpful information about how the
verb forms are used in a discourse, and in this regard, I compare and contrast my study

96

In the case of purely tense forms, only the relationship between the TA and TT is specified, and with purely
aspect forms, only the TT and TSit is specified. Verbal moods may also specify a certain characteristic of the
overall temporal structure, such as unactualized for irrealis.
97
The nine discourse types they list are the following: narrative, predictive, procedural, instructional,
juridical, riyb (Hebrew for ‘indictment’), qinah (Hebrew for ‘lament’), expository, and hortatory (see
Longacre & Bowling 2015:4–11 for more on the definitions of the discourse types).
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with theirs after presenting an argument for why the discourse type does not determine the
function absolutely.
As discussed briefly in 2.1.3, the issue with making the uses of the form dependent
upon the discourse type (or, more generally, the surrounding context) is that the invariable
meaning of the form has a tendency to be marginalized. As an example, let us consider the
discourse type of narration. It is generally recognized that a necessary element of narrative
discourse is progression in the TT (Longacre & Bowling 2015:47). In other words, the
story moves forward in time as it is told. This makes the temporal structure of narrative
discourse essential to its definition. It is also generally recognized, and has been shown
throughout this thesis, that verbal forms are one part of the sentence that encodes
temporality (along with adverbs). A string of nouns are ordinarily located in time by the
verb and the constituents that modify the verb. This is true of languages that have both
aspectual-based and tense-based systems, since both aspect and tense involve temporal
relationships. If narrative discourse is necessarily defined by a certain temporal structure
and that temporal structure is dependent upon verbal forms, then narrative discourse cannot
determine the meaning of verbal forms. Rather, it is the meaning of the verbal forms that
create the narrative discourse. Comrie (1986:21) also sees a fundamental dependence of
the discourse on the meaning of the verbal forms rather than the other way around (Cook
2012:274 also uses the same quote):
I have learned much about the discourse function of tenses, and even about the
meaning of tenses, from such works [that employ “a discourse-based approach to
tense”], and from my own studies of how tenses function in a discourse. But in
nearly every case my conviction remains that the meaning of a tense is
independent of its discourse function in any particular context, while the discourse
function does depend on the meaning (and also of course, on certain features of
the context). More generally, while the study of tenses in discourse is an
important methodological aid in coming towards an understanding of the meaning
of a tense, a full understanding of the discourse function of a tense has as one of
its prerequisites a solid accounting of the meaning of that tense.
So, I do not hold to the first premise stated at the beginning of this section, that the
discourse type is the primary determining factor for the functions of a verbal form. Rather,
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it is the invariable meaning that should be taken as the starting point when determining a
form’s functions.
Yet, as was stated, Longacre and Bowling do provide useful information about how
the BH verb forms function in discourse, and we largely agree on the functions that the
forms may have in a discourse. For example, Longacre and Bowling present sequential
examples of both

WAYYIQTOL

and

QATAL

forms (on what they call the “mainline”) in

narrative (Longacre & Bowling 2015:48, 178). Because the semantics of these forms
overlap as seen in 3.5.2, this is to be expected. This is similar to what was found by von
Stutterheim, Carroll, and Klein (2003) where it was shown that stories were told by native
German speakers using either the past tense form or the German Perfekt, which seems to
have a very similar range of meaning to QATAL (Klein 2000:358). The case is similar with
predictive discourse which “normally” has

WEQATAL

as the sequential form but may also

have YIQTOL (Longacre & Bowling 2015:227). Since both of these forms can be perfective
future, this is, again, to be expected. Thus, Longacre and Bowling provide examples that
show that multiple forms may be used with the same function. We are in agreement, then,
that there is not a single function that has a necessary form in certain discourse types (and
as a consequence, forms can have multiple discourse functions), but there are forms that
are generally used in certain ways because of their semantic values (contrary to Hatav who
does see a necessary discourse function with some forms—see below). Forms may be used
in a variety of ways given the surrounding context and their relationship to adjacent clauses,
so WAYYIQTOL is normally used sequentially, but it can also be used to further describe a
situation as seen in section 4.3. Moreover, QATAL, YIQTOL, and WEQATAL can all have these
same relations. Thus, there is no certain rule about a form’s function in a discourse type,
but Longacre and Bowling show how the forms are ordinarily used in a wide variety of
contexts.
While the functions Longacre and Bowling demonstrate are not to be applied
universally (as they themselves assert), they do give helpful general tendencies for different
discourse types. The fact that

WAYYIQTOL

is normally used with a Narration relation is

useful, but it is important not to make this a necessary relationship. Clauses may be related
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in a number of different ways because, as Comrie has said, it is the discourse function that
is dependent on the meaning of the form, not the meaning that is dependent on the discourse
function.

4.5.2

Hatav
Sequentiality is essential to Hatav’s explanation of the BHVS. She proposes that

there are two sequential forms in BH, WAYYIQTOL and WEQATAL. According to her, these
forms necessarily move the TT forward, or in other words, “These two forms will not
appear in non-sequential clauses” (Hatav 1997:56). In addition, she also excludes the
possibility that other forms, e.g.

QATAL

and

YIQTOL,

can be in sequential relationships:

“other forms cannot comprise a sequence” (Hatav 1997:83). This means that whenever
WAYYIQTOL

and

WEQATAL

appear, the discourse relationship of Narration would

necessarily hold because “BH marks sequential clauses morphologically” (Hatav 1997:56).
There are several problems with this. The first and most obvious problem is that
the data does not support the hypothesis as shown above. Even Hatav’s own data shows
that WAYYIQTOL and WEQATAL are not always sequential (Hatav 1997:57). The discussion
on the above passages revealed the same (that these two constructions sometimes have an
Elaboration relationship), so they are not always sequential. Moreover, Hatav admits that
every occurrence of WAYYIQTOL is in past time (Hatav 1997:84), but she still calls the form
sequential (despite the exceptions) instead of a past tense (despite there being no
exceptions). This strongly suggests that the invariable meaning of the form is that the TT
precedes the TA (past tense), and a common function of the form is a Narration relation to
the previous clause.
The second problem with her conclusion is that this theory does not adequately
account for instances where WAYYIQTOL is used first in a narrative. In order for a certain
relationship between clauses to be a necessary part of the form, it would always have to
have some other preceding verb to relate to, but this cannot account for all of the data. Once
again, the tendencies found in discourse should not be made into laws. Discourse is too
complex to assign a single function to a form at all times.
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4.5.3

Cook
Cook’s theory of discourse is quite similar to what I have outlined above. Although

we have come to some different conclusions on the meaning of the forms as discussed in
the previous chapter, he also believes that semantics is a necessary prerequisite to
determining discourse functions (Cook 2012:275). His approach to discourse is too
nuanced to treat in great detail, but he has many of the same categories I have explained in
this chapter (such as TA shift and discourse relationships) though he adopts different terms
(Cook 2012:312–326). One important observation he makes is that temporal relationships
between clauses are relevant even for sentential moods other than declarative (Cook
2012:319). For example, two clauses in imperative sentential mood may also have a
Narration relationship between clauses, though of course such sentences would not be
“narrative” in the normal sense of the word. Such discourses often use WEQATAL to present
a string of commands that must be obeyed one after another, e.g. Go to the store, get some
food, and come home (see Cook 2012:319–321 for a more detailed discussion).98
One minor point of disagreement is that Cook treats “generic” as a separate interclausal relationship that means “An event is true at all times; it is temporally ‘unanchored’”
(Cook 2012:319). All of his examples are generics rather than habituals (Cook 2012:325–
326). While his definition in general is reasonable, it does not define an interclausal
relationship, just a property of individual propositions. Under my view, generics are not,
strictly speaking, relationships between clauses, but they are generalizations about a class.
More work needs to be done on interclausal relationships within generic statements, but
there seems to be at least some possibility of temporal sequence. The clauses Birds fly north
in the summer, and then they fly south in the winter are generics that seem to have a
Narration relation. While an example of this cannot be found in my corpus, an example can
be found in Proverbs 6:8, which says She [the ant] prepares her food in the summer, and
she collects her food in the harvest. Thus, generics should probably not be considered a
discourse relation, since they are only a property of an individual proposition and seem to
98

As examples of this with WEQATAL, Cook gives Exodus 25:10-14 and Leviticus 1:3-9, both of which I
agree with.
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allow for temporal sequence, if only in a limited sense. Overall, Cook and I largely share
the same framework when it comes to discourse and note similar tendencies with how the
forms function in discourse.

4.6

Conclusion
The above charts make several key points about how the discourse interacts with

the semantics of the forms discussed in the previous chapter. When two adjacent clauses
contain the same verb form, one particular discourse relation may be a more common
interpretation than other discourse relations. Thus in Biblical Hebrew studies, it is often
mentioned that
WEQATAL is

WAYYIQTOL

is the “narrative” form because it is sequential and that

also ordinarily sequential. However, the above discussion and examples show

this to be too simplistic. Two adjacent WAYYIQTOL or WEQATAL clauses may be related by
Elaboration, which means that their invariable meaning is not a sequential relationship.
When considering the entire Hebrew Bible, these forms are indeed used with a Narration
relationship quite often, but they do not inevitably move the TT forward.
With regard to sequentiality, it is also noteworthy that YIQTOL and QATAL may have
a narration relationship to a previous clause with the same form. While they are often
related by Elaboration, there are many exceptions. Because WAYYIQTOL and WEQATAL are
ordinarily used for Narration and have similar semantic values to QATAL and YIQTOL, it is
reasonable that the latter two forms would often not be used for Narration, but that does
not imply that they are never used for Narration. There is nothing in the semantics of
YIQTOL

or QATAL, nor is there anything in the system as a whole, to keep them from being

used sequentially, and so they are used in this way.
TA shift through DD and FDD was another significant phenomenon that helped to
explain why certain forms were used in unusual contexts. Although the act of uttering an
unqualified imperative normally gives a command at the TU, it was seen that the TU may
shift to the future (creating a new TA), and when this happens, the imperative may give a
command at that later time. This shift in the TU affected all the other forms as well, since
they also can be related to a time other than the TWrit. What is of particular significance
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about this observation is that WAYYIQTOL is the only tense form according to the semantic
values discussed in the previous chapter, and yet all of the other forms may still be
temporally related to a TU/TA shift. Tense is the only category that directly relates the TA
and the TT, but a non-tensed form may have a default temporal interpretation that is related
to a shifted TA. So even though most of the forms in the BHVS don’t encode tense, the
location of the TA still has significant implications for how the non-tensed forms are used.

CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
The system I have presented in the previous chapters is incomplete in several
respects because I have not discussed every form that can be used predicatively. The
participle and the imperative paradigm99 are often treated in studies on the BHVS. These
forms are important when viewing the system as a whole, so I present their invariable
meanings here simply to show how my entire system fits together. I consider the participle
to be a progressive form that can be used predicatively, nominally, or adjectivally and the
imperative paradigm to be in imperative sentential mood. This yields the following system
(“0” means that the form is unmarked for that category):
Table 11: Summary of Invariable Meanings for the BHVS
Tense

Aspect

Qatal

0

Perfective/Perfect Realis

0

Weqatal

0

Perfective

Irrealis

0

Yiqtol

0

0

Irrealis

0

Wayyiqtol

Past

Perfective

Realis

0

Participle

0

Imperfective

Realis

0

Imperative

0

0

Imperative

Imperative

5.1

Verbal Mood

Sentential Mood

Summary of Findings and Suggestions for Further Research
My study of the prophets has led to several significant conclusions about the finite

forms. In general, these conclusions could be strengthened by an in-depth study of a wider
corpus with a variety of genres. While the prophets actually do have a variety of embedded

99

I call the jussive, imperative, and cohortative paradigm the “Imperative paradigm” for short because I
believe they have the same semantic value, and the traditional label of the “volitive forms” is inaccurate.
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discourse types, applying the proposed framework to narrative, law, and poetry would
undoubtedly be helpful in confirming or disconfirming my own findings.
With regard to the specific finite forms,

QATAL

was seen to be polysemous for

perfective and perfect aspect. Although perfect aspect was found more frequently than
perfective, it is admittedly very difficult to tell the difference between a past perfective and
a present perfect because the TSit is the same in both. More research could be done in a
larger corpus on these frequencies, and looking at these counts in books written during
different time periods could help to establish which meaning is more common at different
stages of
QATAL

QATAL’s

development. Only 3 out of the 5 uses of the perfect were found for

in my corpus, so the other two varieties (the universal perfect and perfect of recent

past) need more attention in a larger corpus. For perfective aspect, QATAL did not seem to
undergo aspectual coercion when combining with atelic predicates, but this was a tentative
conclusion based on a paucity of data. This needs to be investigated in a much larger
corpus.
WEQATAL’s range of uses is not as debated as some of the other forms. My
conclusion for its meaning is very similar to Cook’s: it is an irrealis-perfective form.
Whether or not it is a distinct form from

QATAL

or is a syntactic variation of it still needs

more attention, and my study was unable to shed any light on this issue. However, my
proposal that

WEQATAL

undergoes aspectual coercion (like

QATAL

and

WAYYIQTOL)

has

not been suggested before (to my knowledge), and this needs more attention. In particular,
a much larger number of atelic predicates that are used with WEQATAL need to be analyzed
to determine whether the semantic meaning of the words themselves account for the
ingressive/complexive reading, or whether it is the aspectual restrictions of the form.
YIQTOL is likely the most controversial of the finite forms in the BHVS. My study
has led me to several conclusions that had not been previously suggested. First, while many
studies either dismiss YIQTOL’s imperfective functions or label it imperfective because of
those functions, I have proposed that YIQTOL does not actually have an aspectual value. It
takes its aspectual interpretation from the telicity of the predicate plus the context, just as
QATAL

gets a default temporal interpretation as a tenseless perfective form. Again, this
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claim would benefit from a more detailed analysis of many more YIQTOL verbs when they
combine with atelic and telic predicates. I also concluded that
that encodes unactualized situations. While

YIQTOL’s

YIQTOL

is an irrealis form

range of functions is remarkably

similar to other irrealis forms, it could be useful to reevaluate the list of functions listed in
the standard grammars against the backdrop of the functions of other irrealis forms,
particularly those listed in Cristofaro (2012).
Like many other studies, I concluded that

WAYYIQTOL

is a past tense form. While

Hatav had already suggested that it undergoes aspectual coercion (and I also found this to
be the case), this claim could be investigated more just like the other forms for which
aspectual coercion was proposed.
When viewing the larger discourse, my study produced two findings that are
especially significant. First, the prophets often use FDD to speak from a future perspective
as a rhetorical effect. Although something like this has been proposed already (Hatav
2011), it is often only assumed that individual forms are used from a future perspective
(such as the so-called “prophetic perfect”), but my analysis shows that any form can be
used in these discourses because they are entire discourses set in future time. While I have
noted all of the occurrences of this phenomenon in my corpus, it is common in the prophets,
and a more detailed analysis of all of its occurrences in the prophets would be useful.
Second, it was shown that every temporal relationship between clauses is possible
with each of the forms. While

WAYYIQTOL,

commonly called the “narrative tense”, is

certainly more common in a Narration relation, it is not limited to this relationship.
Likewise,

QATAL

and

YIQTOL,

though often found in Elaboration or Explanation

relationships, may be used in a Narration relationship. Thus, when considering temporal
relationships between clauses, we should speak of tendencies rather than rules. These
tendencies could receive more attention by a statistical analysis of temporal relationships
in a variety of different corpuses and with various adjacent forms.
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5.2

Pedagogical Implications
In the first chapter, I stressed the importance of making theoretical studies like my

own applicable in a classroom setting. There are two primary ways my study could be of
benefit to those who are actually teaching or learning BH in the classroom.
First, I hope that my theoretical chapter demonstrates that a firm grasp of the
general meaning of TAM and discourse are essential knowledge for teachers. This is
particularly true in BH, which has a plethora of definitions for these common linguistic
terms, many of which are simply inaccurate. The category of modality is a great example
of this. In order to claim that

YIQTOL

is “modal”, one must begin with a clearly defined

definition of “modality”, and unfortunately, this is often not what happens in studies on the
BHVS. Some sort of primer on TAM categories must be given to students if they are going
to deal with the semantics of the forms.
Second, when it comes to actually interpreting what a specific verb form means in
a particular context, the function of that form should be explainable by how the invariable
meaning interacts with the context, both linguistic and extra-linguistic. There are two
implications of this. First, if we are starting with a presupposed meaning of a form (and we
must be to some extent), there are only so many interpretations that are possible. For
example, QATAL cannot have an imperfective interpretation because it is a perfective form
(assuming this meaning/label is correct). If the context seems to require such an
interpretation, we might be reading the context wrongly, so we must at least rethink the
interpretation of the passage as a whole (or the invariable meaning we assigned to the
form).
On the other hand, the adept student should be able to see how the context of a
certain form yields one of the plausible functions of that form. For example, when there is
a large TT created by a general truth being stated in a null-copula clause, it should be no
surprise that a following YIQTOL would be interpreted habitually. This is not to say that this
conclusion would always hold, but there always has to be some reason in the context for
assigning a certain function to a form. So pedagogically, students must learn what functions
are possible for a form because of its invariable meaning, and they must be taught how the
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context can combine with the invariable meaning to yield one of those functions. Doing
both will create better and more faithful interpreters, exegetes, and translators of the
Hebrew Bible.

APPENDIX 1: CORPUS DATA

The individual categorizations of the verbs listed below are based on the tense and
aspect chart. If this time relationship is different than the relationship between the TSit and
time of writing, the latter time relationship is in parentheses and is underlined (see for
example Zechariah 3:18). I have analyzed every verse except for Micah 2:4, which I took
out because of the many and varied emendations that have been proposed for it. The counts
not included in the tables are those I consider to be particularly ambiguous or could be
considered irrealis (thus, I have excluded modals, questions, conditions, etc.).
1. Qatal

Time Reference
Past

Present

Future

59 + (13)

43

23

Aspect
Perfective
Imperfective
Habitual
Perfect

Past
33

Tense
Present
X

Future
1?

1
3

19
68

2 with 1?
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Past-perfective
A1:1a:

A1:1b:

A1:11c:

 ָהיָ הhäyâ ‘was’

 ָחזָ הHäzâ ‘saw’

 וְ ִשׁ ֵחתwüšiHët ‘ruined’

A1:11e:

A2:4e:

A2:9a:

 ְשׁ ָמ ָרהšümäºrâ ‘kept’

 ָה ְלכוּhälkû ‘walked’

 ִה ְשׁ ַמ ְד ִתּיhišmaºdTî

A2:10a:

A2:12b:

‘destroyed’
A3:1c:

יתי
ִ  ֶה ֱﬠ ֵלhe`élêºtî

יתם
ֶ ִ ִצוּciwwîtem

יתי
ִ  ֶה ֱﬠ ֵלhe`élêºtî ‘brought

‘brought’
A4:6a:

‘commanded’
A4:7a:

up’
A4:9a:

 נָ ַת ִתּיnätaºTTî ‘gave’

 ָמנַ ְﬠ ִתּיmänaº`Tî ‘withheld’

יתי
ִ  ִה ֵכּhiKKêºtî ‘struck’

A4:10a:

A4:10b:

A4:11a:

 ִשׁ ַלּ ְח ִתּיšillaºHTî ‘sent’

 ָה ַרגְ ִתּיhäraºgTî ‘killed’

 ָה ַפ ְכ ִתּיhäpaºkTî ‘overthrew’

A7:1a:

A7:3a:

A7:7a:

 ִה ְר ַאנִ יhir´aºnî ‘showed’

 נִ ַחםniHam ‘relented’

 ִה ְר ַאנִ יhir´aºnî ‘showed’

A8:1a

A9:1a:

A9:7a:

 ִה ְר ַאנִ יhir´aºnî ‘showed’

 ָר ִאי ִתיrä´îºtî ‘saw’

יתי
ִ  ֶה ֱﬠ ֵלhe`élêºtî ‘brought’

M1:1a

M1:1b

M6:4a:

 ָהיָ הhäyâ ‘was’

 ָחזָ הHäzâ ‘saw’

M6:4b:

יתי
ִ  ְפּ ִדPüdîtîºkä
‘ransomed’
M7:20b (present
perfect?):

 נִ ְשׁ ַבּ ְﬠ ָתּnišBaº`Tä ‘swore’
Z2:10a:

 ֶה ֱﬠ ִל ִתיhe`élìtîºkä

M6:5b:

‘brought’
M6:5c:

 יָּ ַﬠץyyä`ac ‘planned’

` ָﬠנָ הänâ ‘answered’

Z1:1a

Z2:8b:

 ָהיָ הhäyâ ‘was’

 ֵח ְרפוּHë|rpû ‘reproached’

Z3:7e:

Z3:7f:

 ֵח ְרפוּHë|rpû ‘reproached’  ָפּ ַק ְד ִתּיPäqaºdTî

 ִה ְשׁ ִכּימוּhišKîºmû ‘rose

Z3:7g:

‘threatened’
Z3:18a: (Future)

early’
Z3:18b (Future)

 ִה ְשׁ ִחיתוּhišHîºtû

´ ָא ַס ְפ ִתּיäsaºpTî ‘gathered’

 ָהיוּhäyû ‘were’

‘corrupted’
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Future-perfective
M6:13a (could be present
performative):

יתי
ִ  ֶה ֱח ֵלheHélêºtî ‘will strike’
Past-habitual
A5:25a

 ִהגַּ ְשׁ ֶתּםhi|GGašTem ‘brought’
Present-habitual
A5:7a

 ִהנִּ יחוּhinnîºHû ‘throw’

A5:8a

A5:12b

 ֶה ְח ִשׁיheHšîk ‘turn dark’  ִהטּוּhi††û ‘turn aside’

A6:5a

M3:3a (or present perfect?)

M3:3b (or present perfect?)

 ָח ְשׁבוּHäšbû ‘invent’

´ ָא ְכלוּäklû ‘eat’

הפ ִשׁיטוּ
ְ hipšîº†û ‘strip’

M3:3c (or present perfect?)

M3:3d (or present perfect?) M6:12b

 ִפּ ֵצּחוּPiccëºHû ‘break’

וּפ ְרשׂוּ
ָ ûpärSû ‘chop’

 ִדּ ְבּרוּDiBBürû ‘speak’

Z1:6b

Z1:6c

Z2:3b

 ִב ְקשׁוּbiqšû ‘seek’

 ְד ָר ֻשׁהוּdüräšuºhû

 ָפּ ָﬠלוּPä`äºlû ‘do’

Z3:2a

‘inquire’
Z3:2b

Z3:2d

 ָשׁ ְמ ָﬠהšä|m`â ‘listen’

 ָל ְק ָחהläqHâ ‘take’

 ָק ֵר ָבהqärëºbâ ‘approach’

Z3:3a

Z3:4a

Z3:4b

 גָ ְרמוּgärmû ‘spare’

 ִח ְלּלוּHillülû ‘profane’

 ָח ְמסוּHämsû ‘treat
violently’

Z3:5c

 נֶ ְﬠ ָדּרne`Där ‘fail’
Past-perfect
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A5:26b (or pastperfective?)

יתם
ֶ ` ֲﬠ ִשׂáSîtem ‘had

A7:2b

A7:6a

 ִכּ ָלּהKillâ ‘had finished’

 נִ ַחםniHam ‘had relented’

A3:1b (Past);

A3:2a (Past)

made’
Present-perfect
A2:4c (Past)

 ָשׁ ָמרוּšämäºrû ‘have kept’  ִדּ ֶבּרDiBBer ‘has spoken’

 יָ ַד ְﬠ ִתּיyädaº`Tî ‘have

A3:3b

A3:4c

known’
A3:6d

 נוֹ ָﬠדוּnô`äºdû ‘have met’

 ָל ָכדläkäd ‘has caught’

` ָﬠ ָשׂהäSâ ‘has done’

A3:7b

A3:8a

A3:8c

 גָּ ָלהGälâ ‘has revealed’

 ָשׁ ָאגšä´äg ‘has roared’

 ִדּ ֶבּרDiBBer ‘has spoken’

A3:10a

A4:2a (Past)

A4:5c

 יָ ְדעוּyäd`û ‘know’

 נִ ְשׁ ַבּעnišBa` ‘has sworn’

´ ֲא ַה ְב ֶתּםáhabTem ‘love’

A5:2a

A5:2c

A5:10a

 נָ ְפ ָלהnä|plâ ‘has fallen’

 נִ ְטּ ָשׁהni††üšâ ‘forsaken’

 ָשׂנְ אוּSän´û ‘hate’

A5:11b (or futureperfective?) (Future)

A5:11d (or futureperfective?) (Future)

A5:12a

יתם
ֶ ִ ְבּנBünîtem ‘will have  נְ ַט ְﬠ ֶתּםnü†a`Tem ‘will

 יָ ַד ְﬠ ִתּיyädaº`Tî ‘know’

built’
A5:14d (Past)

have planted’
A5:21a

A5:21b

´ ֲא ַמ ְר ֶתּםámarTem ‘have

אתי
ִ ֵ ָשׂנSänëº´tî ‘hate’

 ָמ ַא ְס ִתּיmä´aºsTî ‘despise’

said’
A6:6b

A6:8c

 נֶ ְחלוּneHlû ‘grieved’

אתי
ִ ֵ ָשׂנSänëº´tî ‘hate’

A6:12c (or present
habitual?) (Past)

 ֲה ַפ ְכ ֶתּםhápakTem ‘have

A6:13a (Past)

A7:10b (Past)

turned’
A8:2e (Past)

 ָל ַק ְחנוּläqaºHnû ‘have

 ָק ַשׁרqäšar ‘has bound’

 ָבּאBä´ ‘has come’

taken’
A8:3b (Future)

A9:12b (maybe habitual?)

M1:9a (Future)

 נִ ְק ָראniqrä´ ‘are called’

 ָב ָאהbäº´â ‘has come’
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 ִה ְשׁ ִליhišlîk ‘have
thrown’
M1:9b (Future)

M1:12b (Future)

M1:13b

 נָ גַ עnäga` ‘has struck’

 יָ ַרדyäºrad ‘has come

 נִ ְמ ְצאוּnimcü´û ‘was

M1:16d (Future)

down’
M2:7a

found’
M2:10c

 גָ לוּgälû ‘have gone into

 ֲה ָק ַצרháqäcar ‘short’

† ָט ְמ ָאהäm´â

exile’
M2:13a (Future)

M2:13b (Future)

‘uncleanness’
M3:4d (Past)

` ָﬠ ָלהälâ ‘has gone up’

 ָפּ ְרצוּPä|rcû ‘have broken

 ֵה ֵרעוּhërëº`û ‘have made

M3:8a

through’
M4:4b (Past)

evil’
M4:6c (Past)

אתי
ִ  ָמ ֵלmälëº´tî ‘am full’

 ִדּ ֵבּרDiBBër ‘has spoken’

 ֲה ֵרע ִֹתיhárë`öºtî ‘have

M4:9b (Past)

M4:9c (Past)

afflicted’
M4:11a (Future)

´ ָא ָבדäbäd ‘has perished’

 ֶה ֱחזִ ֵיקheHézîqëk ‘has

 נֶ ֶא ְספוּne´espû ‘are

M4:12a (Future)

seized’
M4:12b (Future)

assembled’
M4:12c (Future)

 יָ ְדעוּyä|d`û ‘know’

 ֵה ִבינוּhëbîºnû

 ִק ְבּ ָצםqiBBücäm ‘has

M4:14b (Future)

‘understand’
M5:2b (Future)

gathered’
M6:3a (Past)

 ָשׂםSäm ‘has put’

 יָ ָל ָדהyäläºdâ ‘has given

יתי
ִ ` ָﬠ ִשׂäSîºtî ‘have done’

M6:3b (Past)

birth’
M6:8a (Past)

M6:12a

 ִהגִּ ידhiGGîd ‘has told’

 ָמ ְלאוּmäl´û ‘are full’

wearied’
M7:1a (Past)

M7:2a (Past)

M7:4a (Past)

יתי
ִ ִ ָהיhäyîºtî ‘have

´ ָא ַבדäbad ‘has perished’

 ָב ָאהbäº´â ‘has come’

become’
M7:9b (Past)

M7:18a

Z1:7a (Past)

אתי
ִ  ָח ָטHä†äº´tî ‘have

 ֶה ֱחזִ יקheHézîq ‘hold’

 ֵה ִכיןhëkîn ‘has prepared’

 ֶה ְל ֵא ִתיhel´ëtîºkä ‘have

sinned’
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Z1:7b (Past)

Z1:11b (Future)

Z1:11c (Future)

 ִה ְק ִדּישׁhiqDîš ‘has

 נִ ְד ָמהnidmâ ‘are

 נִ ְכ ְרתוּnikrütû ‘are cut

consecrated’
Z2:8a (Past)

destroyed’
Z2:15a (Future)

off’
Z3:2c

 ָשׁ ַמ ְﬠ ִתּיšämaº`Tî ‘have

 ָהיְ ָתהhäytâ ‘has

 ָב ָט ָחהbä†äºHâ ‘trusts’

heard’
Z3:15a (Future)

become’
Z3:15b (Future)

 ֵה ִסירhësîr ‘has taken

 ִפּנָּ הPinnâ ‘has cleared

away’

away’

Future-perfect
A9:15c (or present?)

Z2:11b

Z2:14d

 נָ ַת ִתּיnätaºTTî ‘will have

 ָרזָ הräzâ ‘will have

` ֵﬠ ָרהërâ ‘will have laid

given’

famished’

bare’

Ambiguous between present perfect and past perfective (all past TSit—in parentheses in
the QATAL tense and aspect chart)
A1:9c

A4:6b

A4:8c

 זָ ְכרוּzäkrû

 ַשׁ ְב ֶתּםšabTem

 ַשׁ ְב ֶתּםšabTem

‘remembered/has
remembered’
A4:9c

‘returned/have returned’

‘returned/have returned’

A4:10d

A4:11c

 ַשׁ ְב ֶתּםšabTem

 ַשׁ ְב ֶתּםšabTem

 ַשׁ ְב ֶתּםšabTem

‘returned/have returned’
M1:7d

‘returned/have returned’
Z3:6a

‘returned/have returned’
Z3:6b

 ִק ָבּ ָצהqiBBäºcâ

 ִה ְכ ַר ִתּיhikraºTTî ‘cut

 נָ ַשׁמּוּnäšaºmmû ‘became

‘gathered/has gathered’
Z3:6c

off/have cut off’
Z3:6d

ruins/are ruined’
Z3:7a

 ֶה ֱח ַר ְב ִתּיheHéraºbTî ‘made  נִ ְצדּוּnicDû ‘laid

´ ָא ַמ ְר ִתּיämaºrTî ‘said/have

desolate/have made
desolate’
Z3:11b

said’

waste/have laid waste’
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 ָפּ ַשׁ ַﬠ ְתּPäšaº`aT
‘rebelled/have rebelled’
Quote formula (all with ´ ָא ַמרämar ‘said’ unless otherwise marked): Amos 1:3a, 5d, 6a,
8d, 9a, 11a, 13a, 15d; 2:1a, 3c, 4a, 6a; 3:11a, 12a; 5:3a, 4a, 16a, 17b, 27b; 6:8a (נִ ְשׁ ַבּע

nišBa` ‘swears/has sworn’); 8:7a ( נִ ְשׁ ַבּעnišBa` ‘swears/has sworn’); 7:3c, 6c, 11a, 17a;
9:15d; M2:3; 3:5a; Z3:20c
Ambiguous: Amos 7:2a ( וְ ָהיָ הwühäyâ ‘was/will be’—either WEQATAL or QATAL);
A9:6a ( יְ ָס ָדהּyüsädäh ‘has founded/founds’—present perfect or habitual depending on
the referent of ‘vaults’); M1:12a ( ָח ָלהHäºlâ ‘waits/waited’—habitual with current
writhing, or past perfective); M2:11a ( ִכּזֵּ בKizzëb ‘lie’—hypothetical situation, which
could be past perfective or present habitual); M5:7b (` ָﬠ ַברäbar ‘were to pass
through/passes through/has passed through’—hypothetical situation could be
counterfactual, habitual, or present perfect) M5:14b ( ָשׁ ֵמעוּšämëº`û ‘have not
listened/do not listen’—could be either present perfect or habitual); M7:2 (´ ָא ַבדäbad
‘perish/perished/have perished’—could be habitual, past perfective, or present perfect);
M7:8b-c ( נָ ַפ ְל ִתּיnäpaºlTî ‘fall/had fallen’ and  ָק ְמ ִתּיqäºmTî ‘rise/have risen’—could be
two habituals or two perfects with the former past and the latter present); Z2:2a (ָﬠ ַבר

`äºbar ‘passes/has passed’—habitual or perfect);
Textual Issue: M1:10c ( ִה ְת ַפּ ָלּ ְשׁ ִתּיhitPalläšTî ‘rolled yourself’—Kethib; ִה ְת ַפּ ָלּ ִשׁי
hitPallä|šî ‘roll yourself’—Qere); M1:11b ( יָ ְצ ָאהyä|c´â ‘go out’); M2:4; M4:1c (וְ נִ ָשּׂא
wüniSSä´ ‘will have lifted up/will lift up’ could be QATAL or WEQATAL); M6:9d (יְ ָﬠ ָדהּ
yü`ädäh ‘appointed’—NET Bible notes has emended to take out the verb); Z2:1c (נִ ְכ ָסף
niksäp uncertain of root meaning);
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2. Weqatal

Time Reference
Past

Present

Future

2

8

135

Aspect
Perfective
Imperfective
Habitual
Perfect

Past

Tense
Present

2

6 with 2?

Future
124
11

Future-perfective
A1:2d

A1:2e

A1:4a

 וְ ָא ְבלוּwü´ä|blû ‘will dry  וְ יָ ֵבשׁwüyäbëš ‘will be

 וְ ִשׁ ַלּ ְח ִתּיwüšillaºHTî ‘will

up’
A1:4b

made dry’
A1:5a

send’
A1:5b

 וְ ָא ְכ ָלהwü´äklâ ‘will

 וְ ָשׁ ַב ְר ִתּיwüšä|barTî ‘will

 וְ ִה ְכ ַר ִתּיwühikraTTî ‘will

devour’
A1:5c

break’
A1:7a

cut off’
A1:7b

 וְ גָ לוּwügälû ‘will go

 וְ ִשׁ ַלּ ְח ִתּיwüšillaºHTî ‘will

 וְ ָא ְכ ָלהwü´äklâ ‘will

into exile’
A1:8a

send’
A1:8b

devour’
A1:8c

 וְ ִה ְכ ַר ִתּיwühikraTTî

יבוֹתי
ִ  וַ ֲה ִשׁwahášîbôºtî

 וְ ָא ְבדוּwü´ä|bdû ‘will

‘will cut off’

‘will turn’

perish’

A1:10a

A1:10b

A1:12a

 וְ ִשׁ ַלּ ְח ִתּיwüšillaºHTî

 וְ ָא ְכ ָלהwü´äklâ ‘will

 וְ ִשׁ ַלּ ְח ִתּיwüšillaºHTî ‘will

‘will send’

devour’

send’
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A1:12b

A1:14a

A1:14b

 וְ ָא ְכ ָלהwü´äklâ ‘will

 וְ ִה ַצּ ִתּיwühiccaºTTî ‘will

 וְ ָא ְכ ָלהwü´äklâ ‘will

devour’
A1:15a

kindle’
A2:2a

devour’
A2:2b

 וְ ִשׁ ַלּ ְח ִתּיwüšillaºHTî ‘will

 וְ ָא ְכ ָלהwü´äklâ ‘will

A2:2c

send’
A2:3a

devour’
A2:5a

וּמת
ֵ ûmët ‘will die’

 וְ ִה ְכ ַר ִתּיwühikraTTî ‘will

 וְ ִשׁ ַלּ ְח ִתּיwüšillaºHTî ‘will

A2:5b

cut off’
A2:14a

send’
A3:11b

 וְ ָא ְכ ָלהwü´äklâ ‘will

 וְ ָא ַבדwü´äbad ‘will

הוֹרד
ִ ְ וwühôrìd ‘will bring

devour’
A3:11c

perish’
A3:14a

down’
A3:14b

 וְ נָ בֹזּוּwünäböºzzû ‘will

וּפ ַק ְד ִתּי
ָ ûpä|qadTî ‘will

 וְ נִ גְ ְדּעוּwünigDü`û ‘will be

be plundered’
A3:14c

punish’
A3:15a

cut’
A3:15b

 וְ נָ ְפלוּwünäplû ‘will

יתי
ִ  וְ ִה ֵכּwühiKKêtî ‘will

 וְ ָא ְבדוּwü´äbdû ‘will

fall’
A3:15c

destroy’
A4:2c

perish’
A4:3b

 וְ ָה ַלwühälak ‘will go’

 וְ ָספוּwüsäpû ‘will come  וְ נִ ָשּׂאwüniSSä´ ‘will lift
to an end’

up’

וְ ִה ְשׁ ַל ְכ ֶתּנָ ה
wühišlakTeºnâ ‘will cast

A5:16c

A5:27a

out’
A6:7b

 וְ ָק ְראוּwüqär´û ‘will

יתי
ִ  וְ ִהגְ ֵלwühiglêtî ‘will

 וְ ָסרwüsär ‘will pass away’

call’

send into exile’

A6:8d

A6:10a

A6:10b

 וְ ִה ְסגַּ ְר ִתּיwühisGarTî

 וּנְ ָשׂאוֹûnüSä´ô ‘will pick

 וְ ָא ַמרwü´ämar ‘will say’

‘will deliver up’

up’

A6:10c

A6:10d

A6:11a

 וְ ָא ַמרwü´ämar ‘will

 וְ ָא ַמרwü´ämar ‘will say’

 וְ ִה ָכּהwühiKKâ ‘will

say’

strike’
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A6:14a

A7:9a

 וְ ָל ֲחצוּwüläHácû ‘will

 וְ נָ ַשׁמּוּwünäšaºmmû ‘will  וְ ַק ְמ ִתּיwüqamTî ‘will rise

oppress’
A8:3a

be made desolate;
A8:9b

up’
A8:9c

 וְ ֵה ִילילוּwühêlîºlû ‘will

אתי
ִ  וְ ֵה ֵבwühëbë´tî ‘will

 וְ ַה ֲח ַשׁ ְכ ִתּיwühaHášakTî

wail’

cause to set’

‘will darken’

A8:10a

A8:10b

A8:10c

 וְ ָה ַפ ְכ ִתּיwühäpakTî

יתי
ִ וה ֲﬠ ֵל
ַ wüha`álêtî ‘will

יה
ָ  וְ ַשׂ ְמ ִתּwüSamTîºhä ‘will

‘will turn’
A8:11b

bring up’
A8:12a

make’
A8:14b

 וְ ִה ְשׁ ַל ְח ִתּיwühišlaHTî

 וְ נָ עוּwünä`û ‘will wander’  וְ נָ ְפלוּwünäplû ‘will fall’

‘will send’
A9:8a

A9:9a

וה ְשׁ ַמ ְד ִתּי
ִ wühišmadTî

עוֹתי
ִ ִ וַ ֲהנwahánì`ôºtî ‘will  וְ גָ ַד ְר ִתּיwügädarTî ‘will

‘will destroy’
A9:11d

shake’
A9:13a

יה
ָ ית
ִ ִוּבנ
ְ ûbünîtîºhä ‘will  וְ נִ גַּ שׁwüniGGaš ‘will

A7:9c

A9:11b
wall up’
A9:13b (parallel to lexical
ingressive)

build’

draw near’

 וְ ִה ִטּיפוּwühi††îºpû ‘will

A9:14a

A9:14b

drip’
A9:15a

 וְ ַשׁ ְב ִתּיwüšabTî ‘will

וּבנוּ
ָ ûbänû ‘will build’

 וּנְ ַט ְﬠ ִתּיםûnü†a`Tîm ‘will

M1:3b

plant’
M1:4a

return’
M1:3a

 וְ יָ ַרדwüyärad ‘will

 וְ ָד ַרwüdärak ‘will tread

 וְ נָ ַמסּוּwünämaºssû ‘will

come down’
M1:6a

upon’
M1:6b

melt’
M3:6a (ingressive?)

 וְ ַשׂ ְמ ִתּיwüSamTî ‘will

 וְ ִהגַּ ְר ִתּיwühiGGarTî ‘will

 וְ ָח ְשׁ ָכהwüHäškâ ‘will

make’
M3:6b

hurl down’
M3:6c

darken’
M3:7a

וּב ָאה
ָ ûbäº´â ‘will set’

 וְ ָק ַדרwüqädar ‘will

 וּבֹשׁוּûböºšû ‘will be put to

darken’

shame’
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M3:7b

M3:7c

M4:2a (go to the house?)

 וְ ָח ְפרוּwüHä|prû ‘will

 וְ ָﬠטוּwü`ä†û ‘will cover’

 וְ ָה ְלכוּwü|hälkû ‘will go’

become humiliated’
M4:2b

M4:3c

M4:7a

 וְ ָא ְמרוּwü´ä|mrû ‘will

 וְ ִכ ְתּתוּwükiTTütû ‘will

 וְ ַשׂ ְמ ִתּיwüSamTî ‘will

say’
M4:7b (complexive or
ingressive?)

beat’
M4:8b

make’
M4:10d

וּב ָאה
ָ ûbä´â ‘will come’

 וְ ָשׁ ַכנְ ְתּwüšäkanT ‘will

וּמ ַל
ָ ûmälak ‘will

dwell’

reign’
M4:10e

M4:13e

M4:13f

וּבאת
ָ ûbä´t ‘will come’

 וַ ֲה ִדקּוֹתwahádiqqôt

 וְ ַה ֲח ַר ְמ ִתּיwühaHáramTî

M5:3a

‘will pulverize’
M5:3b

‘will devote for destruction’
M5:3c

 וְ ָﬠ ַמדwü`ämad ‘will

 וְ ָר ָﬠהwürä`â ‘will

 וְ יָ ָשׁבוּwüyäšäºbû ‘will

arise’
M5:4a (ingressive?)

shepherd’
M5:4d

begin to dwell securely’
M5:5b

 וְ ָהיָ הwühäyâ ‘will be’

 וַ ֲה ֵקמֹנוּwaháqëmöºnû

 וְ ִה ִצּילwühiccîl ‘will

‘will raise’

deliver’

M5:5a (complexive?)

M5:6a (ingressive?)

M5:7a (ingressive?)

 וְ ָרעוּwürä`û ‘will

 וְ ָהיָ הwühäyâ ‘will be’

 וְ ָהיָ הwühäyâ ‘will be’

M5:9b

M5:9c

M5:10a

 וְ ִה ְכ ַר ִתּיwühikraTTî

 וְ ַה ֲא ַב ְד ִתּיwüha´ábadTî

 וְ ִה ְכ ַר ִתּיwühikraTTî ‘will

‘will cut’

‘will destroy’

cut off’

M5:10b

M5:11a

M5:12a

shepherd’

 וְ ָה ַר ְס ִתּיwühärasTî ‘will  וְ ִה ְכ ַר ִתּיwühikraTTî ‘will

 וְ ִה ְכ ַר ִתּיwühikraTTî ‘will

throw down’
M5:13a

cut off’
M5:14a

cut off’
M5:13b

 וְ נָ ַת ְשׁ ִתּיwünätašTî ‘will  וְ ִה ְשׁ ַמ ְד ִתּיwühišmadTî
root up’

‘will destroy’

יתי
ִ  וְ ָﬠ ִשׂwü`äSîºtî ‘will do’
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M7:9d

M7:13a

 וְ ָﬠ ָשׂהwü`äSâ ‘will do’  וְ ָהיְ ָתהwühäytâ ‘will

Z1:3c

 וְ ִה ְכ ַר ִתּיwühikraTTî ‘will

Z1:4a

become’
Z1:4b

cut off’
Z1:8b

יתי
ִ  וְ נָ ִטwünä†îºtî ‘will

 וְ ִה ְכ ַר ִתּיwühikraTTî ‘will

וּפ ַק ְד ִתּי
ָ ûpäqadTî ‘will

stretch out’
Z1:9a

cut off’
Z1:12c

punish’
Z1:13a

וּפ ַק ְד ִתּי
ָ ûpäqadTî ‘will

וּפ ַק ְד ִתּי
ָ ûpäqadTî ‘will

 וְ ָהיָ הwühäyâ ‘will

punish’
Z1:17a

punish’
Z1:17b

become’
Z1:17d

 וַ ֲה ֵצר ִֹתיwahácëröºtî

 וְ ָה ְלכוּwühä|lkû ‘will

‘will bring distress’
Z2:5a

begin to talk’
Z2:6a

poured out’
Z2:7a

וְ ַה ֲא ַב ְד ִתּי
wüha´ábadTîk ‘will

 וְ ָהיְ ָתהwühäytâ ‘will

 וְ ָהיָ הwühäyâ ‘will

become’

become’

destroy’
Z2:7e

Z3:12a

Z3:19a

 וְ ָשׁבwüšäb ‘will turn

 וְ ִה ְשׁ ַא ְר ִתּיwühiš´arTî

הוֹשׁ ְﬠ ִתּי
ַ ְ וwühôša`Tî ‘will

away’

‘will leave’

save’

 וְ ֻשׁ ַפּwüšuPPak ‘will be

Z3:19c

 וְ ַשׂ ְמ ִתּיםwüSamTîm
‘will make’

Past-habitual
A4:7b

A4:8a

 וְ ִה ְמ ַט ְר ִתּיwühim†arTî

 וְ נָ עוּwünä`û ‘would

‘would make it rain’

stagger’

Present-habitual
A6:1a

A8:14a

M2:2a

וּבאוּ
ָ ûbäº´û ‘come’

 וְ ָא ְמרוּwü´ämrû ‘say’

 וְ ָח ְמדוּwüHämdû ‘desire’
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M2:2b

M2:2c

M2:2d

 וְ גָ זָ לוּwügäzäºlû ‘take

 וְ נָ ָשׂאוּwünäSäº´û ‘bear

 וְ ָﬠ ְשׁקוּwü`ä|šqû ‘oppress’

away’
M3:5b (unmarked
conditional?)

away’
M3:5d (unmarked
conditional?)

 וְ ָק ְראוּwüqär´û ‘call’

 וְ ִק ְדּשׁוּwüqiDDüšû
‘consecrate’

Future-habitual
A9:14c

A9:14d

A9:14e

 וְ יָ ָשׁבוּwüyäšäºbû ‘will

 וְ נָ ְטעוּwünä†`û ‘will

 וְ ָשׁתוּwüšätû ‘will drink’

inhabit’
A9:14f

plant’
A9:14g

M4:1d

 וְ ָﬠשׂוּwü`äSû ‘will make’

 וְ ָא ְכלוּwü´äklû ‘will eat’

 וְ נָ ֲהרוּwünähárû ‘will
flow’

M4:3a

M4:3b

 וְ ָשׁ ַפטwüšäpa† ‘will

ַ הוֹכי
ִ ְ וwühôkîªH ‘will

judge’
Z3:12b

decide’
Z3:13e

 וְ ָחסוּwüHäsû ‘will seek

 וְ ָר ְבצוּwüräbcû ‘will lie

refuge’

down’

M4:4a

 וְ יָ ְשׁבוּwüyäšbû ‘will sit’

Textual issues:
A5:26a (אתם
ֶ  וּנְ ָשׂûnüSä´tem ‘will lift up/have lifted up/lift up’—could be WEQATAL or
QATAL);

M2:4; A8:8e ( וְ נִ ְשׁ ְק ָﬠהwünišqü`â ‘will sink’—future-perfective question,

Qere)
Ambiguous:
A7:4c ( וְ ָא ְכ ָלהwü´äklâ ‘would devour/devoured’—could be QATAL or WEQATAL);
A9:5b ( וְ ָא ַבלwü´äbal ‘will mourn’—present habitual or unmarked conditional); A9:5c
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( וְ ָﬠ ְל ָתהwü`ältâ ‘will rise’—present habitual or unmarked conditional); A9:5d (וְ ָשׁ ְק ָﬠה

wüšäq`â ‘will sink’—present habitual or unmarked conditional); Z1:13b (וּבנוּ
ָ ûbänû
‘will build/if they should build’—iterative future-perfective, habitual-future, or unmarked
conditional); Z1:13d ( וְ נָ ְטעוּwünä†`û ‘will plant/if they should plan’—iterative futureperfective, future-habitual, or unmarked conditional); Z2:14a ( וְ ָר ְבצוּwüräbcû ‘will lie
down’—future-habitual or iterative future-perfective)

Irrealis:
A5:19b (וּפגָ עוֹ
ְ ûpügä`ô ‘met’—perfective hypothetical situation), A5:19c (וּבא
ָ ûbä´
‘came’—perfective hypothetical situation), A5:19d (  וְ ָס ַמwüsämak ‘leaned’—
perfective hypothetical situation), A5:19e ( וּנְ ָשׁכוֹûnüšäkô ‘bit’—perfective
hypothetical situation); A9:3c (וּל ַק ְח ִתּים
ְ ûlüqaHTîm ‘take’—perfective apodosis); A9:3f
( וּנְ ָשׁ ָכםûnüšäkäm ‘will bite’—perfective apodosis); A9:4c ( וַ ֲה ָרגָ ַתםwahárägäºtam
‘will kill’—perfective apodosis); A9:4d ( וְ ַשׂ ְמ ִתּיwüSamTî ‘will set’—perfective
apodosis); M2:11d ( וְ ָהיָ הwühäyâ ‘would be’—apodosis); M5:7c ( וְ ָר ַמסwürämas
‘would trample’—apodosis); M5:7d ( וְ ָט ַרףwü†ärap ‘would tear’—apodosis); A5:6d
( וְ ָא ְכ ָלהwü´äklâ ‘will devour’—coordinate to YIQTOL after consequence particle);
A6:9c ( וָ ֵמתוּwämëºtû ‘will die’—apodosis of condition); A8:8b ( וְ ָא ַבלwü´äbal ‘will
mourn’—future-perfective question); A8:8c ( וְ ָﬠ ְל ָתהwü`ältâ ‘will rise’—futureperfective question); A8:8d ( וְ נִ גְ ְר ָשׁהwünigrüšâ ‘will be driven’—future-perfective
question);
Discourse WEQATAL only for time (all initial  וְ ָהיָ הwühäyâ ‘will be’):
A6:9a; A7:3a; A8:9a; M4:1a; M5:9a; Z1:8a; Z1:10a; Z1:12a
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3. Wayyiqtol

Time Reference
Past

Present

Future

30

3

Aspect
Perfective
Imperfective
Habitual
Perfect

Tense
Present

Past
31

Future

2

Past-perfective
A1:2a

אמר
ַ ֹ  וַ יּwayyö´mar ‘said’
A2:9b

 וָ ַא ְשׁ ִמידwä´ašmîd

A1:11d (probably
complexive?)

 וַ יִּ ְטר ֹףwayyi†röp ‘tore’
A2:10b

אוֹל
ֵ ָ וwä´ôlëk ‘led’

A2:4d

 וַ יַּ ְתעוּםwayyat`ûm ‘led
astray’
A2:12a

 וַ ַתּ ְשׁקוּwaTTašqû ‘made

‘destroyed’
A4:10c

A4:11b

drink’
A7:2c

 וָ ַא ֲﬠ ֶלהwä´a`álè

 וַ ִתּ ְהיוּwaTTihyû ‘were’

 וָ א ַֹמרwä´ömar ‘said’

‘brought up’
A7:4b

A7:5a

A7:8a

ֹאכל
ַ  וַ תּwaTTöº´kal

 וָ א ַֹמרwä´ömar ‘said’

אמר
ֶ ֹ  וַ יּwayyöº´mer ‘said’

‘devoured’
A7:8b

A7:8c

A7:10a

 וָ א ַֹמרwä´ömar ‘said’

אמר
ֶ ֹ  וַ יּwayyöº´mer ‘said’

 וַ יִּ ְשׁ ַלחwayyišlaH ‘sent’

A7:12a

A7:14a

A7:14b

אמר
ֶ ֹ  וַ יּwayyöº´mer ‘said’

 וַ יַּ ַﬠןwayyaº`an

אמר
ֶ ֹ  וַ יּwayyöº´mer ‘said’

A7:15a

‘answered’
A7:15b

A8:2a
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 וַ יִּ ָקּ ֵחנִ יwayyiqqäHëºnî

אמר
ֶ ֹ  וַ יּwayyöº´mer ‘said’

אמר
ֶ ֹ  וַ יּwayyöº´mer ‘said’

‘took’
A8:2b

A8:2c

A9:1b

 וָ א ַֹמרwä´ömar ‘said’

אמר
ֶ ֹ  וַ יּwayyöº´mer ‘said’

אמר
ֶ ֹ  וַ יּwayyöº´mer ‘said’

M2:13c (Future)

M2:13d (Future)

M2:13e (Future)

 וַ יַּ ֲﬠבֹרוּwa|yya`áböºrû

 וַ יֵּ ְצאוּwayyëºc´û ‘went

 וַ יַּ ֲﬠבֹרwayya`ábör

‘crossed over’
M3:1a

out’
M6:4c

‘crossed over’
Z2:8c

 וָ א ַֹמרwä´ömar ‘said’

 וָ ֶא ְשׁ ַלחwä´ešlaH ‘sent’

 וַ יַּ גְ ִדּילוּwayyagDîºlû
‘made great’

Z2:10b

 וַ יַּ גְ ִדּלוּwayyagDiºlû
‘made great’
Past-habitual
A2:11a

M6:16b

 וָ ָא ִקיםwä´äqîm ‘raised

 וַ ֵתּ ְלכוּwaTTëlkû ‘walked’

up’
Ambiguous: A5:8b ( וַ יִּ ְשׁ ְפּ ֵכםwa|yyišPükëm ‘melted/melts’—present habitual or past
perfective; could be “the one who, calling to the waters of the sea, poured/pours them out
upon the face of the earth); 9:6b ( וַ יִּ ְשׁ ְפּ ֵכםwa|yyišPükëm ‘melted/melts’—present
habitual or past perfective; could be “the one who, calling to the waters of the sea,
poured/pours them out upon the face of the earth); A6:3a ( וַ ַתּגִּ ישׁוּןwaTTaGGîšûn
‘brought near/brings near’—present habitual or past perfective; could be “the one who,
pushing the day of disaster, brought/brings near a seat of violence); A9:5a (ותּמוֹג
ָ

waTTämôg ‘melted/melts’—present habitual, past perfective, or unmarked conditional;
could be “the one who, touching the earth, made/makes it melt”)
Textual Issue:
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M7:3b (תוּה
ָ  וַ יְ ַﬠ ְבּwa|yü`aBBütûºhä ‘weave’—LXX has future and meaning of the root is
uncertain)

4. Yiqtol

Time Reference
Past

Present

Future

6

25
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Aspect
Perfective
Imperfective
Habitual
Perfect

Past

Tense
Present

6

25

Future
120
19
25

Perfective-future
A1:3b

A1:6b

A1:9b

יבנּוּ
ֶ ´ ֲא ִשׁášîbeºnnû

יבנּוּ
ֶ ´ ֲא ִשׁášîbeºnnû ‘will

יבנּוּ
ֶ ´ ֲא ִשׁášîbeºnnû ‘will bring

‘will bring back’
A1:11b

bring back’
A1:13b

back’
A2:1b

יבנּוּ
ֶ ´ ֲא ִשׁášîbeºnnû

יבנּוּ
ֶ ´ ֲא ִשׁášîbeºnnû ‘will

יבנּוּ
ֶ ´ ֲא ִשׁášîbeºnnû ‘will bring

‘will bring back’
A2:3b

bring back’
A2:4b

back’
A2:6b

´ ֶא ֱהרוֹגehérôg ‘will

יבנּוּ
ֶ ´ ֲא ִשׁášîbeºnnû ‘will

יבנּוּ
ֶ ´ ֲא ִשׁášîbeºnnû ‘will bring

kill’

bring back’

back’
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A2:14b

A2:14c

A2:15a

 יְ ַא ֵמּץyü´ammëc

 יְ ַמ ֵלּטyümallë† ‘will

 יַ ֲﬠמֹדya`ámöd ‘will stand’

‘will make strong’
A2:15b, c

deliver’
A2:16a

A3:2b

 יְ ַמ ֵלּטyümallë† ‘will

 יָ נוּסyänûs ‘will flee’

´ ֶא ְפקֹדepqöd ‘will punish’

deliver’
A3:12c

A4:3a

A4:12a, b

 יִ נָּ ְצלוּyinnäclû ‘be

 ֵתּ ֶצאנָ הTëceº´nâ ‘will go

´ ֶא ֱﬠ ֶשׂהe`éSè ‘will do’

rescued’
A5:2b

out’
A5:3b

A5:3c

תוֹסיף
ִ tôsîp ‘will

 ַתּ ְשׁ ִאירTaš´îr ‘will be left  ַתּ ְשׁ ִאירTaš´îr ‘will be left

add’
A5:5d

with’
A5:5e

with’
A5:13a

 יִ גְ ֶלהyiglè ‘will go

 יִ ְהיֶ הyihyè ‘will

 יִ דּ ֹםyiDDöm ‘will be silent’

into exile’
A5:16b

become’
A5:17a

A6:7a

אמרוּ
ְ ֹ  יyö´mürû ‘will ´ ֶא ֱﬠבֹרe`ébör ‘will pass

 יִ גְ לוּyiglû ‘will go into exile’

say’
A7:3b

through’
A7:6b

A7:8d

 ִת ְהיֶ הtihyè ‘will

 ִת ְהיֶ הtihyè ‘will

אוֹסיף
ִ ´ôsîp ‘will add’

happen’
A7:9b

happen’
A7:11b

A7:11c

 יֶ ֱח ָרבוּyeHéräºbû

 יָ מוּתyämût ‘will die’

 יִ גְ ֶלהyiglè ‘will go into exile’

‘will be ruined’
A7:17b

A7:17c

A7:17d

 ִתּזְ נֶ הTiznè ‘will

 יִ פֹּלוּyiPPöºlû ‘will fall’

 ְתּ ֻח ָלּקTüHulläq ‘will be

become a prostitute’
A7:17e

A7:17f

divided’
A8:2f

 ָתּמוּתTämût ‘will

 יִ גְ ֶלהyiglè ‘will go into

אוֹסיף
ִ ´ôsîp ‘will add’

die’
A8:12c

exile’
A8:13a

A9:1e

 יִ ְמ ָצאוּyimcäº´û ‘will

 ִתּ ְת ַﬠ ַלּ ְפנָ הTit`allapnâ

´ ֶא ֱהר ֹגehérög ‘will kill’

find’
A9:8b

‘will faint’
A9:10a

A9:10b
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´ ַא ְשׁ ִמידašmîd ‘will

 יָ מוּתוּyämûºtû ‘will die’

 ַתגִּ ישׁtaGGîš ‘will bring near’

destroy’
A9:10c

A9:11a

A9:11c

 וְ ַת ְק ִדּיםwütaqDîm

´ ָא ִקיםäqîm ‘will raise’

´ ָא ִקיםäqîm ‘will raise’

‘will overtake’
A9:15b

M1:4b

M1:6c

‘ יִ נָּ ְתשׁוּwill be

 יִ ְת ַבּ ָקּעוּyitBaqqäº`û ‘will ´ ֲאגַ ֶלּהágallè ‘will uncover’

uprooted’
M1:7a

split’
M1:7b

M1:7c

 יֻ ַכּתּוּyuKKaºTTû ‘will

 יִ ָשּׂ ְרפוּyiSSärpû ‘will be

´ ָא ִשׂיםäSîm ‘will make’

be crushed’
M1:7e

burned’
M1:11c

M1:14a

 יָ שׁוּבוּyäšûºbû ‘will

 יִ ַקּחyiqqaH ‘will take’

 ִתּ ְתּנִ יTiTTünî ‘will give’

return’
M1:15a

M1:15b

M2:12a

´ ָא ִביäºbî ‘will bring’

 יָ בוֹאyäbô´ ‘will come’

´ ֶא ֱאסֹףe´ésöp ‘will gather’

M2:12b

M2:12c

M3:12a

´ ֲא ַק ֵבּץáqaBBëc ‘will ימנּוּ
ֶ ´ ֲא ִשׂáSîmeºnnû ‘will

 ֵת ָח ֵרשׁtë|Härëš ‘will be

gather’
M3:12b

set’
M4:1b

plowed’
M4:3d

 ִתּ ְהיֶ הTi|hyè ‘will

 יִ ְהיֶ הyihyè ‘will

 יִ ְשׂאוּyiS´û ‘will lift’

become’
M4:3e

become’
M4:8a

M4:10c

 יִ ְל ְמדוּןyilmüdûn

אתה
ֶ  ֵתּTë´tè ‘will come’

 ֵת ְצ ִאיtëc´î ‘will go’

‘will train’
M4:10f

M4:10g

M4:13c

 ִתּנָּ ֵצ ִליTinnäcëºlî ‘will

 יִ גְ ָא ֵלyig´älëk ‘will

´ ָא ִשׂיםäSîm ‘will make’

be delivered’
M4:13d

redeem’
M5:1a

M5:2a

´ ָא ִשׂיםäSîm ‘will

 יֵ ֵצאyëcë´ ‘will go out’

 יִ ְתּנֵ םyiTTünëm ‘will give’

make’
M5:2c

M5:4b

M5:5c

 יָ בוֹאyäbô´ ‘will come’

 יָ בוֹאyäbô´ ‘will come’
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 יְ שׁוּבוּןyüšûbûn ‘will
return’
M5:12b

M6:9a

M6:16c

 ִת ְשׁ ַתּ ֲחוֶ הtišTaHáwè  יִ ְק ָראyiqrä´ ‘will call’

 ִתּ ָשּׂאוּTiSSäº´û ‘will bear’

‘will bow’
M7:9a

M7:9e

M7:9c

´ ֶא ָשּׂאeSSä´ ‘will bear  יָ ִריבyärîb ‘will plead’

יאנִ י
ֵ יוֹצ
ִ yôcî´ëºnî ‘will bring

up’
M7:9f

M7:10b

out’
M7:10c

´ ֶא ְר ֶאהer´è ‘will

וּת ַכ ֶסּ ָה
ְ ûtükasseºhä ‘will

 ִתּ ְר ֶאינָּ הTir´Êºnnâ ‘will see’

see’
M7:12a

cover’
M7:15a

M7:16c

 יָ בוֹאyäbô´ ‘will

´ ַא ְר ֶאנּוּar´eºnnû ‘will

 יָ ִשׂימוּyäSîºmû ‘will put’

come’
M7:17a

show’
M7:19a

M7:19b

 יְ ַל ֲחכוּyülaHákû ‘will  יָ שׁוּבyäšûb ‘will again’

 יְ ַר ֲח ֵמנוּyüra|Hámëºnû ‘will

lick up’
M7:19c

show compassion’
M7:20a

 יִ ְכבֹּשׁyikBöš ‘will

M7:19d

 וְ ַת ְשׁ ִליwütašlîk ‘will

 ִתּ ֵתּןTiTTën ‘will give’

tread’
Z1:12a

throw’
Z1:12d

´ ֲא ַח ֵפּשׂáHaPPëS

יטיב
ִ ֵ יyê†îb ‘will do good’

‘will search’
Z1:18b

Z1:18c

Z2:4a

 ֵתּ ָא ֵכלTë´äkël ‘will

 יַ ֲﬠ ֶשׂהya|`áSè ‘will

 ִת ְהיֶ הti|hyè ‘will become’

be eaten’
Z2:4b

make’
Z2:4c

Z2:9a

שׁוּה
ָ  יְ גָ ְרyügäºršûºhä

 ֵתּ ָﬠ ֵקרTë`äqër ‘will be

 ִתּ ְהיֶ הTi|hyè ‘will become’

‘will drive out’
Z2:9b

destroyed’
Z2:9c

Z2:11b

 יְ ָבזּוּםyübäzzûm

 יִ נְ ָחלוּםyinHälûm ‘will

 וְ יִ ְשׁ ַתּ ֲחווּwüyišTa|Háwû ‘will

‘will plunder’
Z3:8b

possess’
Z3:9a

bow down’
Z3:10a

Z1:12e

ַ  יָ ֵרyärëª` ‘will do evil’
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 ֵתּ ָא ֵכלTë´äkël ‘will
consume’
Z3:11a

´ ֶא ְה ֹפּehPök ‘will
change’
Z3:11c

יוֹבלוּן
ִ yôbilûn ‘will bring’
Z3:11d

בוֹשׁי
ִ  ֵתtëbôºšî ‘will be ´ ָא ִסירäsîr ‘will take

תוֹס ִפי
ִ tôsìºpî ‘will add’

put to shame’
Z3:16a

away’
Z3:17c

Z3:20a

 יֵ ָא ֵמרyë´ämër ‘will

 יַ ֲח ִרישׁyaHárîš ‘will

´ ָא ִביאäbî´ ‘will bring’

be said’
Z3:20b

make quiet’

´ ֶא ֵתּןeTTën ‘will give’

Imperfective-future
A5:11c

A5:23b

A8:7b

 ֵת ְשׁבוּtëºšbû ‘will dwell’

´ ֶא ְשׁ ָמעešmä` ‘will listen’ ´ ֶא ְשׁ ַכּחešKaH ‘will

A8:12b

M2:5a

forget’
M2:12d

שׁוֹטטוּ
ְ ְ יyüšô|†ü†û ‘will be

 יִ ְהיֶ הyi|hyè ‘will be’

ימנָ ה
ֶ  ְתּ ִהTühîmeºnâ ‘will

wandering’
M5:3d

M5:4c

be thronging’
M5:5d

 יִ גְ ַדּלyigDal ‘will be great’

ֹ  יִ ְדרyidrök ‘will be

ֹ  יִ ְדרyidrök ‘will be

M5:11b

treading’
M7:16a

treading’
M7:16b

 יִ ְהיוּyi|hyû ‘will be’

 יִ ְראוּyir´û ‘will see’

 וְ יֵ בֹשׁוּwüyëböºšû ‘will be

M7:16d

M7:17b

ashamed’
M7:17c

 ֶתּ ֱח ַר ְשׁנָ הTeHéraºšnâ

 יִ ְרגְּ זוּyirGüzû ‘will come

 יִ ְפ ָחדוּyipHäºdû ‘will be in

‘will be deaf’
M7:17d

shaking’
Z1:13c

dread’
Z3:17b

 וְ יִ ְראוּwüyi|r´û ‘will fear’

 יֵ ֵשׁבוּyëšëºbû ‘will dwell’

 יָ ִשׂישׂyäSîS ‘will be
exulting’
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Z3:17d

 יָ גִ ילyägîl ‘will be
rejoicing’
Past-habitual
A4:7c

A4:7d

A4:7e

´ ַא ְמ ִטירam†îr ‘would

 ִתּ ָמּ ֵטרTimmä†ër ‘would

 ַת ְמ ִטירtam†îr ‘would

cause to rain’
A4:7f

be rained on’
A4:8b

have rain’
A4:9b

יבשׁ
ָ  ִתּTîbäš ‘would

 יִ ְשׂ ָבּעוּyiSBäº`û ‘would be

אכל
ַ ֹ  יyö´kal ‘would

wither’

satisfied’

devour’

A2:7a

A2:7b

A2:8a

 יַ טּוּya††û ‘turn aside’

 יֵ ְלכוּyë|lkû ‘go’

 יַ טּוּya††û ‘stretch out’

A2:8b

A3:7a

A5:9a

 יִ ְשׁתּוּyišTû ‘drink’

 יַ ֲﬠ ֶשׂהya`áSè ‘do’

 יָ בוֹאyäbô´ ‘comes’

A5:10b

A5:11a

A6:6a

 יְ ָת ֵﬠבוּyütä`ëºbû ‘abhor’

 ִתּ ְקחוּTiqHû ‘take’

 יִ ְמ ָשׁחוּyimšäºHû ‘anoint’

M2:1a

M2:6b

M2:8a

שׂוּה
ָ  יַ ֲﬠya`áSûºhä ‘do’

 יַ ִטּיפוּןya††îpûn ‘preach’

קוֹמם
ֵ ְ יyüqômëm ‘rise’

M2:8b

M2:9a

M2:9b

 ַתּ ְפ ִשׁטוּןTapši†ûn ‘strip

 ְתּגָ ְרשׁוּןTügäºršûn ‘drive

 ִתּ ְקחוּTiqHû ‘take’

off’
M2:10d

out’
M3:5c

M3:9b

 ְתּ ַח ֵבּלTüHaBBël ‘ruins’

 יִ ֵתּןyiTTën ‘give’

 יְ ַﬠ ֵקּשׁוּyü`aqqëºšû ‘make

M3:11b

crooked’
M3:11c

Present-habitual

M3:11a
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 יִ ְשׁפֹּטוּyišPöº†û ‘judge’

 יוֹרוּyôrû ‘teach’

 יִ ְקסֹמוּyiqsöºmû ‘practice

M3:11d

M4:5a

divination’
M7:2b

 יִ ָשּׁ ֵﬠנוּyiššä`ëºnû ‘lean’

 יֵ ְלכוּyëlkû ‘walk’

 יֶ ֱאר ֹבוּye´éröºbû ‘lie in
wait’

M7:2c

 יָ צוּדוּyäcûºdû ‘hunt’
Future-habitual
A5:11e

 ִת ְשׁתּוּtišTû ‘will drink’

A5:21c

ַ ´ ָא ִריärîªH ‘will delight’

M2:3

 ֵת ְלכוּtë|lkû ‘will walk
about’
M4:5b

M2:11b

M4:2g

´ ַא ִטּףa††ìp ‘will preach’

 ֵתּ ֵצאTëcë´ ‘will go out’

M6:14a

M6:14b

M6:14d

ֹאכל
ַ  תtö´kal ‘will eat’

 ִת ְשׂ ָבּעtiSBä` ‘will be

 ַת ְפ ִליטtaplî† ‘will make

M6:14f

satisfied’
M6:15a

safe’
M6:15b

´ ֶא ֵתּןeTTën ‘will give’

 ִתזְ ַרעtizra` ‘will sow’

 ִת ְקצוֹרtiqcôr ‘will reap’

M6:15c

M6:15d

M6:15e

ֹ  ִת ְדרtidrö|k ‘will tread’

 ָתסוּtäsûk ‘will anoint’

 נֵ ֵלnëlëk ‘will walk’

 ִת ְשׁ ֶתּהtišTè ‘will drink’

Z1:13e

Z2:7c

Z2:14b

 יִ ְשׁתּוּyišTû ‘will drink’

 יִ ְר ָבּצוּןyirBäcûn ‘will lie

 יָ ִלינוּyälîºnû ‘will lodge’

Z2:14c

down’
Z2:15b

Z2:15c

שׁוֹרר
ֵ ְ יyüšôrër ‘will sing’

 יִ ְשׁר ֹקyišröq ‘will hiss’

Z3:13a

Z3:13b

Z3:13c

 יַ ֲﬠשׂוּya`áSû ‘will do’

 יְ ַד ְבּרוּyüdaBBürû ‘will

 יִ ָמּ ֵצאyimmäcë´ ‘will be

speak’

found’

Z3:13d

 יִ ְרעוּyir`û ‘will graze’

ַ  יָ נִ יyänîª` ‘will shake’
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Ambiguous aspect/time:
A1:2b ( יִ ְשׁ ָאגyiš´äg ‘will be roaring/will roar/roars’—future-imperfective, futureperfective, or present habitual); A1:2c ( יִ ֵתּןyiTTën ‘will be speaking/will speak/speaks’—
future-imperfective, future-perfective, or present habitual); M6:2b ( יִ ְתוַ ָכּחyitwaKKäH
‘will contend/will be contending’—future perfective or imperfective); M7:4b (ִת ְהיֶ ה

tihyè ‘will be/become’— future perfective or imperfective; adverbial could also be
present); M7:7c (could be either pve or hab depending on whether He will hear a specific
cry or whenever he cries); M7:8d (´ ֵא ֵשׁבëšëb ‘would sit/sit’—hypothetical situation,
past habitual, or present habitual); M7:10d ( ִתּ ְהיֶ הTi|hyè ‘will be/become’—perfective
ingressive or imperfective stative); M7:11a ( יִ ְר ַחקyirHaq ‘will be/become extended’—
future stative-imperfective or ingressive-perfective); M7:19a-b ( יָ שׁוּב יְ ַר ֲח ֵמנוּyäšûb

yüra|Hámëºnû ‘will again have compassion’—probably future-perfective serial verb);

Textual Issue:
M2:4; M4:14a ( ִתּ ְתגּ ְֹד ִדיTitGödüdî ‘muster/slash yourselves’—uncertain of root, jussive
or YIQTOL); M6:9b ( יִ ְר ֶאהyir´è ‘will see’—could be infinitive, see Andersen &
Freedman 2006:246 and LXX); M6:16a ( וְ יִ ְשׁ ַתּ ֵמּרwüyišTammër ‘would keep/kept’—
LXX has aorist, which is past-perfective; could be habitual or WAYYIQTOL)
Modal: A2:12c ( ִתּנָּ ְבאוּTinnäb´û ‘must prophesy’—deontic modal, habitual); A5:5b
( ָתבֹאוּtäböº´û ‘must come’—deontic modal); A5:5c ( ַת ֲﬠבֹרוּta`áböºrû ‘must cross
over’—deontic modal); A5:15d ( יֶ ֱחנַ ןye|Hénan ‘might be gracious’—epistemic modal);
A7:10c (תוּכל
ַ tûkal ‘able’—lexical dynamic modal, imperfective); A7:12e (ִתּנָּ ֵבא

Tinnäbë´ ‘must prophesy’—deontic modal); A7:13a (תוֹסיף
ִ tôsîp ‘must not add’—
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deontic modal); A7:16b ( ִתּנָּ ֵבאTinnäbë´ ‘must prophesy’—deontic modal); A7:16c
( ַת ִטּיףta††îp ‘must prophesy’—deontic modal); A9:1f ( יָ נוּסyänûs ‘will be able to
escape’—circumstantial modal); A9:1g ( יִ ָמּ ֵלטyimmälë† ‘will be able to escape’—
circumstantial modal); M2:3b ( ָת ִמישׁוּtämîºšû ‘will be able to remove’—circumstantial
modal); M2:6c ( יַ ִטּפוּya††iºpû ‘must preach’—deontic modal); M2:6d ( יִ ַסּגyissag ‘can
overtake’—circumstantial modal); M3:11e ( ָתבוֹאtäbô´ ‘can come’—circumstantial
modal or future-perfective); M6:14e ( ְתּ ַפ ֵלּטTüpallë† ‘might preserve’—epistemic
modal); Z1:18 (יוּכל
ַ yûkal ‘will be able’—circumstantial modal); Z2:3e (ִתּ ָסּ ְתרוּ

Tissäºtrû ‘may be hidden’—epistemic modal); Z3:5a ( יַ ֲﬠ ֶשׂהya`áSè ‘can do’—dynamic
modal); Z3:7b ( ִתּ ְיר ִאיTîr´î ‘must fear’—epistemic modal); Z3:7c ( ִתּ ְק ִחיTiqHî ‘must
take’—epistemic modal); Z3:17a ( ַ יוֹשׁי
ִ yôšîª` ‘can save’—dynamic modal or present
habitual)

Might be jussive/cohortative:
A4:1c ( וְ נִ ְשׁ ֶתּהwünišTè ‘we may drink/let us drink’—cohortative or YIQTOL); A5:24a
( וְ יִ גַּ לwüyiGGal ‘let roll down/may roll down’—jussive or YIQTOL); A9:1d (וְ יִ ְר ֲﬠשׁוּ

wüyir`ášû ‘shake/may shake’— jussive or YIQTOL); M1:8d (´ ֶא ֱﬠ ֶשׂהe`éSè ‘must
make/let me make’—cohortative or YIQTOL); M3:4c ( ויַ ְס ֵתּרwüyasTër ‘let him hide/may
he hide’— jussive or YIQTOL); M4:2d ( וְ נַ ֲﬠ ֶלהwüna`álè ‘let us go up/we must go up—
cohortative or YIQTOL); M4:2e (יוֹרנוּ
ֵ ְ וwüyôrëºnû ‘let him teach/he may teach’— jussive
or YIQTOL); M4:11b ( ֶתּ ֱחנָ ףTeHénäp ‘let her be polluted/she must be polluted’— jussive
or YIQTOL); M5:8b ( יִ ָכּ ֵרתוּyiKKärëºtû ‘let them be cut off/they must be cut off’—
jussive or YIQTOL); M6:1d ( וְ ִת ְשׁ ַמ ְﬠנָ הwütišmaº`nâ ‘let them hear/may they hear’—
jussive or YIQTOL); M6:14c ( וְ ַת ֵסּגwütassëg ‘save/you may save’— jussive or YIQTOL);
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M7:7a (´ ֲא ַצ ֶפּהácaPPè ‘will watch/must watch’—cohortative or YIQTOL); M7:14b
( יִ ְרעוּyir`û ‘let them graze/they must graze’— jussive or YIQTOL); Z2:13b (יא ֵבּד
ַ ִו

wî|´aBBëd ‘let him destroy/he must destroy’— jussive or YIQTOL)
Irrealis hypothetical:
A2:13a ( ַכּ ֲא ֶשׁר ָתּ ִﬠיקKa´ášer Tä`îq ‘as…would press’); A3:12b ( ַכּ ֲא ֶשׁר יַ ִצּילKa´ášer

yaccîl ‘as…would snatch’); A9:9c ( ַ  ַכּ ֲא ֶשׁר יִ נּוֹKa´ášer yinnôª` ‘as…would be
shaken’); A9:9d ( יִ פּוֹלyiPPôl ‘would fall’—coordinate to preceding, A9:9c); M5:6b
( יְ ַקוֶּ הyüqawwè ‘would wait’—after  ְכּ ַטלKü†al ‘like the dew’); M5:6c (יְ יַ ֵחל

yüyaHël ‘would wait’—after  ְכּ ַטלKü†al ‘like the dew’)
Question:
A3:3a ( ֲהיֵ ְלכוּháyëlkû ‘walk’—generic); A3:4a ( ֲהיִ ְשׁ ַאגháyiš´ag ‘roar’—generic);
A3:4b ( ֲהיִ ֵתּןháyiTTën ‘give’—generic); A3:5a ( ֲה ִתפֹּלhátiPPöl ‘fall’—generic); A3:5b
( ֲהיַ ֲﬠ ֶלהháya|`álè ‘spring up’—generic); A3:5c ( יִ ְלכּוֹדyilKôd ‘captures’—generic);
A3:6a ( יִ ָתּ ַקעyiTTäqa` ‘blown’—generic); A3:6b ( יֶ ֱח ָרדוּyeHéräºdû ‘tremble’—
generic); A3:6c ( ִתּ ְהיֶ הTihyè ‘is’—generic); A3:8b ( יִ ָיראyîrä´ ‘would fear’—generic);
A3:8d ( יִ נָּ ֵבאyinnäbë´ ‘would prophesy’—generic); A6:12a ( ַהיְ ֻרצוּןhayürucûn
‘run’—generic); A6:12b ( יַ ֲחרוֹשׁyaHárôš ‘plow’—generic?); A7:2e ( יָ קוּםyäqûm ‘can
stand’—ability modal, present, imperfective); A7:5c ( יָ קוּםyäqûm ‘can stand’—ability
modal, present, imperfective); A8:5a ( יַ ֲﬠבֹרya`ábör ‘pass’—future-perfective); A8:6a
( נַ ְשׁ ִבּירnašBîr ‘may sell’—teleological modality); A8:8a ( ִת ְרגַּ זtirGaz ‘tremble’—
Future-perfective); M2:7b (יטיבוּ
ִ ֵ יyê†îºbû ‘do good’—generic); M4:9a (יﬠי
ִ  ָת ִרtärîº`î ‘are
you crying’—present-habitual or imperfective); M6:6a (´ ֲא ַק ֵדּםáqaDDëm ‘should
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meet’—deontic modal, present-perfective); M6:6b (´ ִא ַכּףiKKap ‘should bow myself’—
deontic modal, present-perfective); M6:6c ( ַה ֲא ַק ְדּ ֶמנּוּha´áqaDDümeºnnû ‘should
meet’—deontic modal, present-perfective); M6:7a ( ֲהיִ ְר ֶצהháyircè ‘would be
pleased’—generic); M6:7b ( ַה ֶא ֵתּןha´eTTën ‘should give’—deontic modal, presentperfective); M6:11a ( ַה ֶאזְ ֶכּהha´ezKè ‘can be clean’—dynamic modal, presentimperfective, generic)

Conditions:
A5:22a (ם־תּ ֲﬠלוּ
ַ ´ ִאim-Ta`álû ‘if you offer’—protasis, habitual); A5:22b (´ ֶא ְר ֶצהercè
‘will accept’—apodosis, habitual); A5:22c (´ ַא ִבּיטaBBî† ‘will look’—apodosis,
habitual); A6:9b (´ ִאם־יִ וָּ ְתרוּim-yiwwäºtrû ‘if…remain’—protasis); A9:2a (ִאם־יַ ְח ְתּרוּ

´im-yaHTürû ‘if…dig’—protasis, perfective); A9:2b ( ִת ָקּ ֵחםtiqqäHëm ‘will take’—
apodosis, perfective); A9:2c ( וְ ִאם־יַ ֲﬠלוּwü´i|m-ya`álû ‘if they go up’—protasis,
perfective); A9:2d (אוֹר ֵידם
ִ ´ôrîdëm ‘will bring them down’—apodosis, perfective);
A9:3a ( וְ ִאם־יֵ ָח ְבאוּwü´im-yëHä|b´û ‘if…hide themselves’—protasis, perfective);
A9:3b (´ ֲא ַח ֵפּשׂáHaPPëS ‘will search out’—apodosis); A9:3d ( וְ ִאם־יִ ָסּ ְתרוּwü´im-

yissäºtrû ‘if…hide’—protasis, perfective); A9:3e (´ ֲא ַצוֶּ הácawwè ‘will command’—
apodosis, perfective); A9:4a ( וְ ִאם־יֵ ְלכוּwü´im-yëlkû ‘if…go’—protasis, perfective);
A9:4b (´ ֲא ַצוֶּ הácawwè ‘will command’—apodosis, perfective); M3:4a ( יִ זְ ֲﬠקוּyiz`áqû
‘should they cry’—unmarked conditional, protasis); M3:4b ( יַ ֲﬠנֶ הya`ánè ‘will
answer’—unmarked conditional, apodosis)

After non-actualized subordinator (all hypothetical situations):
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A5:6c ( ֶפּן־יִ ְצ ַלחPen-yiclaH ‘lest…rush through’—consequence); A5:14 (ְל ַמ ַﬠן ִתּ ְחיוּ

lümaº`an Ti|Hyû ‘in order that…may live’—purpose); A5:19a ( ַכּ ֲא ֶשׁר יָ נוּסKa´ášer
yänûs ‘like when…flees’—hypothetical situation); A9:12a ( ְל ַמ ַﬠן יִ ְירשׁוּlümaº`an
yî|ršû ‘in order that…may possess’—purpose); Z2:2b (בּט ֶרם לֹא־יָ בוֹא
ֶ Bü†eºrem lö´yäbô´ ‘before…does not come’); Z2:2c (בּט ֶרם לֹא־יָ בוֹא
ֶ Bü†eºrem lö´-yäbô´
‘before…does not come’); Z3:7d (  יִ ָכּ ֵרתyiKKärët ‘would be cut off’—No subordinator,
but rhetorical relation of consequence, hypothetical situation)
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